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Executive Summary 
The objective of Task 3.5 is to provide a qualitative Technological Viability Evaluation of the 
concepts developed within the ELIPTIC use cases, and for which a feasibility study and a 
demonstrator, or a feasibility study alone were performed. Thus, Task 3.5 complements the 
Conventional Full Evaluation of use cases with a technology application assessed in Tasks 
3.3 and 3.4. 

The Technological Viability Evaluation is based on a SWOT analysis of statements collected 
from the use cases by means of a structured questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. 
The SWOT statements are categorized in four groups: technology, operation, finance, and 
society and environment. For the analysis, the use cases have been classified in four 
technology clusters which are compatible and contained within the three ELIPTIC thematic 
pillars. The use case cities were further categorized into clusters according to their 
demographic, economic and transportation system characteristics. 

The individual use cases’ SWOT results assessment is presented grouped in the above-
mentioned technology clusters, and further in a cross-case and a cross-cluster analysis. 
Similarities and discrepancies derived from the SWOT statements are highlighted to identify 
common advantages and disadvantages of the technologies evaluated, as well as to derive 
common strategies and recommendations. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Four global megatrends will define life in cities in the next decades: demographic change, an 
increasing urbanization, the ongoing climate change, and globalization. The challenges that 
these megatrends present are many and include the provision of sustainable means of 
transportation for an ever more mobile population. As a consequence, the transport sector 
will face a substantial transformation process, especially in terms of public means of mass 
transit. Increasing passenger capacity, protecting the environment and coping with limited 
budgets are some of the issues that need to be addressed. Generally regarded as an 
environmentally friendly and energy efficient, public transport offers an important potential to 
contribute to a greener future transport concept. 

Various technological concepts are currently under investigation to tackle the above-
mentioned challenges. The ELIPTIC project addresses three specific electrification concepts: 
1) the safe integration of electric buses using existing electric public transport infrastructure, 
2) innovative energy storage systems to increase operational efficiency of electric vehicles, 
and 3) multi-purpose use of electric public transport infrastructure to supply energy to other 
types of electric modes. 

In the most cities there is a clear intention to further electrify the public transport system. 
However, uncertainties regarding the technical, operational, financial and regulatory viability 
of these concepts still remain. 

1.2 Scope and Goals   
Within Work Package 3 (WP 3), Task 3.5 provides a qualitative assessment of the feasibility 
studies in the applicable use cases and is, as such, complementary to the qualitative 
Conventional Full Evaluation provided by Task 3.3 and Task 3.4. Within ELIPTIC, case 
studies rely on real environment demonstrators (assessed in Tasks 3.3 and 3.4), feasibility 
studies, or both (the latter assessed both in Tasks 3.3 and 3.5). 

The tool to assess the viability of the considered technology concepts in the use cases is a 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis. The analysis is carried 
out both in a use case and city-specific basis, as well as in a city-overarching context. 
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Figure 1: Relations of Task 3.5 within ELIPTIC WP3 

As mentioned above, since the evaluation of the technology concepts in a demonstration use 
case is covered by Tasks 3.3 and 3.4, Task 3.5 instead focuses on use cases performing a 
feasibility study alone or in conjunction with a demonstrator. The purpose of the SWOT 
analysis is to help the respective use cases to improve the viability of their feasibility studies 
and thus the overall concept of its future realization. 

To structure the task, four central research questions are defined: 

• Which pros and cons do the respective technological concepts have regarding the 
technical viability?  

• Which pros and cons do the respective technological concepts have regarding the 
operational viability?  

• What is the influence of the external environment (e.g. legal, funding) on the successful 
set-up and operation of the technological concept? 

• Where are gaps between actual implementation and the best case/targeted 
implementation? What are recommendations to close these gaps? 
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1.3 Procedure 
The present report is structured in five chapters, of which the present Chapter 1 opens by 
stating the motivation, scope and goal of Task 3.5. The approach and methodology are 
described in Chapter 2, where the process in which the data was acquired, analyzed and 
validated is explained in detail. This chapter also includes the clustering criteria used to 
categorize the technology concepts themselves, and to characterize the individual use case 
cities. Chapter 3 presents the SWOT statement results obtained from the use cases and a 
multi-level analysis that looks into the use cases individually, the technology clusters by 
means of a cross-case analysis, and finally a cross-cluster analysis looking at all clusters. A 
list of recommendations based on the results of the SWOT analysis is presented in Chapter 
4, and Chapter 5 provides a summary of the key issues as well as an outlook for required 
further research. 

 

Figure 2: Report Structure 
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2 Approach and Methodology 
The SWOT analysis has been chosen as a qualitative tool to assess the key elements of 
viability of the technology concepts developed within ELIPTIC, and for which a feasibility 
study has been made. The evaluation is based on the statements and data gathered from 
the use cases involved, which have been sorted and analyzed to draw conclusions and 
recommendations. 

The work process of the task is divided into three main phases:  

1. Data acquisition (questionnaires and interviews) 

2. Data analysis (data clustering and identification of SWOTs) 

3. Data validation (cross-review of statements and conclusions) 

 

2.1 Data Acquisition 
Data for the evaluation of the viability of the technology concepts was acquired from different 
sources (see Figure 3). As a first step, internal project documents (e.g. use case set-up 
reports and the description of the No-ELIPTIC scenario reference, reported in Deliverable 
3.3) were reviewed to develop a basic understanding for the use cases and considered 
technology concepts. The document review was complemented by a desktop-based 
research to enhance the understanding of the underlying technologies. A bilateral 
communication with the use cases has been maintained during the whole work process in 
order to clarify the specific use case scope and methodology, as well as to validate and 
discuss results.  

 

Figure 3: Data Acquisition Process 
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The core of the data acquisition process consists of a structured questionnaire and semi-
structured interviews. Through the comprehensive questionnaire, data regarding the viability 
of the technology in the city/use case specific framework was acquired (see Appendix I). The 
subsequent interviews, as follow-up of the questionnaire, are meant to clarify and validate 
the use case statements, to discuss unclear issues and to collect further information (see 
Appendix II). Once the consolidated data was obtained, a two-fold validation process was 
performed: on one hand, data was directly validated by use case representatives and on the 
other hand, project internal experts independently validated the data from an external 
perspective. 

 

Figure 4: Use case questionnaire example question (screenshot) 
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Figure 5: Data acquisition schedule 

 
 

2.2 Data Analysis 
The data analysis process is structured into three components:  

4. City and use case snapshot,  

5. SWOT-analysis 

6. Derivation of recommendations 

The use case snapshot is created for all use cases in the scope of this task in order to 
incorporate use case specific circumstances in the subsequent result interpretation. The 
snapshot includes the scope, objective, technical characteristics, and the city characteristics 
(demographic, economic and mobility system facts) of each use cases (see Chapter 2.4.2). 

Within the SWOT analysis, the main results from the data-gathering process and its 
interpretation are presented. The SWOT analysis is one of the most frequently used tools for 
strategic planning1, initially employed in strategic planning processes of organizations2. The 
underlying logic of a SWOT analysis is to group the internal, i.e. strengths and weaknesses, 

                                            
 
1 Glaister, K. W., Strategic Planning: Still Going Strong?, Long Range Planning Vol. 32, January 1999. 
2 Helms M., et.al., Exploring SWOT Analysis – where are we now?, Journal of Strategy and 
Management, Vol. 3 No. 3, 2010. 
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and external issues, i.e. opportunities and threats3. Although the application of the SWOT 
analysis in the field of technology assessment, especially in the field of electric mobility is not 
widely reported in scientific literature,4 it is an appropriate tool within the assessment process 
of the ELIPTIC project, especially regarding the different feasibility evaluations on which it is 
based. In performing such an analysis for innovative technology concepts which are yet to be 
implemented, potential drivers, barriers and prospects may be identified to support decision 
makers and cities.  

In this context, the SWOT analysis is conducted on two levels: a) a SWOT analysis for each 
use case in its respective setting and b) a cross use case analysis within the technology 
clusters (see Chapter 2.4.1) and among these clusters, when possible. The additional 
dimension that clustering use cases enables (see Chapter 2.4) not only gives statements the 
context to allow for comparison with similar environments, but also compartmentalizes the 
derived conclusions for better cross-referencing. This clustering helps to focus on the 
transport operators’ perspective when implementing their respective technology concepts, 
providing complementary factors and features. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats are subsequently identified from the statements and answers obtained during the 
data collection and the use case snapshots.  

Since the identification of relevant thematic evaluation categories is crucial for the execution 
of a sound SWOT analysis 5, the four main thematic evaluation categories (Technology, 
Operation, Financial, and Society and Environment) were used to sort the information, in 
coherence with the KPI evaluation categories of task 3.1 and 3.3 (see Figure 1). Table 1 
below lists the internal factors in the four aforementioned categories that derive into the 
identified strengths and weaknesses, while Table 2 lists external factors leading to 

                                            
 
3 Sabbaghi, A et. al., SWOT Analysis and Theory of Constraint in Information Technology Projects, 
Information System Education Journal, Vol. 2, No. 23, 2004. 
4 a) Barbosa, F.C., Modern Trolleybus Systems as a Technological Option for Greening Bus Corridors 
- A Technical Economical Assessment, SAE Technical Papers, Part F127082, 2016,  
b) Raslavičius L, et.al., Electric vehicles challenges and opportunities: Lithuanian review, Renewable 
and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Vol 42, 2015,  
c) Hackbarth, A, et. al., Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles for CO2-Free Mobility and Active Storage 
Systems for the Grid (Part 1), E.ON Energy Research Center Series, RWTH Aachen, Vol. 2, Issue 3, 
2010,  
d) Quak, H., et al., Possibilities and barriers for using electric-powered vehicles in city logistics 
practice, Transportation Research Procedia, No.12, 2016. 
5 Panagiotou, G, Bringing SWOT into focus, Business Strategy Review, Vol. 14 Issue 2, 2003. 
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opportunities and threats. For example: the higher reliability, availability and efficiency of the 
public transport grid as compared to the public distribution grid, would represent a strength of 
the technology concept, as would apply for the same criteria in electric buses as compared to 
diesel vehicles. On the other hand, an economic crisis, which would signal a negative 
economic situation as an external factor, would represent a threat. 

Internal Factors (eventual Strengths and Weaknesses) 

Technology 

• Development Status 
- Technology readiness level 
- Market availability 
- Standardization 

• Technical Characteristics 
- Reliability 
- Availability 
- Energy efficiency 
- Safety 
- Sensitivity to climate conditions 
- Others 

• Technical Integration 
- interaction with / effect on existing public transport network 

Operation 

• Implementation and Management 
- implementation phase: planning and implementation effort 
- operational phase: operational management and planning effort 

• Maintenance 
- maintenance, workshop requirements 

• Operational Characteristics 
• Operational Integration 

- Operational integration 
- Technical integration 

• Integration with City 
- necessary changes in city 

• Possible fields of application within public transport system and city 
• Availability of qualified staff (e.g. for maintenance) 

Financial 

• Lifecycle Cost 
• Cost Structure 

- Capital expenditures (e.g. vehicles, infrastructure, replacement) 
- Operational expenditures (energy, maintenance, staff) 

• Fulfillment of Investment Criteria 

Society & 
Environment 

• Image 
• Impacts on City (e.g. infrastructural changes) 
• Impacts on Society (e.g. quality of (public) transport) 
• Impacts on Environment (e.g. direct/indirect emissions, waste) 
• Attitude and influence towards technology concept of internal stakeholders 

Table 1: Internal use case factors - Strengths and Weaknesses  
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External Factors (eventual Opportunities and Threats) 

Technology 
• Technology Advances 
• Technology Substitutes 
• Technology Adjustments and Synergies 

Operation • Operational Synergies (Synergies with existing public transport system) 

Financial 
• Economic Situation 
• Cost Development of Technology Concept 
• Availability of Funding (e.g. substitutes, grants) 

Society & 
Environment 

• General societal, environmental and transport trends (e.g. lower greenhouse gas 
emissions, mobility preferences of society, electrification of public transport) 

• Status-quo and development of market for technology concept 
• Regulatory and Political Framework (energy grid, environment, safety) 
• Availability of required Staff on the Job Market 
• Attitude and Influence towards technology concept of external stakeholders 

- politics & authorities 
- general public society 
- passengers 
- energy provider & electricity grid operator 
- transport associations 
- public transport operator 

Table 2: External use case factors - Opportunities and Threats 

Finally, based on the use case specific characteristics and results from the SWOT analysis, 
recommendations for the technology concepts are derived by defining distinct strategies 
for the combination of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (see Figure 6). A 
strength-opportunity (SO) pair, for example, capitalizes on helpful internal and external 
factors in order to improve performance. Leveraging pairs, on the other hand, are meant to 
overcome negative factors (weaknesses and threats) with positive ones (strengths and 
opportunities). Strength—threat (ST) strategies use strengths to deal most effectively and 
efficiently with the threats of the surrounding system. Weakness-opportunity (WO) strategies 
have the goal of minimizing weaknesses, which prevents the technology concept to exploit 
an opportunity. Weaknesses-threats (WT) strategies are intended to minimize weaknesses 
and avoid threats6. 

  

                                            
 
6 Weihrich, H. 1982. The TOWS Matrix-A Tool for Situational Analysis, Long Range Planning, 15(2), pp. 54-66 
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Figure 6: Classical SWOT-pair strategies (adapted from Weihrich, 1982) 

2.3 Data Validation 
Once the data was collected and analyzed, the results were validated to ensure 
comprehensiveness, aligned with all relevant internal project stakeholders. The first 
validation step took place after the questionnaire data was gathered, as information gaps and 
potential areas for in-depth investigation were identified. As a consequence, the use case 
interviews were scheduled and prepared. While maintaining a standard structure and base 
questions, each interview session was thus tailored to the individual use cases. From the 
combined information of the questionnaires and the interviews, SWOT statements were 
identified. The statements, as well as the compiled information from the questionnaire and 
the interview were then submitted to each respective use case leader for review and 
validation of content and completeness.  

A third and final validation has been performed in a twofold process: complete use case 
snapshots together with their SWOT results were submitted for validation by the individual 
use case representatives on one hand, while on the other, the results, conclusions and 
recommendations have been reviewed by industry partners and ELIPTIC user forum 
members. In this phase, work progress and preliminary achievements were regularly 
presented at the ELIPTIC partner meetings to enlarge the overall validation process. 
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2.4 Data Clustering 
2.4.1 Technology Clusters 

The original ELIPTIC thematic pillars were envisioned from the beginning of the project as a 
general classification of initiatives, which as the project progressed, developed their own 
specific definitions. These pillars can be defined as listed below, as reference: 

• Pillar A - safe integration of electric buses using existing electric public transport 
infrastructure, through the assessment of potential replacement of diesel buses with 
trolley-hybrids or electric buses, with a focus on opportunity (re)charging operations 
(fast or overnight), exploiting tram or metro local infrastructure.  

• Pillar B - innovative energy storage systems to increase operational efficiency, by the 
recovery of braking energy from light rail or tram networks, or the conversion of a 
dismissed rural line into a light rail one 

• Pillar C - multi-purpose use of electric public transport infrastructure, via the possibility 
of supplying energy to other types of electric modes (commercial vehicles, passenger 
cars, taxis). 
 

The objective, scope and technical set up of the individual use cases, however, are 
heterogeneous even within their own thematic pillars. As a consequence, a more detailed 
classification into four technology clusters was necessary, which is mainly in line with the 
cluster approach of Task 3.3 and Task 3.4. For every technology cluster, specific criteria 
were defined according to the use case similarities. Table 3 gives an overview of the defined 
cluster, their description and criteria. 
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Table 3: Description of the technology cluster approach for Task 3.5 

Table 4 shows the assignment of the use cases within scope of this task to the defined 
technology clusters, with their original thematic pillar as a reference. 
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Partner City Pillar A Pillar B Pillar C 

Bremen  
(DE) 

 B.1.1 – Refurbishment of a 
flywheel energy storage 
system 

 

B.1.2 – Recuperation of 
braking energy from trams 

London 
(GB) 

A.2 - Opportunity 
(re)charging of ebuses 
and/or plug-in hybrid buses 
(using metro infrastructure) 

 C.2 – Use of metro sub-
station for (re)charging TfL 
fleet vehicles (e-cars & e-
vans) and zero-emission 
capable taxis 

Brussels 
(BE) 

A.3 - Progressive 
electrification of hybrid bus 
network, using existing tram 
and metro infrastructure 

B.2 – Optimized braking 
energy recovery in light rail 
network 

 

Gdynia 
(PL) 

A.8 – Opportunity 
(re)charging of ebuses 
connecting Tri-city 
agglomeration based on 
trolleybus infrastructure 

B.3 – Optimised breaking 
energy recovery in trolleybus 
network 

 

A.9 –Replacing of diesel 
bus lines by extending 
trolleybus network with 
trolley-hybrids 

Eberswalde 
(DE) 

A.10 – Replacing diesel bus 
lines by extending trolleybus 
network with trolley-hybrids 
(incl. demo of automatic 
(de)wiring) 

  

Szeged 
(HU) 

A.11 - Replacing diesel bus 
lines by extending trolleybus 
network with trolley-hybrids 

 C.6 - Multipurpose use of 
infrastructure for (re)charging 
trolley-hybrids & e-vehicles 

Barcelona 
(ES) 

  C.3 – Use of metro/tram 
infrastructure for recharging 
e-cars (municipal fleet and 
private e-cars) 

Leipzig 
(DE) 

  C.4 – Use of tram network 
sub-station for (re)charging 
e-vehicles 

Lanciano 
(IT) 

 B.4 – Light rail (tram) 
operation for rural rail track 

 

 
Legend 

Technology Cluster 1 Technology Cluster 2 Technology Cluster 3 Technology Cluster 4 
Table 4: Assignment of use cases to the defined technology clusters 
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Technology Cluster 1 

Technology cluster 1, within thematic Pillar A, refers to the technology concept of charging 
electric buses with energy from existing public transport grids like the metro, tram or 
trolleybus grid. The main objective of this technology concept is to support the fast, efficient 
and cheap electrification of the public bus service by providing an infrastructural basis. 

Depending on the use case, the considered vehicles (full electric battery bus, hybrid electric 
bus) as well as the selected charging strategy (opportunity, depot or in-motion charging) 
differ. Further, the connection type varies from a plug-in cable to opportunity charging 
solutions using a pantograph. 

By using the public transport grid to power their vehicles, the use cases compare its 
advantages and disadvantages against a base case, which would consist of connecting to 
the public electricity distribution grid. In this way, the reach and limits of existing public 
transport grids is evaluated as a potential contributor to the further electrification of public 
transport. 

 
Figure 7: Core components of Technology Cluster 1 

Core components of this technology concept are the interface between the considered 
transport grid and the charging points, the actual charging point, and the interface between 
the charging point and the vehicle (Figure 7). 

The morphological box in Table 5 illustrates different technology combinations investigated in 
technology cluster 1 within the ELIPTIC project. 
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Vehicle type Battery electric bus Hybrid electric bus 

Charging strategy Opportunity 
(stationary) 

Depot  
(stationary) 

Catenary  
(in-motion) 

Charging Current AC DC 

Charging power Low power charging (slow) High power charging (fast) 

Connection type Cable (connective) Pantograph (connective) 

Energy source Metro grid Tram grid Trolleybus grid 

Table 5: Morphological box for Technology Cluster 1 

Technology Cluster 2 

Technology cluster 2 is a subdivision within thematic Pillar A that refers to the technology 
concept of equipping trolleybuses with an additional traction battery, allowing an operation 
under catenary as well as without connection to the catenary (autonomous). The main 
objective of this cluster is to extend inner-city and regional electric bus lines, thus substituting 
current diesel bus lines without the necessity to build additional overhead infrastructure. 

As mentioned above, a hybrid trolleybus can operate in two different driving modes. The first 
mode is the “catenary mode”, in which the hybrid-trolleybus is constantly connected to the 
catenary. This mode equals the driving mode of a conventional trolleybus, where the entire 
energy for traction, auxiliary systems and charging of the battery is provided by the catenary. 
The second mode is the “autonomous mode”, in which the entire electric energy is provided 
by the on-board energy storage, which equals the driving mode of a battery electric bus.  

 
Figure 8: Core components of Technology Cluster 2 
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Recharging the internal energy storage is either executed in-motion or at rest (stationary). In-
motion charging can be realized through the pantograph, when connected to the overhead 
wires, or by using recuperated braking energy (see also Technology Cluster 3). In general, 
however, the amount of recuperated braking energy is not sufficient to recharge the internal 
energy storage for daily service. Stationary recharging solutions include opportunity charging 
most often at terminal stops over the pantograph or via an overnight charging solution at the 
depot. Having two alternative energy supplies, the hybrid trolleybus can operate on routes 
which are equipped with catenary as well as on routes not covered by them.  

When switching between catenary and autonomous modes, the vehicle must connect or 
disconnect, respectively, to/from the overhead lines. This is realized by an automated, semi-
automated, or manual wiring system, each of which offer varying degrees of wiring and de-
wiring speeds, which in turn may affect the route’s operation time7. With such a system in 
place, the possibilities of increasing the operational range of hybrid trolleybuses are: the 
extension of the catenary network, the upgrade (increase) of the internal energy storage 
capacity or the introduction of a stationary opportunity charging strategy, e.g. at terminal 
stops. The morphological box in Table 6 illustrates different technology combinations 
investigated in the ELIPTIC project.  

Table 6: Morphological box for Technology Cluster 2 

 

                                            
 
7 The time effect of the wiring mechanism is highly dependent on the technology used. Semi-
automated wiring systems in Solingen and Zurich, e.g., achieve this in less than 10 seconds, which 
does not interfere with operation. 

Driving mode Catenary Mode Autonomous Mode 

Storage media Battery Supercapacitors 

Charging 
strategy 

Catenary 
(in-motion) 

Braking Energy 
(in-motion) 

Opportunity 
(stationary) 

Depot 
(stationary) 

Connection type Catenary connection via trolley poles (2 arms, two poles) 

Wiring principle Automated Semi-automated Manual 

Range extension 
options 

Extension of Catenary 
Network 

Upgrade of Battery 
Capacity Opportunity charging 
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The hybrid trolleybus can be considered as an extended conventional trolleybus. In order to 
achieve the superior operational flexibility, additional technical components are required. 
There are mainly three additional core components: the energy storage unit, the charging 
system and the (automated) wiring system (see Figure 8). 

Technology Cluster 3 

Technology cluster 3 groups the different measures and technical systems that increase the 
use of recuperated braking energy in rail vehicles (metro, tram) and buses (trolleybus). The 
main objective of this cluster is to increase the energy efficiency of the public transport 
system by more efficiently using the recuperated braking energy of its vehicles. 

 
Figure 9: Core components of Technology Cluster 3 

The main application environments within the ELIPTIC project are the tram and the trolleybus 
service. Metro service, however relevant in the application of this technology cluster, is not 
included within the scope of this task’s use cases. Several energy recuperation technologies 
and measures are considered within this cluster. The basic approach to increase the share of 
used recuperated braking energy is energy storage, which allows storing excess energy for 
later use. Here, a distinction between on-board and stationary storage solutions can be made. 
Another measure is the use of reversible substations, which are able to feed back excess 
energy to the supply grid. A third measure, investigated within ELIPTIC, is the dual supply 
system, which allows an energy flow between grid sections which would otherwise be 
separated, and thus allows the direct use of recuperated braking energy by other vehicles in 
the shared grid section.  
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With regard to stationary energy storage solutions, currently considered solutions are: 
supercapacitors, flywheels and batteries. For on-board solutions however, only 
supercapacitors and batteries are considered. The morphological box in Table 7 shows the 
different technology combinations investigated in the ELIPTIC project. 

Core components of this technology concept vary according to the considered energy 
recuperation measure and are shown in Figure 9. 

Vehicle type Tram Trolleybus 

Recuperation 
technology Energy storage Reversible substation Dual supply system 

Storage media Supercapacitors 
(on-board, stationary) 

Flywheel 
(stationary) 

Battery 
(on-board, stationary) 

Table 7: Morphological box for Technology Cluster 3 

Technology Cluster 4 

Technology cluster 4 refers to the technology concept of enabling the multi-purpose use of 
electric public transport grids (metro, tram or trolleybus) to supply energy to other types of 
electric vehicles, including e.g. commercial vehicles, passenger cars, taxis.  

The electric vehicles considered in this cluster vary depending on the use case and include 
electric cars, bikes and utility vans. With regard to charging power, slow and fast charging 
approaches are investigated, relying on alternative current (AC) and direct current (DC), 
respectively. Charging points may be installed at private facilities owned by the public 
transport operator or in public spaces. Vehicle ownership plays an important role when it 
comes to legal issues, as these can be privately owned third party vehicles, fleet vehicles 
owned by the public transport operator or fleet vehicles owned by other companies. 
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Figure 10: Core components of Technology Cluster 4 

The core components of this technology concept are the interface between the considered 
transport grid and the charging points, the actual charging point as well as the interface 
between the charging point and the vehicle (Figure 10). 

Vehicle type Electric cars Electric vans Electric bikes Electric utility 
trucks 

Charging power Low power charging (slow) High power charging (fast) 

Charging current AC DC 

Energy source Metro grid Tram grid Trolleybus grid 

Charging point 
location Private facilities Public space 

Ownership of 
vehicles Private owned vehicle Fleet vehicle PT-

operator 
Fleet vehicle third 

party 
Table 8: Morphological box for Technology Cluster 4 
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2.4.2 City Clusters 

Cities are unique entities that owe their present situation to innumerable factors including 
geography, history, economy, migration, technology, etc. The use case cities of ELIPTIC 
themselves are an example of the diversity of contexts and backgrounds that can be 
encountered when studying the mobility systems in the urban context. 

Besides the technological categorization provided by the defined clusters, an additional 
dimension for the comparison of urban mobility contexts was made. From the available 
literature, two specific approaches were selected to define an ad-hoc clustering of the 
ELIPTIC use cases in the European context: those of the UITP and Arthur D. Little for the 
definition of urban mobility categories, and Vukan R. Vuchic’s scale of a city’s transport 
system development.  

For an overall perspective on urban mobility, the three dimensions proposed by the UITP and 
Arthur D. Little8 have been adopted, namely: 

• City size: determined by the population of the city agglomeration 
• Modal split: assessed by considering the respective shares of individual motorized 

mobility, public transport and non-motorized transport (NMT, including walking and 
cycling)9 

• Prosperity: determined by the GDP per capita. 

These factors take into consideration demographic and economic factors, as well as a 
general understanding of the existing transportation focus of the city. This classification 
allows us not only to group the existing use cases according to a given set of criteria but 
allows for eventual transferability exercises beyond ELIPTIC. 

As a complement to these factors, an adapted 1 to 10 scale based on Vukan R. Vuchic’s 
urban transport system’s development steps10 was used. The author presents 10 generic 
development steps of a public transport system that roughly follow the growth of cities. The 
principle behind this scale is that, as a city develops and grows, and the volumes of travelers 
increase, the transport system must also adapt, and higher capacity transport modes are 

                                            
 
8 Arthur D. Little, The future of Urban Mobility: Towards networked, multimodal cities of 2050, Arthur 
D. Little, 2011 and Arthur D. Little and UITP; The Future of Urban Mobiltiy 2.0: Imperatives to shape 
extended mobility ecosystems of tomorrow, Arthur D. Little and UITP, 2014. 
9 Calculated as the ratio between the public transport share (all modes) divided by the car share. 
10 Vuchic, V.R., Urban Transit Systems and Technology, John Wiley & Sons, New Jersey, 2007, p. 65 
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integrated into the urban system. The proposed process of the transit mode development is 
not to be considered absolute, since there are many influencing factors, which may change 
the sequence of some steps. Nevertheless, the general order of the development process is 
valid for most urban areas. Table 9 shows the considered transport system development 
steps. 

Step Description 

1 Walking, pedestrians 

2 Private Motorized Vehicles: bicycles, motorcycles, cars 

3 Common Carrier Vehicles: taxis, minibuses 

4 Wider Roads (arterials) 

5 Introduction of Large Vehicles: Bus transit, including 
trolleybuses mainly on Right-of-way (ROW) C11 

6 Partial Separation of Modes: Transit on ROW B 

7 Guided Technologies: e.g. light rail transit (LRT), streetcar, 
tramway 

8 Grade separated ways (freeways) 

9 Fully controlled common carrier right of way: ROW A, rapid 
transit) 

10 Fully Automated, guided transit modes (AGT, RRT) 

Table 9: Transport System Development Scale 

For every use case, the above-mentioned criteria were analyzed. A categorization based on 
threshold values adjusted from the above-mentioned sources is presented in Table 10. 

                                            
 
11 Right-of-way (ROW) categories in this sense represent the type of way on which transit vehicles 
operate. There are mainly three ROW categories: 
- ROW C represents public streets with general traffic. Transit modes are not separated from the 

other traffic and normally interact with it 
- ROW B represents transit ways, which are partially separated from other traffic, where transit 

vehicles interact with traffic sporadically, mainly at intersections. 
- ROW A represents ways that are fully separated from other traffic. Further, these ways are 

physically protected and the modes which operate on this category are usually guided (e.g. rail). 
The ROW category is closely correlated with the performance (speed, capacity, reliability) and 
investment costs of the transit modes. 
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Population size 
(inhabitants) 12 

Small 
(<250 000) 

Medium 
(<1 M) 

Large 
(>1 M) 

Modal Split 
(%PT/%car factor) 

Private 
(<1) 

Public 
(≥1) 

Prosperity 
(GDP per capita) 

Emerging 
(<20 000 €) 

Mature 
(≥20 000 €) 

Transport System 1/10 to 10/10 scale 

Table 10: Threshold criteria for the city clusters 

 

For every use case in the scope of Task 3.5, the state of the public transport system as 
defined above has been assessed. The use cases have been classified accordingly with a 
set of attributes that allow us to characterize them better during the SWOT analysis.  

 

 Private Public 

 Emerging Mature Emerging Mature 

Small  Eberswalde (5/10) Szeged (7/10)  

Medium Gdynia (7/10) Bremen (7/10) 
Leipzig (9/10)   

Large  Brussels (9/10)  London (10/10) 
Barcelona (10/10) 

Table 11: Use case clusters 

                                            
 
12 Adapted from the definition in: Lewis Dijkstra, L. and Poelman, H., Cities in Europe: The New 
OECD-EC Definition. Regional Focus RF 01/2012, namely: S (50k-100k), M (100k-250k) L (250k-
500k), XL (500k-1M), XXL (1M-5M), Global city (+5M) 
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Figure 11: Urban growth and transport system evolution (Vuchic, 2007) 
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3 Assessment 
3.1 Technology Cluster 1 
3.1.1 London A.2 

Use Case Snapshot 

London A.2  

Title “Opportunity (re)charging of ebuses and/or plug-in hybrid buses (using 
metro infrastructure)” 

Objective “The key overall objective of this use case is to understand how the TfL 
owned LU power network can be used to support the faster, more efficient 
and cheaper electrification of London buses. This will be delivered through 
undertaking a comprehensive feasibility study looking at both the supply of 
electricity from the LU power network and demand based on the vehicles 
operating from the chosen location and routes they serve.”13 

Partner TfL 

Sources London Use case Set-Up Report (D2.3) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
London Use Case Questionnaire (27.02.2017) 
London A.2 Use case Interview  (18.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by David Talbot, Mark Poulton, TfL 

 

 

Figure 12: London modal share 

 
                                            
 
13 TfL, London use case set up report 
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City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 

Large 
(8.6 M) 

Public 
(1.31) 

Mature 
(€67 500) 10/10 

 

London, home to just over 8.7 million people, is Europe’s largest metropolitan center, and 
with a GDP per capita of € 67 500, also the continent’s wealthiest14.  

Transport for London (TfL) manages London's bus, underground system (LU), known also as 
the “tube”, the Docklands Light Railway, over-ground railway and tram networks. TfL 
manages a public transport network that includes 11 underground railways lines covering 
402km serving the 270 stations using over 525 trains and approximately 700 bus routes, 79 
bus stations, 78 bus depots and around 19 500 bus stops served by approximately 8 500 
vehicles (operated by private companies)15. The LU and the bus services generally share an 
operating schedule between 05:00 and 00:00, and existing night bus routes are expected to 
be complemented with metro service in the near future to enhance the existing 24h per day 
service. In total London buses deliver around 6.5 million passenger journeys on a typical 
week day throughout the city and between them all in total cover almost half a billion 
kilometers a year. The underground rail network carries around 3.1 million passengers on an 
average weekday. 

The future plans for public transport electrification in London are ambitious. The draft Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy sets TfL the challenge of delivering a completely zero emission at tailpipe 
bus fleet by 2037. From 2018 all new double deck buses will be hybrid, electric or hydrogen. 
In central London all double deck buses will be Euro VI hybrid by 2019 and all new single 
deck buses will emit zero exhaust emissions by 2020.16  

Part of Technology Cluster 1, the London A.2 use case investigates the possibility of using 
the London Underground’s (LU) private electricity network across the city to supply power to 
installations for the charging of extended range and/or fully electric buses. This feasibility 
investigation includes an overarching investigation of both the London Underground 
electricity supply system and the London bus network to understand where suitable bus 
                                            
 
14 eurostat, update from 30.03.2017, excluding the Luxembourg region 
15 TfL, London use case set up report 
16 TfL, London use case final report 
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garages and other charging locations are in reasonable proximity to a point where a 
connection to the LU power network can be made. 

In terms of charging strategy, although overnight depot charging is considered, this is not 
expected to deliver sufficient power for all day operations. Thus, the possibility of 
implementing opportunity charging at bus termini in order to provide top up charges through 
the day is also investigated as well as how this can be supported from the LU power network. 
The LU power network is an operational system which operates under a high level of 
demand which varies throughout the day and over the year. Generally, the demands on the 
network are much lower overnight (00:00 - 05:00) compared to daytime. Any power drawn 
from it to provide electricity for charging buses will have to be taken in such a way so that it in 
no way degrades the safe and efficient operation of the underground rail network or has an 
adverse impact on power quality. 

 
SWOT Results 
 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 W  Technology concept (electric bus charging 
points supplied by the metro power grid) is not 
ready for full commercial application, key 
enabling components (charging infrastructure, 
grid interface, monitoring and regulation systems) 
are market available, however integration of 
these components (especially grid interface) still 
needs further technical and legal validation and 
investigation, standards (hardware, software) are 
available, but are specific to the respective bus 
manufacturers (not considered as a big barrier) 

Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging points supplied by the metro power 
grid have no advantages or disadvantages 
regarding their energy efficiency and advantages 
regarding their reliability (metro power grid is 
more resilient/reliable than public distribution grid) 
compared to charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

Technical integration 
 

Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid  
  

 S  There are no perceived negative effects on 
the metro operation and metro power grid, it does 
not affect the reliability or availability of current 
public transport system 

 S  No restrictions in the technical integration 
process by third parties, since metro power grid is 
owned by Transport of London 
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 W  Energy supply for charging points is second 
priority within the metro power grid, what causes 
power availability issues (time and location 
specific) in the charging process 

 W  Power quality within the metro power grid is 
characterized by voltage and current spikes, what 
can negatively impact the charging process 

 O  Potential negative effects on the charging 
(e.g. smoothen voltage and current peaks) and 
metro operation can be mitigated or avoided by 
means of demand control, electrical separation, 
energy storage (big potential), detailed real time 
monitoring and therefore support the 
implementation of charging points supplied by the 
LU power grid 

 T  Insufficient number of charging locations, 
which have a reasonable proximity to a 
connection point to the LU power network, 
number constantly changes, since bus routes 
change over time, while LU power network is 
geographically fixed 

Technology substitutes   

 O  Additional opportunity charging points 
supplied by the metro grid could help to 
overcome the current technical and operational 
limitation of electric buses in specific application 
cases and therefore drive a fast electrification of 
the bus fleet with lower costs 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management 

  
  

 S  Planning and implementation effort for using 
the metro power grid for recharging electric buses 
is the same compared to electric bus charging 
points supplied by the public distribution grid, 
whereas the planning and implementation effort 
is dependent on the proximity to the grid interface 
point (new cabling is cost intensive, complicated, 
disruptive, difficult planning) and electrical 
installations are slightly more complex for 
charging points supplied by the metro power grid 

 W  Installing charging points for electric buses 
supplied by the metro power grid outside of TfL 
property faces legal and contractual problems 

Maintenance   
 S  Maintenance effort is the same compared to 
electric bus  charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

Operational Integration   

 S  Supplying charging points with energy from 
the LU power  grid has no adverse effects on the 
bus operation (buses have to operate according 
to timetable), since this is a precondition for the 
application of the technology concept 
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Possible fields of 
application   

 O  Technology concept enables implementation 
of electric bus charging points in locations, where 
a connection to the public distribution grid is not 
possible (no connection point, insufficient spare 
capacity), overcoming a main barrier for the 
further electrification of the bus network, the 
availability of charging infrastructure 

Availability of qualified 
staff   

 S  Main occupational roles/qualifications today 
(1) electrical engineer, 2) vehicle technology 
specialist and 3) fleet manager) and in the future 
(1) fleet manager 3) facility manager) within Tfl to 
ensure the feasibility of the technology concept 
are fully available/staffed 

Operational synergies   

 O  The additional amount of energy required to 
charge electric buses increases the overall 
energy demand in the metro power grid, what can 
result in lower energy purchase prices due to a 
higher purchase volume 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost   

? Lifecycle costs are case specific when 
comparing charging points supplied by the metro 
power grid and public distribution grid, whereas 
the initial CAPEX is assumed to be higher and 
the OPEX to be lower (lower cost for electricity, 
€/kWh) for charging points supplied by the metro 
grid 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria   

 S  Technology concept mainly fulfils the three 
investment criteria 1) technical performance, 2) 
availability, 3) cost 

Availability of funding   

 O  Funding for the implementation and operation 
of the technology concept is fully available and 
secure, whereas main funding sources are : own 
investments, national/regional public funding, 
European public funding, investments by 
industry/manufacturers, bank loans, leasing 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Impacts on city and 
society   

 O  Technology concept can contribute to the 
faster electrification of the London bus fleet, since 
the availability of charging infrastructure is a 
major constraint for the further electrification of 
the bus network 

Impacts on environment   

 S  Implementation of electric bus charging points 
supplied by the metro power grid pushes the 
adoption of electric buses by providing an 
infrastructural basis and therefore leads indirectly 
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to a reduction of local transport related 
environmental impacts (CO2, CO, NOx, PM10, 
Noise) 

Attitude/influence (internal 
stakeholders)    W  Stakeholders within Tfl maintenance staff are 

moderately opposed with moderate influence 

General social, 
environmental and 
transport trends 

  

 O  Technology concept offers an alternative 
energy supply for electric bus charging points, as 
the electricity demand is increasing in London 
and the public distribution grid operates already 
close to its maximum capacity 

Status-quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept 

  

 O  Other cities in Great Britain, operating tram 
and metro systems, are interested in 
implementing the technology concept as well. 
however the cities are not actively doing 
something, but rather observing the activities of 
Tfl 

Regulatory and political 
framework 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 O  Legal framework with regard to environmental 
topics is favorable for the implementation and 
operation of the technology concept 
(implementation of London ultra-low emission 
zone) 

 T  Legal framework with regard to energy and 
grid topics is unfavorable for the implementation 
and operation of the technology concept, since 
the sale of energy to third party customers (e.g. 
subcontracted bus operators) is not possible 
within the current legal framework, what is a main 
barrier for the implementation of the technology 
concept 

 O  Strong alignment with politics could be a lever 
to change the legal framework in terms of energy 
and grid topics in favorable way 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Technology concept is aligned with the 
transport strategy of London (implementation of 
an ultra low emissions zone in central London, 
electrification of bus fleet) 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market   

 O  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of electric bus charging points 
connected to the metro power grid is fully 
available on the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

  

 O  (Local) politics & authorities are active 
supporters (no direct support for project, but 
support initiatives, which increase the air quality), 
having a high influence on the implementation 
and operation of the technology General public 
(incl. media and press), passengers/users and 
NGOs are active supporters, having a moderate 
influence on the implementation and operation of 
the technology concept 
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SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The most significant strengths for London can be found in the general robustness of the LU 
grid, its operational readiness to integrate electric mobility, its solid case for investment and 
the zero-emission nature of the concept. The main weaknesses of the case can be found in 
the quality and availability of power from the LU grid and in the legal framework, within which 
the concept is being developed. Numerous opportunities include the active support of 
practically all stakeholders, the readiness of funding and investment, whereby the main 
threat are current energy regulations. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

An important technological opportunity exists in the further development of the concept by 
introducing demand control, electric separation, real-time monitoring and storage media to 
the system. Taking advantage of this would help overcome the stated weakness regarding 
the quality (current spikes) and availability (time and location specific due to prioritization of 
service from the LU grid), thus enabling efficient and balanced distribution of power to the 
bus network from the LU grid. 

The technology concept has the opportunity of speeding the electrification of the bus fleet by 
providing a feasible alternative to the public distribution grid in terms of charging 
infrastructure. The fact that these points are, at the moment, limited in number due to the 
restriction of proximity to LU grid points is a sign of its assumed non-ubiquity, and the reason 
it is considered as a complement to the public grid, while the fixed nature of the charging 
points versus the changing nature of bus routes can be addressed by the prioritization of 
charging points for probable future use. It can be assumed, e.g. that charging points 
located towards the city center, as well as those along main arterials will more likely be used 
in the future than other points, which could be considered as a lesser priority charging 
opportunity.  

An important opportunity is the concept’s potential of achieving a lower energy purchase 
price due to a higher purchase volume by the LU as a whole. This cost advantage may help 
offset not only the capital expenditure (CAPEX) for new infrastructure, but also the 
investment in new technologies (storage, demand management, etc.) that would add up to 
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the concept’s success. The financial strength in investment criteria, as well as the opportunity 
of available funding support this possibility as well. 

Numerous opportunities in terms of society and environment could also help leverage 
existing threats and weaknesses in the evaluation. Being aligned with London’s 
environmental and political goals and with the political support of authorities, the current 
hurdles that complicate the sale or distribution of energy to third-party (bus) operators could 
be managed. Finally, the perceived weakness of stakeholders within TfL (mostly considered 
as an initial but ephemeral resistance to change) may well be overcome with the known 
existence of available capabilities and know-how within the organization. 

Summary box 

Invest: integrate possible savings from lower energy prices into the cost estimations for the concept 
implementation. 

Develop: further develop the concept integrating advanced demand control, electric separation, real-
time monitoring and storage media options to target voltage spikes and demand peaks. 

Improve: prioritize the possible locations for implementation within an electrification roadmap to 
expand the charging network and complement it with the public distribution grid. 

Promote: take advantage of the positive views from authorities and the public and communicate the 
benefits of the electrification of public transport within the TfL 

Regulate: leverage a change in the current energy regulation for a higher TfL autonomy in energy 
distribution, by using the public and political support, as well as technical and operational benefits. 
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3.1.2 Brussels A.3 

Use Case Snapshot 

Brussels A.3  

Title “Progressive electrification of hybrid bus network, using existing tram and 
underground electric Infrastructure” 

Partner STIB 

Objective “In line with the Brussels government strategy for the transition towards 
local zero- emission busses, to prepare for an upcoming electrification of 
STIB’s bus lines through a progressive electrification of its bus fleet. This 
includes grasping the operational implications of electrification and 
evaluating the financial impacts of electrification.”17 

Sources Brussels Use case Set-Up Report (D2.5) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Brussels Use Case Questionnaire (16.02.2017) 
Brussels A.3 Use case Interview  (20.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Benjamin Roelands, STIB 

 

 
Figure 13: Brussels modal share18 

 
City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 

Large 
(1.8 M) 

Private 
(0.68) 

Mature 
(€63 300) 09/10 

                                            
 
17 STIB, Brussels use case set up report 
18 BELDAM: BELgiumDAilyMobility - http://www.beldam.be/, p. 134 
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Brussels has a population of 1.2 million and a metropolitan area with a population of over 1.8 
million and is the de facto capital city of the European Union, besides being the capital of 
Belgium. The city has a robust economy at €63 300 GDP per capita19, boosted by more than 
360 000 daily commuters from neighboring regions (over 50% of the workforce). 

The Société des Transports Intercommunaux de Bruxelles (STIB) is the main public transport 
operator in Brussels. It operates a network of four metro lines (39.9 km), 17 tramlines (140.9 
km) and 50 bus lines (356.7 km). Its network extends over 19 municipalities of the Brussels 
Capital Region (161 km2) and 11 municipalities of the Brussels periphery. In 2014, 346.6 
million trips were performed on the network20.  

Brussels is included in Technology Cluster 1, as STIB is currently planning to introduce 
diesel-electric hybrid buses as a first step of progressive electrification of a significant portion 
of its bus network (3 eBus tenders are in process), and ultimately achieve a 100% eBus fleet 
in the coming years. The use case studies the options for the actual supply of electric energy 
from its own electric grid. The feasibility study involves drafting the documentation (including 
itineraries, topography, service planning, load profiles, existing electric infrastructure) of 
several hypothetic, yet realistic, use cases in 3 categories: 

• Neighborhood lines: small vehicle (12 m), battery bus, single charging station; 
• Feeder lines: standard vehicle (12 m), battery or plug-in opportunity charging; 
• Trunk lines: large vehicle (18 m), multiple charging strategies. 

The technical set-up of the use case assumes two complementary charging strategies:  

• Depot (overnight) charging with 2 locations connected to the STIB grid and another 2 
connected to the public distribution grid. Depots are to be equipped with one charger 
per bus, which may be fast-charging (80 kW) or normal-charging (40-50 kW), 
depending on the bus batteries. 

• Opportunity charging at bus terminals, with each terminal being equipped with one 
charging point, or with one terminal being equipped with two charging points, as space 
at some terminals in the city center is scarce. Power output is expected between 400 
and 450 kW. 

                                            
 
19 eurostat, update from 30.03.2017 
20 STIB, Brussels use case set up report 
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These charging points shall be connected to the STIB grid whenever possible (depending on 
the particular cost cases and use of each line), which has an 11 kV AC output.  

The Use-Case team reviews the most promising technical solutions and models the most 
promising solutions (by means of fully-featured simulation software) for each of the use 
cases, in order to determine robust configurations of infrastructure, equipment and 
operations, namely: 

• Type and location of charging stations 
• Charging time and charging power levels 
• Type and capacity of on-board electric storage 
• Impact on service planning 

Moreover, it assesses the model results concerning: 

• Energetic efficiency 
• Impact on the electric grid 
• Technical, operational and architectural impacts 
• Cost-Benefit (as input for WP3 and WP4 “business case”) 

 

SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 W  Technology concept (electric bus charging 
points supplied by the tram/metro power grid) is 
ready for full commercial application, key 
enabling components charging infrastructure and 
grid interface are market available, however 
there is a lack of hardware standards with regard 
to opportunity charging points (position of 
pantograph varies with bus manufacturers (no 
industry standard)) 
 O  Process to establish industry standards for 
opportunity charging points is ongoing, driven for 
example by initiatives like CENELEC (ensure 
interoperability of electric buses and charging 
infrastructure of different manufacturers) 
 T  Standards for fire protection for depot 
charging are not defined (potential problem, 
minor barrier) 
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Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging points supplied by the tram/metro 
power grid have no advantages or disadvantages 
regarding their availability as well as energy 
efficiency compared to charging points supplied 
by the public distribution grid, however their 
reliability is assumed to be the same, but slightly 
higher in cases of power interruptions, due to a 
higher grid priority of the public transport power 
supply system  

Technical integration Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid   

 W  There are perceived negative effects on the 
metro operation and metro power grid, caused by 
the operation of charging points supplied public 
transport power supply grid, it does affect the 
reliability or availability of current public transport 
system, whereas the sizing of the charging 
station is determining the effect strength 
 S  No technical and operational limitations on 
the charging process expected due to sufficiently 
available spare capacity in the public transport 
power supply grid 
 T  Finding the necessary space and a suitable 
location to house the required additional 
equipment is a major technical and operational 
barrier 
 O  In case unexpected power limitations with 
regard to the charging point electricity supply 
occur, they can be overcome by “smart charging 
scheduling” (enough spare capacity in traction 
battery to skip two recharge operations)) 
 O  Potential negative effects on the charging 
process and tram/metro operation can be 
mitigated or avoided by energy storages, 
however they will just be relevant in Brussels with 
a full rollout of electric buses 

Technology substitutes   

 T  Opportunity charging strategy can become 
obsolete due to increases in the traction battery 
capacity in the mid-term, investment horizon of 
charging infrastructure is 20 years, what 
constitutes an investment risk 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management   

[?] Planning and implementation effort for using 
the tram/metro power grid for recharging electric 
buses is unclear compared to electric bus 
charging points, supplied by the public 
distribution grid, whereas the planning and 
implementation effort is dependent on the 
location, additional implementation effort can 
arise in case additional transformer (for 400 kW 
and more) has to be installed just for the 
charging point 

Maintenance   
 S  Maintenance effort is about the same 
compared to electric bus charging points 
supplied by the public distribution grid, in case 
additional transformer has to be installed just for 
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the charging point, in this case an additional 
maintenance effort would be necessary 

Operational Integration   
 S  Operation of charging points supplied by the 
metro/tram power grid have no adverse impact 
on the bus operation, since this is a precondition 
for the application of the technology concept 

Availability of qualified 
staff   

 S  Main occupational role/qualification today 
within STIB to ensure the feasibility of the 
technology concept is: 1) technical operator with 
electrical knowledge, which is just partly 
available/staffed, however STIB has profound 
electrical knowledge in the company and is 
further collaborating with experts from VUB 

Operational synergies   

 O  Synergies, which can arise from the 
integration of electric bus charging system with 
the tram/metro power grid are various: 1) use 
knowledge from operating trams and metros for 
the roll-out of electric buses (incl. charging points 
supplied by the tram/metro grid), 2) provide 
vehicle-to-grid services with electric buses 
(relevant in the future), 3) reduction of electricity 
price for tram/metro grid due to increased 
purchase volume (small effect assumed), 4) 
more efficient use of existing tram/metro power 
grid in terms of electrical energy 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost   

 S  Lifecycle cost are lower, compared electric 
bus charging points supplied by the public 
distribution grid, since CAPEX (administrative 
costs occurring for a contract with the energy 
supplier can be avoided, avoid to pay electrical 
supplier’s margin) as well as OPEX (electricity 
price (€/kWh) is lower for the tram/metro power 
grid) are expected to be relatively lower 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria   

 S  Technology concept fulfills the relevant 
investment criteria cost (main criteria) and 
improvement of urban characteristics 

Availability of funding   

 O  Funding for the implementation and operation 
of the electric bus charging points supplied by 
the public transport power supply grid is available 
for the first demonstration projects, whereas main 
funding sources are governmental funding, bank 
loans as well as EU-funding with regard to 
CAPEX and governmental funding as well as 
revenue of ticket sales with regard to OPEX 
 T  Funding for the procurement of the 
complementary technology electric bus is not 
secured and still negotiated 
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Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Image   

 O  Technology concept can contribute to the 
faster electrification of the Brussels bus fleet, and 
have an indirect positive impact on the image of 
STIB as sustainable company 

Impacts on city and 
society   

 O  Technology concept can contribute to the 
faster electrification of the Brussels bus fleet, 
since the availability of charging infrastructure is 
a push factor, however the effect is assumed as 
small 

Impacts on environment    S  Technology concept is aligned with the goal 
of STIB to implement zero local emission buses 

General social, 
environmental and 
transport trends 

  

 O  Drastic growth in passenger numbers (past 
and in future) fosters demand for electric buses 
and consequently the demand for electric bus 
charging points in Brussels 

Status quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept 

  
 T  Electric bus charging points supplied by the 
tram/metro grid are not in the core focus of other 
cities in Belgium 

Regulatory and political 
framework 

  
  
  

 O  Legal framework in terms of energy and grid, 
environment as well as safety does not constitute 
a barrier for the implementation and operation of 
the technology concept 
 O  Technology concept is aligned with the top 
electrification measures of Brussels: starting to 
operate hybrid buses, starting to operate 
electrical buses, new tram lines, new metro lines, 
tram lines extension) 
 S  STIB has a high degree of autonomy with 
regard to the tactical and operational level, what 
simplifies the investigation and implementation of 
innovative technology concepts like charging 
points supplied by the tram/metro power grid 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market   

 T  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of electric bus charging points 
connected to the tram/metro power grid are partly 
available on the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

  
  
  

 O  (Local) politics & authorities are active 
supporters (through funding and promotion), 
having a high influence on the implementation 
and operation of the technology concept 
 O  Research and education is an active 
supporter, having a moderate influence on the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept 
 O  General public (incl. press and media), 
electricity grid operators and (local) energy 
providers are moderate supporters, having a 
moderate influence on the implementation and 
operation of the technology concept 
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SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Brussels is planning a careful and phased approach towards the electrification of its bus fleet. 
The technology concept developed within this use case takes advantage of the STIB’s 
control and management of its public transport electric grid to create a comprehensive 
charging strategy for its expanding eBus fleet. Among the use case’s main strengths we can 
count a lower lifecycle cost for using the public transport grid, the existing know-how and 
expertise the operator has in terms of operation and maintenance of electric systems, and 
STIB’s high degree of autonomy with regard to their strategic and tactical decisions. Even 
when technically and in terms of operation planning and implementation the STIB grid is 
similar or equivalent to the public distribution grid, several cost factors benefit the former as a 
very good alternative and complement to the latter.  

Identified weaknesses are mainly technical, as the standardization of all components has not 
yet been achieved, while threats include spatial constraints for infrastructure, and a possible 
obsolescence of parts of the system (opportunity charging) due to cheaper and more 
advanced alternatives (batteries). Numerous opportunities are present, especially as support 
and funding for the technology are strong and available, operational synergies are in sight, 
and additional technological solutions have already been defined.  

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Whereas power from the STIB grid is known to have significant spare capacity at nights, 
when it does not conflict with the daily operation of the tram and metro, its role during the day 
may still affect the metro operation, depending on the size of overlaps during peak hours. 
This perceived weakness may be addressed by the technological opportunity of using energy 
storage solutions, as well as by taking advantage of “smart charging scheduling”, that would 
diminish the load on the grid at peak times by using power from the traction battery to skip 
charging cycles. Although the present strategy seems to more strongly rely on overnight 
depot charging, a comprehensive charging strategy should, in general, aim at taking full 
advantage of STIB’s grid, i.e. making a more efficient use of power by balancing loads 
through night depot charging, while exploring the potential of vehicle-to-grid services in the 
future, and adequately integrating opportunity charging wherever relevant. 
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Brussels can take the opportunity of being early adopters of eBus technology standards (via 
its current participation in other EU projects), especially for their opportunity charging 
strategy, thus overcoming the remaining weaknesses in this regard (e.g. the position of the 
pantograph) and implementing charging points at line termini. STIB could thus benefit from 
its profound electrical knowledge, and their expertise in operating tram and metros for a 
speedy roll-out of a larger eBus fleet. Further, while the threat of opportunity charging 
becoming obsolete by the introduction of larger traction batteries, the benefit of smaller 
batteries and potentially more space for passengers on board may be a decisive factor on 
certain routes. 

The financial strength of the concept based on its lower lifecycle cost (in both operational 
costs - OPEX and CAPEX), as well as the fulfillment of investment criteria can work together 
with the opportunity of a price reduction for the STIB’s network due to increased purchase 
volumes to build a positive business case and aid the current threat of pending funding for 
the vehicles themselves. This business case may be further strengthened by the drastic 
growth in passenger numbers observed. Finally, it should not be underestimated that the 
positive response from the authorities, general public and academic institutions is a powerful 
lever to support the project’s present and future financing. 

Summary box 

Invest: take advantage of the financing opportunities to ramp up the electrification of the bus fleet, 
consider integrating energy storage and management solutions. 

Develop: continue to develop and participate in the standardization of vehicle hardware. Establish an 
integral charging strategy that takes advantage of both depot and opportunity charging. 
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3.1.3 Gdynia A.8 

Use case Snapshot 

Gdynia A.8  

Title “Opportunity (re)charging of ebuses connecting Tri-city agglomeration 
based on trolleybus infrastructure” 

Partner PKT, UG 

Objective “To explore the possibilities of further public transport electrification in the 
cities of Gdynia and Sopot without the necessity of building wired 
infrastructure. This includes analyzing the trolleybus battery technology for 
creating new unwired trolleybus lines as well as e-bus charging point 
options, and to assess the possibility of replacing current diesel bus lines 
with trolleybus-battery hybrid vehicles”21 

Sources Gdynia Use case Set-Up Report (D2.15) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Gdynia Use Case Questionnaire (27.02.2017) 
Gdynia A.8 Use case Interview  (19.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Mikołaj Bartłomiejczyk, Marta Woronowicz, (PKT), Marcin Wołek (UG) 

 

Figure 14: Gdynia modal share 

City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 

Medium 
(250 000) 

Private 
(0.69) 

Emerging 
(€10 700) 07/10 

 
                                            
 
21 PKT, Gdynia use case set up report 
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The city of Gdynia has a population of 250 000 and is located in the North of Poland at the 
coast of the Baltic Sea. Together with Sopot and Gdansk, Gdynia forms a Tri-City 
agglomeration, as the cities are located next to each other along the coastline of the Gulf of 
Danzig and the Baltic Sea. Having a share of 35.5 % in the city transport, the public transport 
plays an important role in Gdynia. Currently, the public transport is dominated by diesel 
buses (61.4%) and trolleybuses (26.5%), whereas urban rail (12.1%) has a subordinate role 
in the system. In total, there are 7 transport operators, which offer public transport services in 
the ZKM Gdynia network. Among them, 80% of the bus and trolleybus service is operated by 
the three municipal carriers Przedsiebiorstwo Komunikacji Miejskiej (PKM), Przedsiębiorstwo 
Komunikacji Autobusowej Spółka (PKA) and Przedsiębiorstwo Komunikacji Trolejbusowej 
(PKT), which are totally owned by the municipality of Gdynia.22  

Already by itself, but especially due to its part in the Tri-City area, Gdynia qualifies as a 
medium city, in terms of size, while with regard to its public-to-private transport ratio it is 
considered a predominantly private transport city. With a GDP per capita of €10 700, it is 
economically emerging, and taking into consideration that bus lines are partially separated 
on main roads, and that Gdynia is connected to the Tri-City via a metro-like rapid railway, it 
scores seven out of ten points in the transport system development Scale.  

Within Technology Cluster 1, Gdynia researches the opportunity for extending the existing 
trolleybus service based on lithium‐ion battery traction (ca. 4‐5 km without catenary) while 
charging conventionally under the catenary network on its way back to Gdynia. In the 
proposed technical set up, in-motion charging is carried out via a trolleybus pantograph 
connecting to the catenary system, which delivers 100 to 150 kW at 600 to 700 V. The buses 
are equipped with 100 kWh-capacity batteries that result in a range of 20 to 30 km, 
depending on the route profile. In order to achieve a DoD of 50 to 60%, the trolleybus route 
must run 30 to 50% of its length under the catenary. 

In the future, PKT expects to create a loop for electric vehicles to park and load (i.e. 
trolleybuses with modern Lithium-Ion batteries, among others), consisting of two charging 
points, one of which to be supplied by the tram substation. Thus, in a second step, PKT will 
study the potential to place such a loop close to Ergo Arena (a city attractor located in the 
southern end of Sopot) as well as the possibility of extension of traction trolleybuses running 
                                            
 
22 http://zkmgdynia.pl 
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to one of the Gdansk districts closing the loop with a meeting/charging point based on 
Gdansk’s tram system. 

SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 S  Technology concept (charge electric battery 
buses in-motion from the trolleybus power grid) is 
ready for full commercial application, all 
subsystems are available on the market and 
necessary standards in terms of hardware, 
software and interfaces are defined 

Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging strategy to charge electric battery 
buses in-motion from the trolleybus power grid 
has neither advantages nor disadvantages 
regarding reliability, availability and energy 
efficiency compared to charging points supplied 
by the public distribution grid 

Technical integration Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid  

 W  Charging electric battery buses in-motion 
from the trolleybus grid causes additional 
transmission losses, caused by an increased 
energy consumption (effect strength: medium) 
 W  Charging electric battery buses in-motion 
from the trolleybus grid is second priority, what 
can cause time and location dependent 
limitations for the charging process (e.g. limited 
power availability) 
 S  Spare capacity in the trolleybus power grid is 
currently sufficiently available for charging 
electric battery buses in-motion, since the energy 
supply system was recently modernized, in the 
future the available spare capacity is considered 
as sufficient as well, since additional measures 
like the enhancement of braking energy 
recuperation and the implementation of a dual 
supply system are planned, what further 
increases the spare capacity 
 O  Negative effects on the trolleybus power grid 
can be mitigated or avoided by means of energy 
storage (e.g. stationary installed super 
capacitors), however there are no big plans for 
the implementation in the future, since just 2-3 
locations provide a positive business case 

Technology adjustments 
and synergies  

 O  Technology concept offers the possibility to 
charge on-route independently from the 
availability of the public distribution grid, however 
constraints arise from the availability of the 
trolleybus catenary system 
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Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 S  Planning and implementation effort for using 
the trolleybus power grid for recharging electric 
battery buses in-motion is the same compared to 
electric bus charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 
 S  PKT is experienced in operating opportunity 
charging points for electric buses 

Maintenance  

 S  Maintenance effort is about the same 
compared to electric bus charging points 
supplied by the public distribution grid 

Operational Integration  

 W  Charging strategy to charge electric battery 
buses in-motion from the trolleybus grid requires 
a share of 30-50 % of the route to be under the 
catenary, since a sufficient charging time has to 
be ensured (current transferred over the 
pantograph is limited due to technical reasons ) 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 S  Main occupational roles/qualifications today 
and in the future within PKT to ensure the 
feasibility of the technology concept are: 1) 
electrical engineer, 2) energetic engineer and 3) 
IT expert, which are fully available/staffed 

Operational synergies  

 O  Integration of electric bus charging system 
with the trolleybus power grid offers several 
synergies like the increased use of braking 
energy from the trolleybus service, the decrease 
of electricity prices for the trolleybus grid, driven 
by a higher purchase volume and the reduction 
of infrastructure costs, since there is no need to 
build new HV connection for electric bus 
charging points 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria 

 S  Technology concept mainly fulfils the four 
investment criteria (1) economic efficiency, (2) 
energetic efficiency, (3) environmental efficiency 
and (4) public awareness increase 

Availability of funding  

 O  Funding for the implementation and operation 
of the technology concept is fully available and 
secure, whereas main funding sources are 
European public funding, own funding, municipal 
funding 
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Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Image  

 O  Technology concept has a positive impact on 
the public image of PKT as sustainable company 
(press and media are interested in electrification 
activities of PKT in general)  

Impacts on city and 
society  

 O  Implementation of charging points in general 
foster the dissemination of electro mobility 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Implementation of electric bus charging points 
supplied by the tram/trolleybus power grid 
pushes the adoption of electric buses by 
providing an infrastructural basis and therefore 
leads indirectly to a reduction of local transport 
related environmental impacts (CO2: 2-10 %, CO: 
up to 5 %, NOx: up to 3 %, PM10: up to 3 %) 

Attitude/influence (internal 
stakeholders)  

 S  Stakeholders within PKT (drivers, 
maintenance staff and office staff) are active 
supporters with moderate influence 

Status quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept  

 O  Market potential for the charging strategy to 
charge electric battery buses in-motion from the 
trolleybus power grid is considerable in other 
cities in Poland, already operating a trolleybus 
system (Lublin, Tichy), other cities, considering 
the reintroduction of a trolleybus system, offer an 
additional market potential 

Regulatory and political 
framework 
 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 O  Legal framework is no barrier for charging 
electric battery buses in-motion with energy from 
the trolleybus power grid 
 O  Legal framework with regard to environmental 
topics is favorable for the implementation and 
operation of the technology concept 

 

 O  Technology concept is aligned with the 
transport strategy of Gdynia (decrease share of 
cars by 10 % till 2025, top electrification 
measures: creating multimodal charging points 
based on trolleybus grid, optimizing grid 
management, extension of trolleybus lines with 
batteries) 
 T  Negative changes in the political situation 
(e.g. decreasing support for further public 
transport electrification, decreasing self-
governance of PT-operator) can negatively 
influence the environment for the further 
assimilation of electrification measures like the 
considered technology concept 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

  

 O  (Local) politics & authorities, research & 
education, and the general public (incl. media 
and press) are active supporters, having a high 
influence on the implementation and operation of 
the technology concept 
 O  Technology suppliers and OEMs, NGOs are 
active supporters, having a moderate influence 
on the implementation and operation of the 
technology concept 
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SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Gdynia has built a solid case for the expansion of the city’s electrified fleet by taking 
advantage of their catenary system and extensive electric-system expertise. Major 
technological strengths include a mature and commercially available technology, sufficient 
spare capacity available, and the existence of an extensive catenary network. Operatively, 
PKT has a strong and experienced team, ready to take on the operation and maintenance of 
the vehicles and the charging infrastructure. In technical terms, as well as considering 
planning and implementation, PKT’s catenary grid is competitive and at least equivalent to 
the public distribution grid. Identified weaknesses are related to energy losses in the charging 
system as well as a lower prioritization of charging on the catenary network as compared to 
feeding the normal operation of trolleybuses. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Gdynia is an active partner within ELIPTIC taking part in three feasibility studies that are 
currently assessing complementary technology concepts for their electric fleet. Technological 
weaknesses of this use case, namely the transmission losses caused by an increased 
consumption, and the possible limitations that charging operations could have given the 
process’s second priority within the network could be offset by the implementation of these 
technologies (dual power supply, energy storage media) in the near future. 

The technology concept delivers a sound business case and qualifies for investment, while 
funding is fully available and secure. Together with PKT’s readiness in terms of personnel, 
expertise and facilities, as well as the favorable legal framework, a quick move towards 
implementation would take advantage of the momentum which is also fuelled by the active 
support of authorities, the public and academic institutions. Such a fast reaction would also 
counteract the threat of political support decreasing under different conditions. 

Two fundamental risks exist in the concept: one as the weakness implicit in relying only on 
in-motion-charging, and another in the volatility of political will towards the concept. First, 
while the restriction of having 30 to 50% of a route under the catenary may compromise the 
viability of certain routes, it could be argued that careful route planning as well as enhanced 
storage solutions could solve most of the cases. However, lacking alternatives (depot 
charging, opportunity charging, etc.), the concept is vulnerable to an operational dependency 
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on the catenary lines for any diverging routes, as well as for the start and end of daily 
operations, when buses must be taken to a depot that may or may not be located near the 
lines. This weakness is further reflected in a limited possible coverage of routes (to those 
within a certain distance to the catenary lines) not only in Gdynia, but in the Tri-City, and in 
any other context where this technology cluster may be implemented. In order to avoid this 
weakness from crippling the technology concept, other charging approaches may be 
considered as a complement. 

Finally, the threat of political support continuity in the short or medium terms may be 
countered by using the long term benefits of the concept. It is a clear strength that the 
concept fosters the environmentally-friendly electrification of transport, and affine to the 
valuable opportunity of being aligned with the transport strategy of Gdynia towards 2025. 
With the reinforcement of this link towards the future, the sustainability of the concept may be 
used to counteract both the possibility of a change in immediate political support, as well as 
the eventual pressure other political factors. 

Summary box 

Invest:  invest in the implementation of the concept, taking advantage of the financing opportunities 
and public support. 

Develop: develop complementary technology solutions for power storage and management, 
especially in combination with dual supply systems. Establish a charging strategy that complements 
in-motion charging (e.g. with depot or opportunity alternatives). 

Promote: highlight the benefits of the concept to ensure the long-term support of local as well as 
national authorities. 
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3.2 Technology Cluster 2 
3.2.1 Gdynia A.9 
 
Use case Snapshot 

Gdynia A.9  

Title “Replacing of diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus network with trolley-
hybrids” 

Partner PKT, UG 

Objective “To explore the possibilities of further public transport electrification in the 
cities of Gdynia and Sopot without the necessity of building wired 
infrastructure. This includes analyzing the trolleybus battery technology for 
creating new unwired trolleybus lines as well as e-bus charging point 
options, and to assess the possibility of replacing current diesel bus lines 
with trolleybus-battery hybrid vehicles”23 

Sources Gdynia Use case Set-Up Report (D2.15) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Gdynia Use Case Questionnaire (27.02.2017) 
Gdynia A.8 Use case Interview  (22.05.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Mikołaj Bartłomiejczyk, Marta Woronowicz, (PKT), Marcin Wołek (UG) 

 
 
Like in the other use cases in this cluster, the objective of this use case is to evaluate the 
possibility of replacing current diesel bus lines with hybrid-trolleybuses. The relatively high 
share of diesel buses combined with a medium share of trolleybuses among the public 
transport modes, offers a great potential for this concept in Gdynia. 

To meet the objective, a feasibility study followed by a partly result validation on real data, 
collected in the CIVITAS-DYN@MO project, is conducted. The feasibility study is carried out 
by PKT, the responsible for the trolleybus service in Gdynia and Sopot, supported by the 
University of Gdansk. In detail, currently existing diesel bus lines are assessed regarding 
their feasibility to be operated by a hybrid trolleybus. Thereby, energy studies are used as 
methodological approach. The results of the feasibility study are partly validated on data, 
collected in the CIVITAS-DYN@MO project, in which the running demonstration for 

                                            
 
23 PKT, Gdynia use case set up report 
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extending the trolleybus operation on line 21 to service the new central area of Gdynia 
without catenary connection is evaluated. For this demonstration, line 21 is extended by two 
kilometers, whereby there is no catenary network on the extended section. As vehicles, two 
trolleybuses with Lithium-Ion and two trolleybuses with Ni-Cd batteries were chosen. The 
vehicles are 12 m long Solaris buses with a 1-ton heavy, 69 kWh battery, an autonomous 
range of 30 km, and a 15 km spare capacity in operation during extreme weather conditions. 
In-depth insights within the ELIPTIC project were generated by a simulation of one pre-
selected line, conducted by the ELIPTIC project partner RWTH in work package 4 (WP4)24. 
Based on this experience, PKT (supported by UG) evaluates the possibility to further extend 
the replacement of diesel bus lines with battery hybrid trolleybuses.  

SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development Status Technology Readiness Level 

 S  Technology concept is ready for full 
commercial application, key components 
(charging connection technology, battery power 
pack modules) are available on the market, 
however there is a lack of standards for the 
battery module and battery management system 

Technical Characteristics 

Basic technical characteristics 
(availability, reliability, 
efficiency, safety, other) 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have no disadvantages 
regarding energy efficiency, reliability and 
technical availability compared to diesel buses 

Sensitivity to climate 
conditions 

 S  Current driving range in autonomous mode is 
sufficient for an application in Gdynia (50 km), but 
differs due to seasonal climate conditions and the 
associated differences in the power consumption 
of the vehicle (heating, cooling) 

Technical Integration 
 

Effect on grid 
 

 W  Energy load on grid is increased when 
charging the battery while driving, whereas the 
effect on the grid is considered as weak 

 O  Negative effects on the trolleybus grid can be 
mitigated or avoided by means of energy storage 
(e.g. high power LTO25 batteries, 
supercapacitors) or dual supply systems 

 T  Considering a full (feasible) roll-out of hybrid 
trolleybuses, an update of the power supply 
system, including substations, supply cables) is 
necessary 

                                            
 
24 Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1), p. 80-81 
25 Lithium Titanate Oxide 
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Wiring Roofs 

 W  Necessary repeated connection and 
disconnection to overhead wires during 
operation, what requires additional wiring roofs, 
which cannot be installed everywhere where 
needed 

Compatibility of components 
 W  A lack of standards for the traction battery in 
terms of size can lead to difficulties when 
replacing traction batteries in older vehicles 

Preconfigured Vehicles 

 S  Technology concept can be easily applied in 
Gdynia, since the existing trolleybuses, equipped 
with NiCd-batteries are already preconfigured for 
the installation of Li-ion traction batteries 

Technology Development Efficiency Improvements 

 O  Increase in efficiency of concept can be 
mainly achieved by improving the efficiency of the 
charging and discharging process as well as the 
internal battery resistance 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Operational 
Characteristics Limited vehicle driving range 

 W  Vehicle driving range in battery mode may be 
limited since it varies with the current seasonal 
climate conditions, what perhaps makes it 
necessary to manage the vehicle heating and 
cooling (load management) in order to maintain 
the required driving range in extreme conditions 

Operational Integration 

Modal split basis 

 O  A currently high share of diesel buses (64 %) 
in combination with an already existing trolleybus 
network in Gdynia represents a favorable 
situation for the substitution of diesel bus lines 
with hybrid trolleybus lines (potential to electrify 
public transport up to 70%) 

Schedule, route, time 
adjustments 

 W  Changes in the line schedule are assumed 
when operating former diesel bus lines with 
hybrid trolleybuses, since hybrid trolleybuses will 
drive on one or two main routes, equipped with 
catenary 

Application Scope Line characteristics 

 O  20% of all bus lines in Gdynia (other than 
trolleybus lines) could be operated by hybrid 
trolleybuses (catenary extension necessary in 
some cases), share can even increase when 
considering technology advances 

Maintenance 
Staff experience 

 S  Maintenance staff of PKT is experienced in 
maintaining traction batteries, what facilitates the 
implementation and operation of trolleybuses 

Maintenance effort  S  Hybrid trolleybuses have lower maintenance 
requirements (compared to diesel buses) 

Staff Staff availability within 
company 

 S  Main occupational roles/qualifications within 
PKT to ensure the service of hybrid trolleybuses 
are (1) electrical engineer, (2) programmer, (3) 
power electrical engineer, which are available 
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Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Financial Assessment Cost Structure  W  Lacking financial competiveness of hybrid 
trolleybuses compared to diesel buses 

Fulfillment of Investment 
Criteria Investment Criteria 

 W  Investment criteria of PKT (environmental 
impact, financial competiveness, operational 
performance26) are partly fulfilled (mainly financial 
aspect not fulfilled) 

Financing 

Economics 
 T  Potential (local) economic crisis lead to 
immediate savings in public transport subsidies in 
Gdynia 

Funding 

 T  Funding to finance the implementation and 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses after the 
termination of the ELIPTIC project is partly 
available/not fully secure  , main funding sources 
are own funds and EU-funds 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Environment 
Environmental performance 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have a superior 
environmental performance compared to diesel 
buses (no local exhaust emissions, low noise 
emissions 

Image  S  Hybrid trolleybuses are generally perceived as 
environmentally friendly and innovative  

Stakeholder (within PTO) Stakeholder company 

 S  Stakeholders within PKT have neutral 
(drivers), a supportive (maintenance staff) or 
highly supportive attitude (office staff) towards the 
implementation of hybrid trolleybuses, whereas 
the office staff has a high and the other parties a 
moderate to low influence on the project 
realization, no expected difficulties 

Trends General electrification trend 
 O  Hybrid trolleybuses are in line with the 
general trend towards the electrification of public 
transport systems  

Stakeholder External stakeholders 

 O  All main stakeholders whether have a 
supportive or neutral attitude towards the project, 
whereas their influence on the successful 
implementation of hybrid trolleybuses varies   

 T  Resistance against the technology concept 
can potentially originate from the diesel bus 
operator in Gdynia, since electrified lines will be 
operated by PKT, however risk is considered as 

                                            
 
26 Of the chosen technology and components 
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low, because both companies are owned by the 
municipality 

Market for Technological 
Concept Market Size 

 T  Market size for hybrid trolleybus in Poland is 
small, since there are just two other cities in 
Poland, which operate trolleybuses (Lublin, 
Tichy) 

Legal and Political 
Framework 

Legal Frameworks: 

 O  Local environmental and safety regulatory as 
well as legal framework is favorable for the 
implementation and operation of hybrid 
trolleybuses  

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Gdynia’s sustainable urban transport plan 
defines a desired decrease of cars by 10% in the 
modal split by 2025, whereby it is assumed that 
electrified public transport modes like hybrid 
trolleybuses benefit from this development  

Job Market Local job market situation 

 T  Staff with required qualifications for the 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses / electric buses 
(electrical engineer, programmer, power electrical 
engineer) is just partly available on the local job 
market, however there are no operational 
consequences assumed 

 

SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Similar to what Gdynia has investigated in use case A.8 (see Chapter 3.1.3 above), within 
technology cluster 2, the introduction of hybrid-trolleybuses to replace diesel bus routes 
takes into consideration not only the extension of electric lines, but their direct comparison 
with diesel vehicles. This use case thus shares several of PKT’s general strengths, such as 
the organization’s expertise in electric vehicles, its specialized staff and extensive catenary 
system. Concerning this use case, however, the analysis focuses on the replacement of 
diesel buses specifically. 

The hybrid-trolleybus technology is mature enough and commercially available to be 
implemented. Moreover, electric vehicles are, in terms of availability, efficiency and reliability, 
equal or superior to diesel vehicles, while at the same time having lower maintenance 
requirements. Minor weaknesses have been identified in the management, size and 
compatibility of Li-ion batteries in older vehicles, which may be solved in the near future as 
battery technology evolves. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 
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Several aspects of the technology and its operational implications that appear critical as 
weaknesses or threats can be turned around by smart route and schedule planning: the need 
for repeated connection and disconnection may be reduced and coordinated only at points 
where this operation is simpler by taking advantage of the vehicles’ capacity in autonomous 
mode. A smarter and optimized schedule could also compensate and absorb the necessary 
changes in the current timetable. Similarly, energy storage solutions could mitigate the load 
on the grid expected by in-motion charging, while additional efficiency improvements might 
be achieved in the charging/discharging process, mainly through the selection of battery 
chemistry/technology. Other energy efficiency measures, such as load management by 
heating and cooling shall help compensate foreseen limitations during extreme weather 
conditions. 

The replacement of diesel vehicles in Gdynia for hybrid trolleybuses faces a difficult 
examination in the SWOT statements. Due to their investment cost, hybrid trolleybuses lack 
financial competitiveness against diesel buses. Partially due to this, the PKT’s investment 
criteria are only partially fulfilled, and funding beyond the duration of ELIPTIC is only partially 
available and not fully secure. Public transport subsidies in Gdynia were suspended at the 
face of a potential economic crisis recently. While PKT could autonomously finance 2 to 3 
hybrid vehicles per year, and considering that an application for 30 new vehicles is pending, 
Gdynia may take advantage of the huge environmental benefit that the technology concept 
offers. At least 20% of Gdynia’s diesel bus lines are viable for replacement by hybrid 
trolleybuses, and potentially up to 70% of all public transport in Gdynia could be electric. 
Since the environmental evaluation alone could provide a positive case for the improvement 
of air quality in the city, given the favorable regulatory framework in Gdynia (legal, 
environmental and safety), other factors could be brought into the argument, including the 
fact that most main stakeholders are supportive (none being against) towards the project, 
and the strong alignment with the city’s electrification and sustainability goals towards 2025. 

Even though the replicability of the concept may be limited in Poland (two other cities operate 
similar trolley systems: Lublin and Tichy), a successful implementation may find resonance 
beyond the national context and could be implemented in countless other similar cases 
throughout Europe via ELIPTIC and other EU public projects. 
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Summary box 

Develop: develop route alternatives and adequate location of charging points to keep a flexible 
coverage of service. 

Improve: examine the benefit of more efficient battery technologies (chemistry) in future iterations of 
the concept. 

Promote: use the environmental benefits of electromobility (vs diesel technologies) to leverage 
support for the financing of fleet procurement. 
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3.2.2 Eberswalde A.10 
 
Use case Snapshot 

Eberswalde A.10  

Title “Replacing diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus network with trolley-
hybrids (incl. demo of automated wiring)” 

Partner BBG 

Objective “To electrify operation of regional bus transport (currently diesel bus) by 
using hybrid trolleybuses. The feasibility study should help prove that the 
partially catenary-free operation of trolleybuses on bus line 910 between 
Finowfurt and Eberswalde Südend is possible with retrofitted vehicles”27 

Sources Eberswalde Use case Set-Up Report (D2.17) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Eberswalde Use Case Questionnaire (27.01.2017) 
Eberswalde A.10 Use case Interview  (11.05.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by  

 

Figure 15: Eberswalde modal share28 

 
City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 
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27 BBG, Eberswalde use case set up report 
28 Eberswalde Verkehrsentwicklungsplan 2008, p. 81 
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The city of Eberswalde is located in the east of Germany and is part of the federal state of 
Brandenburg, some 60 km north-west of Berlin, and about 30 km west from the border with 
Poland. With a population of 39 000 inhabitants and a surface of 94 square kilometers, the 
city is rather small, and with a share of 15%, public transport plays a minor role in the city. 
The public transport is entirely based on diesel and trolleybuses, whereas the public 
transport is dominated by two trolleybus lines.29 The two lines (line 861 and 862) serve the 
city centre with 12 trolleybuses and account for approximately 95.5% of the yearly urban 
public transport demand, carrying ca. 4.9 million passengers annually30. As shown in Figure 
16, the traffic is concentrated on the major trunk road Eberswalder Straße – Hegermühler 
Straße – Eisenbahnstraße (road number 167), which is partly set-up as two-lane street. 

 

Figure 16: Eberswalde trolleybus network 

The remaining bus lines mainly serve as feeder or regional lines, carrying ca 442 000 
passengers in a year. Like in the other use cases in this cluster, the objective of this use 
case is to evaluate the possibility of replacing current diesel bus lines with hybrid-
trolleybuses. Eberswalde thereby focuses on proving the practicability of the hybrid trolleybus 
concept, with an enhanced focus on the automated wiring system. As Eberswalde already 

                                            
 
29 BBG, Eberswalde Use Case Set Up Report (D2.17), p.6-7 
30 Eberswalde Verkehrsentwicklungsplan 2008, p. 26-27 
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has an installed trolleybus network, which is the backbone of the local public transport 
network, the objective is to include diesel bus lines, which are mainly regional bus lines, into 
the existing trolleybus network. This technological concept is exemplarily assessed within a 
feasibility study for the diesel bus line 910 between Finowfurt and Eberswalde. The line 910 
already runs 70% of total length under the catenaries.31 With regard to the vehicles, the 
approach to retrofit conventional trolleybuses with traction batteries is considered in the 
feasibility study. Regarding the vehicle technical setup, buses are equipped with batteries 
and supercapacitors, with recovered braking energy first fed into the supercapacitors and 
batteries, and then back to the trolleybus grid. Trolleybuses have a 250 kW engine and a 100 
kW auxiliary power unit (APU). Supercapacitors support the engine while driving with up to 
70 kW, while 100 kWh or 70 kWh batteries (net capacity of 40 kWh) are on board for 
additional storage. 

 

Figure 17: Bus line 910 in its current configuration 

In order to meet the objectives, the feasibility is following two main steps. First, the creation 
and assessment of an adapted operational concept and second, the evaluation of the 
technical feasibility is carried out. The adapted operational concept to integrate diesel bus 
line 910 with two trolleybus lines (line 861 and 862) is created under the precondition to be 
efficient and passenger friendly as well as to minimize the number of additional required 
trolleybuses. From a technical point of view, the focus lies on the description of electrical 

                                            
 
31 Eberswalde Use case Setup Report, p.7 
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implications such as necessary energy content of the onboard storage unit, recharging 
possibilities within the existing catenary network and necessary retrofitting of the existing 
catenary network to cover the additional charging power. Further, the automated wiring 
system for pantographs is assessed, which makes manual wiring as well as wiring funnels 
obsolete. As methodological base, an energy balance calculation is used. The results of the 
feasibility study will serve as a basis for the strategic decision on the future bus network in 
and around the city of Eberswalde as well as a blue print on how to convert a diesel bus line 
into a line with hybrid trolleybuses.32 

Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development Status Technology Readiness Level 

 W  Technology concept is only partly ready for 
full commercial application, key component 
traction battery is fully available on the market, 
key enabling component automated wiring 
system is however still in the R&D stage and not 
market available, no standardization problems, 
whereas a standardization of main electric bus 
components (control unit, engine, battery) is 
desirable 

Technical Characteristics 

Basic technical characteristics 
(availability, reliability, 
efficiency, safety, other) 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have a higher availability 
(ca. 90-95 %, lower maintenance requirements) 
than diesel buses and higher energy efficiency 
than battery buses with an opportunity charging 
solution (less heat losses while charging, no 
charging/discharging losses when driving under 
catenary) 

Vehicle weight limitations 

 W  Maximum size of traction battery is limited by 
the assembly space within the vehicle (no 
decrease in passenger capacity) and the vehicle 
weight (maximum gross axle weight) 

Technical Integration 
 Effect on grid 

 W  Energy load on grid is increased due to 
parallel charging and driving, whereas the effect 
on the grid is considered as weak, mitigation of 
possible negative effects on the grid is possible 
through load management and schedule 
adjustments 

 T  Considering a full (=feasible) roll-out of hybrid 
trolleybuses an update of the power supply 
system, including substations, is necessary 

                                            
 
32 Eberswalde Use case Setup Report, p.11 
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Wiring Roofs 

 W  Necessary repeated connection and 
disconnection to overhead wires during 
operation, what requires additional wiring roofs, 
which cannot be installed everywhere where 
needed 

Preconfigured Vehicles 

 S  Concept can be easily applied in Eberswalde, 
since the existing trolleybuses are already 
preconfigured for the installation of traction 
batteries  

Technology Development Development automated 
wiring system 

 T  Slow development of the automated wiring 
system, caused by small potential market size 
and thus low development interest, questionable 
if operational requirements will be reached (max. 
10-20s for (de-) wiring process) 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Planning and 
Implementation 

Planning and implementation 
effort 

 S  Required planning and implementation effort 
for hybrid trolleybuses is lower compared to 
battery buses with an opportunity charging 
strategy (additional set-up of charging points for 
ebus operation and installation/upgrade of 
substations) 

Operational Integration Schedule, route, time 
adjustments 

 W  Unfavorable operational adjustments are 
required when replacing diesel bus lines by 
hybrid trolleybus lines, in detail the line layout 
may have to be changed and increased break 
times at terminal stops can be necessary when 
an additional charging operation is required 

Application Scope Line characteristics 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses are especially suitable to 
replace diesel bus lines with high passenger 
demand 

 O  75% of all bus lines in Eberswalde are 
suitable to be operated by hybrid trolleybuses 

Maintenance Maintenance effort 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have lower maintenance 
requirements compared to diesel buses (gas 
treatment system of diesel buses is difficult to 
maintain) 

Staff Staff availability within 
company 

 S  main occupational roles/qualifications within 
BBG to ensure the service of hybrid trolleybuses 
are (1) fitter for overhead lines, (2) experience in 
working with lithium ion batteries, (3) experience 
in working with electric drives, which are fully 
staffed [Q, C.5.1; C.5.2.1; 5.2.2] 
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Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Financial Assessment Cost Structure 

 S  Hybrid trolleysbuses are in the majority of the 
cases in Eberswalde the most cost efficient bus 
traction technology, given the case the catenary 
system is already existing 

 S  Initial necessary capital investments to 
implement hybrid trolleybuses in the public 
transport service of Eberswalde are considerable 
low, since the existing trolleybus fleet is already 
preconfigured for traction batteries, thus the 
acquisition of new vehicles is not necessary at 
first 

Fulfillment of Investment 
Criteria Investment Criteria 

 S  Investment criteria use of existing overhead 
network, use of existing staff and tools for 
maintenance, reduce emissions of CO2 and NOx) 
and cost of service are mainly fulfilled by 
technology concept 

Financing Funding 

 T  Funding to finance the implementation and 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses after the 
termination of the ELIPTIC project is partly 
available/not fully secure, an important funding 
source are subsidies (currently very few subsidy 
programs for (hybrid) trolleybuses) 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Environment Environmental performance 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have a superior 
environmental performance compared to diesel 
buses, since they have no local exhaust 
emissions (CO2, NO2, NOx and PM 10) 

Stakeholder External stakeholders 

 O  NGO’s and passengers/inhabitants have a 
positive attitude towards the technology concept 

 T  Local politics and authorities have a rather 
negative attitude towards the technology concept, 
which is caused by higher expected costs for the 
operation of trolleybuses compared to diesel 
buses and aesthetic considerations (additional 
installed overhead wires in the city) 

Legal and Political 
Framework Legal Frameworks: 

 O  No problems assumed with regulations and 
laws regarding the hybrid trolleybus 
implementation and operation, however the 
electricity for hybrid trolleybuses is not exempted 
from the EEG apportionment, what can cause 
additional operational costs 

Job Market Local job market situation 

 T  Staff with required qualifications for the 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses (1) fitter for 
overhead lines, (2) experience in working with 
lithium ion batteries, (3) experience in working 
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with electric drives, is just partly available on the 
local job market, however there are no 
consequences assumed for the operation 

 

SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Eberswalde gathers several strengths in its approach to implement hybrid trolleybuses: the 
routes and infrastructure are already in place, whereby, hybrid trolleybuses have countless 
benefits over their diesel counterparts (higher availability, superior environmental 
performance, lower maintenance requirements, etc.) and operational as well as maintenance 
expertise are available. Potentially, 75% of all bus lines in Eberswalde could be electrified 
and the local public and NGOs have a positive attitude towards the technology. There are, 
however, several hurdles to be addressed, such as an underperforming automatic wiring 
system yet under development, without which efficient operations could be compromised, as 
well as the feasibility of the technology concept as a whole. Additionally, local politicians are 
critical about the perceived potential increase of operational costs and the aesthetic impact of 
installing additional overhead infrastructure. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

While the technical and operational strengths of the concepts are clear, the use case has hit 
an apparent obstacle in its focus to develop an automatic wiring system. Although this may 
remain as a desirable goal, other alternatives may be implemented in the meantime, with 
wiring roofs being a valid alternative solution. Examples from similar ELIPTIC use cases (e.g. 
Gdynia A.9 or Szeged A.11) may support the implementation of a lower-tech solution, at 
least until this solution is technologically mature enough. The use of wiring roofs, for example 
could enable wiring opportunities that could be coordinated with an optimized timetable, 
taking into consideration the batteries’ capacity and the routes’ characteristics. Regarding the 
expected load on the grid due to the extended service, these schedule adjustments, together 
with an adequate load management could mitigate negative effects. 

Although the potential for electrification is high, a gradual implementation is possible, and 
may postpone the current perceived threat of requiring an update of the power supply system. 
A progressive electrification of the system would take advantage of the strengths of the lower 
capital expense required due to Eberswalde’s established trolley grid and phase necessary 
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investments with performance milestones and an expected growth in political support. With 
the investment criteria fulfilled and local support for the initiative, an appeal for air quality 
could help find financing sources beyond ELIPTIC. 

Summary box 

Develop: continue to develop automatic wiring in parallel to implementing an effective wiring roof 
connection layout and charging strategy. 

Invest: upgrade the power supply system where appropriate to ensure the grid’s readiness for full.-
fleet electrification. 

Promote: use the environmental benefits of electromobility (vs diesel technologies) as well as public 
support to leverage support for the extension of the catenary lines where required. 
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3.2.3 Szeged A.11 

Use case Snapshot 

Szeged A.11  

Title “Replacing diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus network with hybrid 
trolley-hybrids” 

Partner SZKT 

Objective “Demonstrating the technical feasibility of extending existing trolleybus 
routes to replace existing diesel bus routes” 

Sources Szeged Use case Set-Up Report (D2.19) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Szeged Use Case Questionnaire (27.01.2017) 
Szeged A.11 Use case Interview  (17.05.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Attila Náday and Norbert Újhelyi, SZKT 

 

 

Figure 18: Szeged modal share 
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The city of Szeged, with a population of 170 000, is Hungary’s third largest city, located in the 
country’s south close to the border with Serbia and Romania. With a share of 38%, the public 
transport plays a considerable role in the entire transport system of Szeged.33  

Currently, the public transport is dominated by diesel buses (50%), whereas trolleybuses 
(30%) and tram (20%) still account for a considerable amount of passenger travels within the 
public transport (Figure 18).34 The public transport network of Szeged is operated by SZKT 
(Szeged Transport Ltd.) and DAKK Zrt., as SZKT runs the trolleybus and tramlines and 
DAKK Zrt. the bus lines. 35  Both transport operators are publicly owned: SZKT by the 
Municipality of Szeged and DAKK Zrt. by the state. Like in the other use cases in this cluster, 
the objective of this use case is to evaluate the possibility of replacing current diesel bus 
lines with hybrid-trolleybuses. The relatively high share of diesel buses combined with a 
medium share of trolleybuses among the public transport modes, offers a great potential for 
this concept in Szeged.  

SZKT’s electric network consists of 6 trolleybus lines, with a total length of 34.3 km, and 5 
tram lines with a total length of 31.1 km, in an interconnected structure. The working-day 
peak vehicle fleet is 23 trams and 42 trolleybuses. The network serves 170 stations and 
provides an annual mileage of 3.9 million km, transporting 34 million passengers. In the 
present exercise, trolleybus “Line 5” would be extended to cover existing bus “Line 72”. The 
“ELIPTIC line” has a total length of 13.2 km, of which 56% is not covered by the catenary. 
The total extension length is 3.2 km (6.4 km as round-trip total), which is feasible under the 
characteristics of the existing hybrid vehicles. 

The vehicles’ technical setup consists of Skoda articulated (18.75 m) buses with an 80 kWh 
battery (weighing 740 kg) with a State-Of-Charge (SOC) range of 40 - 85%, corresponding to 
a 32 kWh net capacity. The driving range varies broadly between 5 km in the worst case (full 
passenger load, maximum heating / cooling), 7.2 km (full passenger load, no cooling or 
heating) and 20 km (expected real-life range with 10% of maximum capacity passenger load, 
driving during off-peak hours) 

 
                                            
 
33 Szeged Use Case Questionnaire, B.1.2 
34 Szeged Use Case Questionnaire, B.1.2, B.2.1 
35 Szeged Use Case Set Up Report, p.9 
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SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development Status Technology Readiness Level 

 W  Technology concept is not ready for full 
commercial application, key components (traction 
battery, semi-automated wiring system) are 
available on the market, no standardization 
problems, however currently used traction battery 
faces charging restrictions in extreme conditions 
(<0-3°C and >40°C), time-consuming pre-
heating/cooling is necessary 

Technical Characteristics 

Basic technical characteristics 
(availability, reliability, 
efficiency, safety, other) 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have neither advantages 
nor disadvantages regarding their availability and 
advantages regarding their energy efficiency 
compared to diesel buses 

 W  Hybrid trolleybuses have disadvantages 
regarding their reliability compared to diesel 
buses, because diesel buses are assumed to be 
more mature in their technology development 
status 

Driving range 

 W  Vehicle driving range in autonomous mode is 
limited (20km in optimal conditions: no rush-hour, 
10 % passenger load; 5km in worst case 
scenario), especially in extreme weather 
conditions, and currently not sufficient for 
operational requirements in Szeged 

Technical Integration 
 

Effect on grid 

 S  Energy load on grid is increased due to 
parallel charging and driving, whereas the effect 
on the grid is considered as weak, thus no 
adverse effects on the grid assumed 

 T  Considering a full (=feasible) roll-out of hybrid 
trolleybuses an update of the power supply 
system, including substations, is necessary 

Wiring Roofs 

 W  Necessary repeated connection and 
disconnection to overhead wires during 
operation, what requires additional wiring roofs, 
which cannot be installed everywhere where 
needed 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Planning and 
Implementation 

Planning and implementation 
effort 

 S  Required planning and implementation effort 
for setting- up a new line is on the same level for 
hybrid trolleybuses compared to alternative bus 
traction systems  

Operational Integration Schedule, route, time 
adjustments 

 W  Unfavorable operational adjustments are 
required when replacing diesel bus lines by 
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hybrid trolleybus lines, in detail the line layout 
may has to be change 

Maintenance Maintenance effort 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have similar maintenance 
requirements compared to full electric battery 
buses 

 W  Additional collector roofs, cause an increased 
maintenance effort for the infrastructure 

Staff Staff availability within 
company 

 S  Main occupational roles/qualifications within 
SZKT to ensure the service of hybrid trolleybuses 
1) electrical diagnostics, (2) trolleybus driver, (3) 
trolleybus grid mechanics, which are fully staffed 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Fulfillment of Investment 
Criteria Investment Criteria 

 W  Investment criteria of SZKT (price, possible 
subsidies, operational costs, lifecycle costs) are 
partly fulfilled 

Financing Funding 

 T  Funding to finance the implementation and 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses after the 
termination of the ELIPTIC project is partly 
available/not fully secure and strongly relies on 
governmental support 

 T  Financial viability of the hybrid trolleybus is 
hardly dependent on available subsidies, 
especially for the procurement of vehicles 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Urban Area Increase public transport 
usage rate 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have a superior driving 
comfort in comparisons to diesel buses, what 
makes it likely that the passenger satisfaction 
level can be increased and thus the public 
transport usage rate 

Environment Environmental performance 

 S  Hybrid trolleybuses have a superior 
environmental performance compared to diesel 
buses, since they have no local exhaust 
emissions (CO2, NO2, NOx and PM 10) and 
lower noise emissions  

Stakeholder (within PTO) Stakeholder company 

 S  Stakeholders within SZKT have moderate 
supportive (drivers, maintenance staff) or highly 
supportive attitude (office staff) towards the 
implementation of hybrid trolleybuses, while only 
the office staff has high influence on the project 
realization, which leads to no expected difficulties 
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Stakeholder External stakeholders 

 O  Main stakeholders (e.g. municipality, energy 
provider, citizens) either have a supportive or 
neutral attitude towards hybrid trolleybuses, 
whereas their influence on a successful 
implementation and operation varies 

Legal and Political 
Framework Legal Frameworks: 

 T  Energy and grid related laws exacerbate the 
authorization of additional trolleybus catenary 
infrastructure, what slows down the extension of 
a (hybrid) trolleybus service 

Legal and Political 
Framework 
 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 
 

 O  Hybrid trolleybus concept in line with EU 
targets for the public transport system (cut GHG 
emissions by 60 % by 20150, CO2-free city 
logistics in major urban centers by 2030)  

 O  Hungarian transport strategy is likely to 
become more supportive for electric mobility 

 O  Hybrid trolleybus concept in line with 
Szeged’s aim ensure a high share of electric 
public transport modes within the public transport 
system through a controlled allocation of service 
contracts 

Job Market Local job market situation 

 O  Staff with required qualifications for the 
operation of hybrid trolleybuses (1) electrical 
diagnostics, (2) driver, (3) trolleybus grid 
mechanic, is fully available on the local job 
market 

 

SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The introduction of hybrid trolleybuses in Szeged is still at a very early stage of development. 
The technology evaluation is weak, mostly due to the evaluated battery technology, which 
does not perform to the requirements of the use case. Wiring and de-wiring is seen as 
troublesome still, as they increase maintenance efforts, and route layouts may need to be 
changed to accommodate for the new electric operation. The technology, however, is 
perceived as superior to diesel in comfort and environmental performance, which could help 
take advantage of funding, promotion and support from Hungary’s government in line with 
EU directives and environmental goals. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Battery technology is crucial to the concept of hybrid trolleybuses, and as such, best 
practices may be adopted from similar use cases (Gdynia A.9, Eberswalde A.10, etc.), or 
complementary charging strategies (in-motion, opportunity and overnight) may be managed 
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for an optimal energy management. This, in turn, may help develop a charging schedule and 
strategy that allows for the installation of wiring roofs at the most suitable locations. 

SZKT’s strength in its expertise and staff specialized in operation and maintenance may 
overcome the notion of the technology being less reliable and mature than diesel buses, and 
exploit the potential cost savings, especially in vehicle maintenance. 

Szeged’s most opportunities, however, may lie beyond the technical aspects, and more 
towards Hungary’s strategy regarding electrification of transport. The prospect of the 
Hungarian transportation strategy becoming more supportive of electric mobility, together 
with the technology concept’s alignment with EU targets and Szeged’s aim to ensure a 
higher share of electric modes become a powerful policy incentive to support emerging 
technologies and investment in the concept. Undivided support on behalf of the authorities 
and SZKT itself could overcome the current weakness of the concept’s financial viability and 
partly-fulfilled investment criteria, especially beyond ELIPTIC. The same could prove true for 
the authorization of additional catenary infrastructure, and possibly of opportunity and depot 
charging points, if required. 

Summary box 

Develop: routes and line layouts that minimize the impact of in-motion charging under catenaries, as 
well as efficient location of wiring roofs. Consider alternative (depot and opportunity) charging 
methods for a comprehensive charging strategy 

Improve: evaluate more efficient battery technologies (chemistry) to overcome measured and 
expected deficits. 

Promote: highlight the concept’s benefits to ensure national and local support for further financing of 
electrification. 
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3.3 Technology Cluster 3 
3.3.1 Bremen B.1 
 
Use case Snapshot 

Bremen B.1  

Title “Recuperation of braking energy from trams: Refurbishment of a flywheel 
energy storage system” 

Partner BSAG 

Objective “Determining the feasibility of using flywheel technology to store tram 
braking energy” 

Sources Bremen Use case Set-Up Report (D2.1) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Bremen Use Case Questionnaire (27.02.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Helmut Berends, BSAG 

 

Figure 19: Bremen modal share36 

City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 
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36 Freie Hansestadt Bremen, Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan Bremen 2025, p.20 
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The Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, with its 548 000 inhabitants is a dynamic city currently 
undergoing a structural change from basic and traditional harbour industries to a modern city 
with a mix of old and new industry, research and services. As part of this change, urban 
development has undertaken ambitious steps with a strong focus on sustainability, among 
which a 40% reduction of its overall greenhouse gas emissions (against their 1990 level) is 
considered. 

Bremer Straßenbahn AG (BSAG) is the public transport operator offering mobility services 
within the Free Hanseatic City of Bremen and surrounding area and thus is leading partner in 
the regional Public Transport association VBN (Verkehrsverbund Bremen/Niedersachsen 
GmbH) with joint tariff system, seamless ticketing and joint passenger information. The 
network of 51 bus and tram lines along 612 km serves 633 stations with 119 trams and 210 
low floor buses, transporting 285 000 passengers every day (104 million annually). BSAG 
has a long history of electrified public transport, with its first such line opening in 1892, and 
has been testing hybrid buses since 1998. 

Within Technology Cluster 3, Bremen studies whether habilitating a flywheel energy storage 
system is feasible. A flywheel is a rotating wheel spinning around an axis, used for storing 
energy mechanically in the form of kinetic energy. In this case, the device would store 
braking energy from the network’s trams. The flywheel works by accelerating a rotor to a very 
high speed and maintaining the energy in the system as rotational energy. Flywheels can be 
used to produce high power peaks. They compare with other storage technologies like 
electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), in that their energy density is higher, while EDLCs 
efficiency is higher, and have a lower self-discharge. The flywheel was installed already in 
2011 along tram line 1, but has not been put into service, due to technical issues. The study 
thus makes an inventory of the existing device, the necessary repair measures and 
necessary investment costs to put it back into service.  

SWOT Results 

During the early stages of the ELIPTIC project37, due to the negative results of the feasibility 
study, it was decided not to pursue the feasibility study for Bremen B.1 further. Due to this, 

                                            
 
37 The decision was communicated on 02.08.2016 
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no further data collection was possible, and only a summarized version of the use case’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats is presented below: 

Strengths Weaknesses 
• High speed flywheels have advantages regarding 

their energy density compared to electric double-
layer capacitors 

• Application of high speed flywheel contributes to 
avoid energy losses in the tram grid and therefore 
to reduce the overall energy consumption of the 
tram service 

• Qualified staff to implement and operate high speed 
flywheels is available within BSAG 

• Technology concept is not ready for full 
commercial application, since it is still in R&D 
stage, having a limited market availability and 
level standardization 

• High speed flywheels have disadvantages 
regarding their energy efficiency and self-
discharge rate compared to electric double-layer 
capacitors 

• High speed flywheels have higher maintenance 
requirements than electric double-layer 
capacitors 

Opportunities Threats 
• Energy and grid as well as environmental laws 

and regulations are favorable for the 
implementation and operation of a high speed 
flywheel in Bremen 

• High speed flywheels become technically outdated 
for the application in tram grids, since 
substituting technologies (e.g. electric double-
layer capacitors) are rapidly improving 
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3.3.2 Brussels B.2 

Use case Snapshot 

Brussels B.2  

Title “Optimized braking energy recovery in light rail network” 

Partner STIB 

Objective “Study the opportunity to install braking energy recovery systems for the 
Brussels Tram Network via a feasibility study that determines the 
operational implications of energy recovery solutions, as well as the 
financial costs and benefits of such technologies.” 

Sources Brussels Use case Set-Up Report (D2.5) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Brussels Use Case Questionnaire (16.02.2017) 
Brussels B.2 Use case Interview  (27.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Benjami Roelands, STIB 

 

STIB has modeled and evaluated strategies for optimal assimilation by the electric grid of 
braking energy recovered by its metro vehicles in the past. Within ELIPTIC, STIB transposes 
this successful approach to its tram network, as to make optimal use of modern light rail 
vehicles’ energy recovery ability. It updates the documentation of the light rail network and 
associated electric grid and identifies the sections of the network with the greatest potential 
for braking energy recovery (based on topography, vehicle speeds and loads) and network 
configuration. A multi-train simulation tool developed for and adapted to Brussels’ tram 
network topology is used to realistically model power and energy flows. This helps to 
determine the most promising sections of the network, in order to design robust 
configurations of infrastructure and equipment. The models are assessed concerning 
energetic efficiency, technical, operational and architectural feasibility, as well as cost-benefit 
(see also the related documents in ELIPTIC WP3 and WP4). 
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SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 S  Technology concept (assimilation of tram 
breaking energy by reversible substations) is 
ready for full commercial application, key 
enabling components are market available, global 
standards of hardware, software and interfaces 
are established 

 T  Knowledge of detailed energy flows within 
tram grid is necessary for an successful concept 
application, required simulations are difficult and 
well-trained internal and external experts are 
needed 

Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Application of technology concept does not 
influence the reliability and availability of the tram 
network, while the energy efficiency can be 
increased (increase amount of used recuperated 
braking energy by 3 % on average) 

Technical integration Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid  

 S  Application of technology concept has no 
adverse effects on the tram operation and can 
further improve the electricity quality (e.g. avoid 
harmonics) and increase the amount of reactive 
power 

Technology substitutes  

 T  Technology concept can be partly substituted 
by improved energy storage solutions (e.g. 
batteries, supercapacitors, flywheels) installed 
on-board or along the track 

Technology adjustments 
and synergies  

 O  Application of reversible substations in the 
tram grid offers several synergy potentials: 
increase feasibility of electric vehicle charging 
points, supplied by the tram grid and load 
balancing in the tram energy supply grid as well 
as public distribution grid  

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 W  Planning and implementation effort is higher 
when considering a pilot installation of the 
technology concept, since there is a lack of 
additional required staff in this case 

 T  Available space for the installation of 
reversible substations is a potential barrier 

Maintenance  

 S  Reversible substation implemented in the 
tram grid have a lower (flywheels) or comparable 
(batteries, supercapacitors) maintenance effort 
compared to other energy efficiency measures 
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Operational Integration  
 S  Application of the technology concept does 
not require changes in the operational process 

Possible fields of 
application  

 T  Reasonable application of technology concept 
is not feasible in all environments, favorable 
characteristics for braking energy recuperation in 
general are: separated lane, high passenger 
load, many stops, high driving speed and a 
complex topography, for the application of 
reversible substations: low frequency in track 
section and isolated track parts 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 S  Main occupational role/qualification within 
STIB to ensure the feasibility of the technology 
concept are fully available/staffed 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

 W  No tram substation in Brussels currently 
provides a positive business case in order to be 
upgraded to a reversible substation 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria  W  Technology concept does not fulfill the 

relevant investment criterion cost  

Availability of funding [20] 

 T  Funding for the implementation of reversible 
substations in the tram grid is not available or 
insecure, since there is currently no positive 
business case, whereas main funding sources 
regional public funding, EU funds and own funds 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Implementation of technology concept can 
lead to a reduction of local transport related 
environmental impacts (CO2, NOx, PM10) by 
increasing the efficiency of the tram service, 
however the effect is considered as really small 

Status quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept  

 T  Reversible substations in the tram grid are 
solely investigated in Brussels within Belgium, 
thus the market potential seems currently limited 

Regulatory and political 
framework 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 O  Legal framework in terms of energy and grid, 
environment as well as safety does not constitute 
a barrier for the implementation and operation of 
the technology concept (case: public transport 
operator owns a high voltage grid) 

 O  Legal framework could be improved by 
offering financial incentives for a more efficient 
use of energy in the tram service (e.g. through 
the application of reversible substations) 
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Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market  

 T  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of the technology concept is partly 
available on the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

 

 O  (Local) politics & authorities are active 
supporters, having a moderate influence on the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept, however there is currently no direct 
support 

 
SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The case for reversible substations in Brussels highlights the possible benefits of a mature 
technology which is commercially readily available, but that might not be universally 
applicable. Among its biggest strengths, the concept is technologically mature and 
transparent to the tram operation, capabilities to operate and maintain the equipment exist 
within STIB and its purpose (i.e. higher efficiency of the tram network) are supported by local 
politics and authorities. The technology additionally offers several synergy potentials, 
including those with electric vehicle charging points, as well as load balancing in the tram 
and public distribution grids. 

Negative aspects that have surfaced from the investigation include the implementation cost 
of the concept, which failed to provide a positive business case among the substations in 
Brussels, and for which funding and investment seem unlikely. Furthermore, installation 
requires advanced electric and planning expertise and might prove to be highly complex. 
Substitute technologies, especially the rapidly developing and constantly improving storage 
media may render the concept obsolete. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

In terms of technology, STIB may find that matching its strength in occupational qualifications 
to ensure the feasibility of the technology to outbalance the threat of requiring well-trained 
experts, and thus reinforcing the benefits of the technology in terms of operation (no 
operational changes required, benefit towards energy efficiency and quality). 

Weakness-threat pairs, however, gather important obstacles for the implementation of the 
technology. The fact that no tram substation in Brussels currently provides a positive 
business case for a substation upgrade is in itself a large roadblock unless subsidies are 
eventually involved. This, together with the non-fulfillment of investment criteria and the 
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unavailability of secure funds make an appeal to the opportunities of political as well as 
municipal support in the form of subsidies relatively dire. Finally, the fact that storage media 
(e.g. supercapacitors or Li-ion batteries, both on-board and off-board) represent more flexible 
substitute technology weakens the case for the technology’s state-of-the-art standing. 

The stated opportunity, then, that the legal framework could be improved by offering financial 
incentives for a more efficient use of energy in the tram service, could be paired with the bid 
for subsidies, and possibly, with the combination of a dual power supply system (see 
subchapter 3.3.3) in the parts of the network most viable for it; possibly, on the outskirts of 
the city, where available space for the installation of substations is more likely, and other 
track characteristics are fulfilled  (high passenger load, separated lane, many stops, complex 
topography, etc.). 

Summary box 

Promote: bring the potential of the concept to the attention of the public and authorities, as part of an 
integral strategy for electric mobility efficiency in order to leverage financing or possible subsidies. 

Combine: investigate the possibility of using complementary technology such as dual power supply 
to extend the segment reach and improve effective coverage and cost effectiveness 
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3.3.3 Gdynia B.3 
 
Use case Snapshot 

Gdynia B.3  

Title “Optimized braking energy recovery in trolleybus network” 

Partner PKT and UG 

Objective “Exploring the benefits of installing a dual power supply system in the 
trolleybus network to improve the energy efficiency of the network by 
distributing recovered braking energy.” 

Sources Gdynia Use Case Report (draft from 22.01.2018) 
Gdynia B.3 Use case Interview  (30.10.2017)38 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Mikołaj Bartłomiejczyk, Marta Woronowicz, (PKT), Marcin Wołek (UG) 

 

Initially part of Pillar A, Gdynia’s use case for energy recovery (B.3) was re-categorized and 
further developed into Pillar B, which corresponds to Technology Cluster 3. The main 
objective of this use case is to explore the benefits resulting from the installation of a dual 
power supply system in two places on the trolleybus network, implemented with the aim of 
improving the energy efficiency in the trolleybus network.  

As braking energy is recuperated by the trolleybuses during the process of braking, a part of 
this energy is used by the vehicle’s auxiliary systems, while the rest is sent back to the 
overhead line to power other trolleybuses. The effective distribution of this latter share 
depends on the traffic conditions and the characteristics of the network. This is especially 
important in irregular or hilly terrain, where the recuperation of braking energy is larger. The 
remainder of the recuperated energy, i.e. the part used neither by the auxiliaries nor by other 
nearby vehicles is dissipated in form of heat and irreversibly lost. A dual power supply 
system is one of the means how to optimize braking energy recovery, as it levels off voltage 
drops on the network and makes the energy flow more stable. The benefits of installing a 
dual power supply encompass increased braking energy recovery from 2-5%, and thus the 

                                            
 
38 Gdynia B.3 joined ELIPTIC some time after the set-up reports and the use case questionnaires 
were made 
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reduction of the overall energy consumption due to leveling-off of voltage drops, reducing 
energy transmission losses and stabilizing the network. 

The dual power supply system is currently installed in two sections on the network linking 4 
pairs of substations: between the two substations in Sopot, and between substations 
Dworzec and Grabówek.  

  
Figure 20: Classic vs dual power supply system 

 
SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 S  Technology concept (dual supply system, 
software update of substations in order to enable 
dataflow between substations) is ready for full 
commercial application, key enabling 
components are market available, global 
standards of software and interfaces are not 
established (supplier specific) 

Technical characteristics 

Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Application of technology concept does not 
influence the reliability and availability of the 
trolleybus network, whereas the energy efficiency 
is increased, what is caused by a more efficient 
use of recuperated braking energy 

System set-up 

 S  Dual supply sections potentially save 
approximately 2-5 % in a given section, what is 
caused by a better use of recuperated braking 
energy 

Technical integration Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid  

 S  Application of a dual supply system optimizes 
the energy balance, reduces voltage drops as 
well as transmission losses and enhances the 
use of recuperated braking energy in the 
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trolleybus grid 

Technology substitutes  

 T  Similar substituting measures, considered by 
PKT, with comparable impacts on the grid as a 
dual supply systems are energy storage solutions 
( supercapacitor or battery based) installed next 
to the depot or connected to substations to store 
recuperated braking energy as well as energy 
produced  from solar panels, installed on the 
depot roof 

Technology adjustments 
and synergies  

 O  Application of dual supply systems in the 
trolleybus grid offers several synergy potentials: 
Increase feasibility of electric vehicle charging 
points, supplied by the trolleybus grid (planned 
and under investigation), load balancing in the 
trolleybus grid 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 W  Barriers in the planning and implementation 
process can originate from the lack of data 
connection cables between substations and 
different used software standards among different 
suppliers 

Maintenance  

 S  Substation in the trolleybus grid, equipped 
with a dual supply system, have a similar 
maintenance effort as the ones without a dual 
supply system 

Operational Integration  
 S  Application of the technology concept does 
not require changes in the operational process 

Possible fields of 
application  

 T  Reasonable application of technology concept 
is not feasible in all cases, favorable 
characteristics are: low traffic frequency (small 
substations) and a demanding topography (20-30 
% of trolleybus network in Gdynia provides a 
positive business case) 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 S  Main occupational role/qualification within 
PKT (electrical engineer, IT expert, public 
procurement expert) to ensure the feasibility of 
the technology concept are fully available/staffed 
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Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

 S  Viability of technology concept depends on a 
positive business case, what is potentially the 
case in 20-30 % of the trolleybus network in 
Gdynia 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria [17] 

 S  Technology concept fulfills the relevant 
investment criteria: economic efficiency, energy 
efficiency, environmental efficiency, increase of 
public awareness 

Availability of funding [20] 

 O  Funding for the implementation of dual supply 
systems in the trolleybus grid is available and 
fully secure, whereas main funding sources are 
EU public funding, municipal funding and own 
funds 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Image  

 O  Technology concept provides a backbone for 
the further efficient electrification of the public 
transport in Gdynia and has therefore a positive 
impact on the public image of PKT as sustainable 
company 

Impacts on city and 
society  

 O  Technology concept provides a backbone for 
the further efficient electrification of the public 
transport in Gdynia and can therefore contribute 
to an increased acceptance of electric mobility in 
the area of public transport 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Full (=feasible) application of technology 
concept leads to a considerable emission savings 
in Gdynia, based on the current energy mix 
(CO2: 2-10 %, CO: up to 5 %, NOX: up to 3 %, 
PM10: up to 3 %) 

Status quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept  

 T  Market for dual supply systems applied in a 
trolleybus grid is limited, since just a few cities 
operate trolleybus systems in Poland, however 
some cities are interested in the technology 
concept (e.g. Lublin) 

Regulatory and political 
framework 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 O  No legal barriers regarding the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept, no modifications of the legal framework 
necessary 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Technology concept is in line with the top-5 
measures for the further electrification of the 
public transport of Gdynia (optimizing grid 
management) as well as the transport strategy 
(2025 target modal split is 10% decrease in car 
share) 
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Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market  

 T  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of the technology concept is partly 
available on the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

 

 O  (Local) politics & authorities, research & 
education as well as the general public are 
indirectly active supporters, having an indirect 
high influence on the implementation and 
operation of the technology concept, since the 
aim is a “smart”, efficient trolleybus system and 
the dual supply system is one element to reach 
this goal 

 O  Technical control companies are active 
supporters, having a moderate influence on the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept 

 
SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Gdynia has developed an interesting case for an energy recuperation system that could 
prove to be a case on itself, as well as a viable complement to other concepts. Its main 
strengths are its technologically mature, proven and available nature, its unobtrusiveness to 
the operation and maintenance tasks, PKT’s available expertise, positive business case 
outcome and environmental benefits. 

Some limiting factors are represented as the threat of competing technologies (mainly energy 
storage media), as well as the fact that the technology is not feasible in all cases, as its 
effectiveness depends on the route and operational characteristics 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

The technology concept combines strong technological strengths with opportunities on the 
side of society and environment that support the financial opportunities for a focused 
implementation. While dual power systems optimize energy balance, reduce voltage drops 
and allows for the recuperation of breaking energy with a potential for an overall 2-5% energy 
savings, additional potential synergies include grid load balancing, and applications for 
electric vehicle charging points. Local politics, authorities and academia are active 
supporters of the technology’s goal, which include the potential emission reduction (CO2: 2-
10%, CO up to 5%, NOx up to 3%, PM10 up to 3%) and the alignment with Gdynia’s 
electrification strategy. Additional benefits include an expected increased acceptance of 
electric mobility, as well as an improvement of the PKT’s and Gdynia’s image as sustainable 
entities. Finally, a positive financial case can lead to the implementation of the technology, as 
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relevant investment criteria are met, and funding for the technology is available and fully 
secure. 

The technology, however, is not universally applicable in Gdynia. From the evaluated 
network only 20-30% of it is viable (having produced a positive business case). The 
existence of a technological substitute in current evolution, i.e. energy storage in the form of 
supercapacitors or Li-ion batteries threatens the case for a future-proof implementation. This 
is, nevertheless, an opportunity for the future consideration of both technologies as 
complementary to one another, as applicable under route characteristics criteria. The 
potential of the dual power supply system lies, perhaps, as a complementary technology to 
other energy recuperation concepts like central storage or by increasing the useful grid 
stretches on which energy is transmitted. 

Summary box 

Invest: take advantage of the financing possibilities to implement the technology in the most viable 
locations. Seek to expand when derived synergies provide for positive business cases elsewhere. 

Develop: explore complementary concepts where energy recuperation via dual supply systems and 
energy storage (onboard and stationary) can lead to mutual optimization 

Promote: promote the concept as an effective component in smart (efficient) energy systems in order 
to attract investment and research potential 

Combine: explore the possibility of combining the concept with energy storage solutions, as well as 
other ELIPTIC use cases in Gdynia. 
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3.3.4 Lanciano B.4 

Use case Snapshot 

Lanciano B.4  

Title “Light rail (tram) operation for rural rail track” 

Partner TUA 

Objective “Study the feasibility of reactivating unused rail infrastructure to provide 
tram-type service from San Vito Marina to Crocetta.” 

Sources Lanciano Use case Set-Up Report (D2.5) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Sandro Imbastaro, TUA 

The use case for Lanciano, a town of 35 624 residents, although grouped under Pillar B, falls 
out of the technology clusters described in this report, and is better defined as its own unique 
technology concept. It is also the only use case within ELIPTIC taking place in a mostly rural 
context. 

The use case focuses on a feasibility study that analyzes the implementation of a new urban 
tramway system by upgrading the existing rail network of the Ferrovia Sangritana. The aim of 
the use case is to provide an urban tramway through the use of train routes of the Ferrovia 
Adriatico Sangritana with the intention to use the railway line San Vito Marina - Lanciano - 
Crocetta for tram-type services. The study considers the potential for introducing energy 
storage systems, and attempt to demonstrate that such a system can increase the 
accessibility of inland areas and the relationships between neighboring towns, discourage 
car use, improve local air quality, and enhance the accessibility of local public. The main goal 
of this project is the promotion of a modal shift more favorable to public transport with the 
best possible exploitation of the available infrastructure, with a minimal investment in terms 
of civil works and with the introduction of a relatively innovative transport concept. 

SWOT Results 

As ELIPTIC progressed and the similarities between use cases were taken into consideration 
to define technology clusters from which joint conclusions could be drawn, Lanciano had 
already positioned itself as a category of its own. Due to this uniqueness, and the fact that it 
is the only use case mostly in a rural setting, a simplified SWOT analysis was carried out in 
cooperation with the use case leader. The results are shown in the following table: 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
• The project is based on technology concepts that 

are ready for a full commercial exploitation. All 
key components are market available and based 
on accepted standards 

• The project is based on the reconstruction of an 
existing alignment. Significant new civil 
infrastructure and/or buildings are not needed. The 
estimated impacts in term of visual acceptance 
should be low 

• The project is based on an existing alignment, and 
this implies a certain rigidity in terms of adaptation 
to the actual transport demand  

Opportunities Threats 
• TUA/Sangritana as mature railway operator has all 

the necessary know-how for the maintenance and 
operation of a light rail system 

• The introduction of a high-quality service can 
improve the local approach towards public 
transport 

• The re-use of an abandoned alignment is an 
opportunity in terms of optimal exploitation of the 
available infrastructure 

• A preliminary design is available and there a 
favourable approach from local authorities 

• After its implementation the system may be further 
extensible beyond its initial limits using the 
remaining part of the former railway track 

• The reactivation of the existing alignment can be 
erroneously perceived as a re-introduction of a 
(physical) barrier that was previously removed 

• The use of the existing alignment could jeopardize 
a potential future reopening of the railway service 
from Lanciano to Castel di Sangro (possibly a 
tourist service only) 

  

The case of Lanciano has clear strengths in that it takes advantage of the existence of the 
track alignment and the tramway’s mature and proven technology. Although the alignment 
itself is fixed to its historical path, which represents a weakness in terms of a possible optimal 
line routing, it is also organically integrated into the urban environment, which provides a 
natural permeability to central destinations. Given that part of the initiative’s goals is to 
provide an incentive for public transportation, the opportunity of complementary routes 
should be able to close the accessibility gap with the rest of the town. 

The reintroduction of an efficient local rail service, coupled with a revamping of the 
complementary public transport in Lanciano could represent an important opportunity for 
public transit to gain ground in Lanciano in both local and regional trips. Threats to the 
concept exist in the potential of a negative public perception, for which an effective campaign 
to highlight the line’s benefits would be key. Finally, the threat of sharing the tracks with 
touristic service vehicles along the Lanciano – Castel die Sangro line must still be looked into 
in detail, as Italian standards and normative are very strict regarding simultaneous operation 
of different categories o rolling stock.   
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3.4 Technology Cluster 4 
3.4.1 London C.2 

Use case Snapshot 

London C.2  

Title “Use of metro sub-station for (re)charging TfL fleet vehicles (e-cars & e-
vans) and zero-emission capable taxis” 

Partner TfL 

Objective “Assess the feasibility of using the LU power network to supply the 
electricity demands of charging infrastructure for public transport vehicles 
other than scheduled buses (for example taxis and private hire vehicles), 
TfL operational support vehicles and freight vehicles.” 

Sources London Use case Set-Up Report (D2.3) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
London Use Case Questionnaire (27.02.2017) 
London C.2 Use case Interview  (11.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by David Talbot, Mark Poulton, TfL 

 

Besides managing London's bus, tube system, Docklands Light Railway, over-ground railway 
and tram networks, TfL is also responsible for the licensing of taxis and private hire vehicles. 
There are over 100,000 licensed taxi and private hire drivers in London delivering 
approximately 300,000 journeys per day. In addition to this TfL and other public-sector 
organizations in London operate significant fleets of support vehicles of many types across 
the city.  

As part of the implementation of the London Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ, Figure 21), a 
key aspect of London’s air quality improvement plans, by 2020 all cars (including taxis and 
private hire vehicles), motorcycles, vans, minibuses, buses, coaches and heavy goods 
vehicles (HGVs) operating in the zone will need to meet strict exhaust emission standards 
(ULEZ standards), or pay an additional daily charge, when travelling in the zone. This is 
expected to drive the uptake of all forms of electric vehicles with a concomitant increase in 
demand for charging infrastructure. 

This use case takes the form of a desk-based study to understand the feasibility of using the 
LU power network to supply the electricity demands of charging infrastructure, particularly for 
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locations where connections to the regular electricity grid would be prohibitively time 
consuming or costly. The use case focuses on understanding the capacity of the LU network 
to support the charging of public transport vehicles other than scheduled buses (for example 
taxis and private hire vehicles), TfL operational support vehicles and freight vehicles. The 
technical set up consists of 7 kW AC depot or overnight charging points. A demonstrator at 
Llillie Bridge has installed 6 connection points out of the 12 maximum planned. 

 

 

Figure 21: London Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) 
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SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 W  Technology concept is in the phase of 
technical demonstration and thus not ready for 
full commercial application, key enabling 
components (charging infrastructure, grid 
interface, monitoring systems) are off the shelf 
and market available, application of these 
components as an integrated solution for a 
transport authority however is innovative 
 S  Preliminary standards are available for all key 
enabling components in terms of hardware, 
software and interfaces 

Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging points supplied by the metro power 
grid have no advantages or disadvantages 
regarding their energy efficiency (connected to 
metro power grid on AC level, no additional 
transformation steps) and advantages regarding 
their reliability (metro power grid is more 
resilient/reliable than public distribution grid) 
compared to charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

Technical integration 
 

Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport grid  
 

 S  There are no perceived negative effects on 
the metro operation and metro power grid, it does 
not affect the reliability or availability of current 
PT system 
 W  Energy supply for charging points is second 
priority within the metro power grid, what causes 
power availability issues (time and location 
specific) in the charging process 
 W  Power quality within the metro power grid is 
characterized by voltage and current spikes, 
which can negatively impact the charging 
equipment 
 O  Potential negative effects on the charging and 
metro operation can be mitigated or avoided by 
means of demand control, electrical separation, 
power storage and detailed real time monitoring 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

[?] (Planning and implementation effort: no clear 
statement possible, site specific (proximity to 
connection point)) 

Maintenance  

 S  Maintenance effort is expected to be no 
different from that of charging points supplied by 
the public distribution grid. 

Operational Integration  

 W  Charging points are second priority with 
regard to the power supply, what leads to a 
limitation of available power during day times 
(location and time dependent) 
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Availability of qualified 
staff  

 S  Main occupational roles/qualifications within 
Tfl to ensure the feasibility of the technology 
concept are: 1) electrical engineers, 2) vehicle 
technology specialists, 3) fleet managers, which 
are fully available/staffed 

Operational synergies  

 O  Combination of park & ride strategies with 
electric charging points supplied by the metro grid 
have the potential to push the public transport 
(increase coverage of metro service) 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

[?] Lifecycle cost are unclear (same initial 
CAPEX, OPEX unclear), compared to electric 
vehicle charging points supplied by the public 
distribution grid 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria 

 S  Investment criteria: the technology concept 
mainly fulfils the 3 investment criteria of technical 
performance, product lead time and costs 

Availability of funding   

 T  Funding is partly available or not fully secure, 
while main funding sources are EU-funding, 
public national funding and municipal funding 
 T  Realization of a positive business case is 
currently unclear 

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Image  

 O  Once rolled out on a broad basis, the 
technology concept can have an positive impact 
on the public image of Tfl as a sustainable 
company 

Impacts on city and 
society  

 O  Project helps to increase the acceptance of 
electric mobility, but effect is assumed as small 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Implementation of technology concept pushes 
the adoption of electric vehicles by providing an 
infrastructural basis and therefore leads indirectly 
to a reduction of local transport related 
environmental impacts (CO2, NOx, PM10) 

Attitude/influence (internal 
stakeholders)  

 W  Stakeholders within Tfl maintenance staff are 
moderately opposed with moderate influence (no 
substantial barrier) 

Status quo and 
development of market for 
technology concept  

 O  Other cities in GB (e.g. Nottingham) are 
currently exploring similar options, albeit with 
somewhat different technology concepts 

Regulatory and political 
framework 
 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 
 

 O  Legal framework with regard to environment 
is favorable for the implementation and operation 
of the technology concept (e.g. establishment of 
London Ultra Low Emission Zone and Ultra-Low 
Emission Vehicle Delivery Plan) 
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 T  Legal framework with regard to energy and 
grid is unfavorable for the implementation and 
operation of the technology concept (energy 
market regulations currently do not allow to 
charge (payed service) third party customer 
electric vehicles with electricity taken from the 
metro power grid), whereas no changes in the 
legal framework are expected in the short-term 
 T  Contract with energy supplier does not allow 
to utilize energy, purchased for a discounted rate 
for the metro operation, for third party use (e.g. 
charging third party electric vehicles) 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 T  Project and feasibility of technology concept 
may be influenced by political changes, 
especially the ongoing UK government 
comprehensive spending review 
 O  Technology concept is aligned with the 
measures of the transport electrification strategy 
of London (e.g. implementation of an ultra low 
emission zone, electrification of bus fleet) 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market [30] 

 O  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of charging points connected to the 
metro power grid represented by 1) electrical 
engineers, 2) vehicle technology specialists, 3) 
fleet managers is fully available on the local job 
market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

[31] 

 O  (Local) politics and authorities are supporters, 
having a high influence on the implementation 
and operation of the technology concept, 
whereas the support is mainly limited to technical 
support and the transfer of know-how 

 
SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The technology concept for London C.2 is a good initial exploration of the prospective 
diversification of the charging potential fed by the LU grid in order to further enable electric 
mobility in London. Although some questions still remain (e.g. legal issues beyond ELIPTIC 
scope, detailed technical and site requirements, etc.), clear strengths exist in the maturity 
and availability of the technology concept’s components, the readiness of TfL to operate and 
maintain the equipment, the environmental implications of advancing electric mobility, and 
the fulfillment of investment criteria. The main weakness currently is the subordination of the 
concept to the metro operation, which may limit charging at some locations and at certain 
(peak) times. Interesting opportunities can be seen in the alignment of the concept with 
London’s goals for electrification, which in turn could help overcome legal hurdles currently 
limiting its broadest application. 
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The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Complementary measures like demand control, electric separation, power storage and 
detailed real-time monitoring are opportunities that may help mitigate or altogether avoid 
potential negative effects on both metro operation and charging equipment (due to voltage 
spikes). Power management, together with careful scheduling of charging times can also 
help overcome the weakness of the technology concept having a secondary role before the 
LU operation by, e.g. optimizing off-peak charging possibilities. 

A future in-depth investigation of all possible locations may determine the conditions under 
which the technology concept could be rolled out. This would in turn reinforce the business 
case for the most adequate locations and secure funding, given that the main investment 
criteria are fulfilled. 

An important issue remains in the legal feasibility threat to the technology concept. The legal 
framework concerning the energy grid, as well as the contract with the energy supplier, 
currently restrict the utilization of energy for third-party use. This could be a substantial 
barrier for the application of the concept beyond a certain reach. So far, charging TfL 
vehicles on their own installations is assumed not to represent a problem. The question, 
however of whether this concept could be extended to sites not owned by TfL, e.g. or to 
charge other operators’ vehicles (taxis, private hire or car-share vehicles), requires further 
legal investigation, but seems presently unlikely. Possible leverage can be found in the 
alignment of the technology concept towards the advancement of electric mobility that has 
been set among London’s future mobility goals, as well as in the support from politicians and 
authorities, and in the positive environmental effect of achieving a larger electrified fleet. The 
attention and influence of other cities currently considering a similar approach (e.g. 
Nottingham) could build up pressure for a change in regulations. Moreover, given the 
expertise that TfL has gathered and exercises upon its own electrical grid, and the relatively 
small effort it would imply to operate complementary technology for the electrification of 
transport, it may be thought that in the future its role as energy operator (at least in terms of 
powering and charging certain vehicles) could grow. 
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Summary box 

Invest: focus on complementary technology (energy storage and management) to mitigate the 
impact of voltage spikes and peak operation times in the potential charging schedule. 

Develop: a smart schedule system to take advantage of off-peak capacity. Further investigate the 
potential locations for the implementation of the concept. 

Promote: highlight the advantages of the concept and its support for the electrification of mobility to 
leverage and support changes in regulation for a broader application spectrum. 

Regulate: leverage a change in the current energy regulation for a higher TfL autonomy in energy 
distribution, by using the public and political support, as well as environmental benefits. 
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3.4.2 Barcelona C.3 

Use case Snapshot 

Barcelona C.3  

Title “Use of metro/tram infrastructure for recharging e-cars (municipal fleet and 
private e-cars)” 

Partner B:SM 

Objective Prove the convenience of deploying a vehicle charging network connected 
both to the general electric network of the city, and to the electric network 
from metro system, benefitting from its synergies and opportunities.” 

Sources Barcelona Use case Set-Up Report (D2.7) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Barcelona Use Case Questionnaire (29.01.2017) 
Barcelona C.3 Use case Interview  (11.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Estefanía Martínez Lara and Oscar Puigdollers, B:SM 

 

Figure 22: Barcelona modal share39 

 

City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 

Large 
(4.7 M) 

Public 
(1.54) 

Mature 
(€27 600) 10/10 

 

                                            
 
39 Barcelona Use Case Questionnaire, B.1.2 

31,0% 

3,0% 
40,0% 

26,0% Pedestrian

Cycling

Public transport

Car
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Barcelona is the capital city of the autonomous community of Catalonia in Spain and Spain's 
second most populated city, with a population of 1.6 million within its administrative limits, 
and an urban area extending beyond the administrative city limits totaling ca. 4.7 million. It is 
the the sixth-most populous urban area in the European Union after Paris, London, Madrid, 
the Ruhr area, and Milan and the largest metropolis on the Mediterranean Sea. Barcelona is 
one of the most densely populated cities in Europe with an average population density of 
15,926 inhabitants per square kilometer.  

Barcelona has a well-developed public transport network formed by a multimodal 
infrastructure that includes railways, buses, cars, bikes and even cable railways. Although 
different companies run different transports modes, most services are included into an 
integrated fare system, managed by the Autoritat del Transport Metropolità (ATM). 

 

Figure 23: Modal distribution within Barcelona's public transport operators 

Within the ATM, the most important actor is Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona (TMB), 
which runs the main network of buses and underground and transports 9 out of 10 people in 
public transport. RENFE and FGC are two different train operators with a large network 
connecting Barcelona to its suburbs. The tram is run by ATM together with these two rail 
companies transporting 67 000 people every day from the city borders to the north and south. 

TMB has two different services: underground and buses. On the one hand, Metro network 
operated becomes the leading actor in the internal mobility of the city, operating 8 lines with 
a length of 102 km, and 165 trains, 134 of them are operated simultaneously in the rush hour. 
The network, which includes 141 stations, offers 83.16 million vehicle-km, 15 236 million 
seat-km in operation, to satisfy the city’s demand of ca. 375 million annual journeys. Parallel 
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to TMB’s service, a bus network is composed by NXB (Nova xarxa bus) operates regular and 
neighbourhood lines. To provide service to 110 lines NXB uses different kind of buses: diesel, 
hybrid, gas and electric buses. Electric buses are the latest innovation approach to fulfil the 
city council’s sustainability objectives. 

Private transport management also plays an important role in the city’s mobility, and as such, 
Barcelona de Serveis Municipals (B:SM) plays an important role into the day-by-day mobility 
of the city being the main parking operator. B:SM operates 40 public car parks and over 
13 000 parking places throughout the city. In these locations, B:SM manages more than 200 
slots for recharging electric vehicles (cars and motorbikes). Additionally, B:SM participates in 
managing 15 additional parking equipment in the city center and up to 60 000 regulated 
spaces throughout the city. 

Within Technology Cluster 4, Barcelona carries out a feasibility study to prove the 
convenience of deploying a vehicle charging network connected both to the general electric 
network of the city, and to the electric network from metro system, benefitting from its 
synergies and opportunities. The study analyzes possibilities in the whole city to deploy 
opportunity recharging points nearby metro substations. The technical setup considers 
3.6 kW chargers in up to 300 potential locations with an average of 3 and likely up to 6 
charging points per location. By doing so, it analyzes the convenience of such intervention in 
infrastructural, operational and strategic terms. Use case C.3 is integrated by Barcelona de 
Serveis Municipals (B:SM), the main public parking operator, TMB, the operator of the metro 
system, and CENIT, a research center for transport and mobility associated to the Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya. 

Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 S  Technology concept (charging infrastructure, 
grid infrastructure, monitoring and control 
systems, user management systems) are 
available on the market, sufficiently standardized 
and ready for full commercial application 

 T  Barrier preventing the application of the 
technology concept are coordination problems 
between B:SM and TMB (internal regulatory and 
coordination issues) 
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Technical characteristics 

Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging points supplied by the metro power 
grid have no advantages or disadvantages 
regarding their reliability, availability and 
advantages regarding their energy efficiency 
compared to charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

System set-up 

 W  Slow chargers (3,6 kW output power, AC) are 
currently considered as the state-of-the-art 
solution in this context, no fast or rapid chargers 
planned in the near-term 

Technical integration 
 

Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport 
network  
 

 S  There are no perceived negative effects on 
the metro operation and metro power grid, it does 
not affect the reliability or availability of current 
public transport system 

 W  Energy supply for charging points is second 
priority within the metro power grid, which causes 
power availability issues (time and location 
specific), especially at day times, in the charging 
process 

 W  Supplying charging points with electricity, 
increases the complexity of the metro power grid 
(weak effect strength) 

 W  Connecting charging points and metro 
substations/stations is technically more complex, 
than connecting them to the public distribution 
grid 

 O  Use smart meters to guarantee absence of 
adverse effects on the metro operation 

 T  Batteries as measure for load balancing are 
not viable for B:SM, since the space next to the 
currently defined parking places is very limited 

Technology adjustments 
and synergies  

 S  Dual function of the metro power grid leads to 
a higher utilization rate (more efficient use of 
excess energy in the metro grid) and therefore to 
a higher asset utilization 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 W  Planning and implementation effort for using 
metro substation for recharging electric cars and 
electric vans is the higher compared to charging 
points supplied by the public distribution grid, 
which is caused by a more difficult and expensive 
cable installation (connection cable metro power 
grid and charging point) 

Maintenance  

 S  Maintenance effort is about the same 
compared to charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

 W  Maintenance effort for the metro power grid 
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will slightly increase 

Operational Integration  

 W  Charging points are second priority with 
regard to the power supply, what leads to a 
limitation in power availability during specific day 
times (location and time dependent) 

 O  Operational availability can be increased by 
constantly monitoring the metro power grid and 
controlling the power supply (e.g. through 
application of smart meters)  

Application scope  

 W  Locations for installation of technology 
concept are limited by the position of suitable 
metro power grid connection points (proximity of 
substation), approx. 300 in Barcelona 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 W  Main occupational roles/qualifications within 
B:SM to ensure the feasibility of the technology 
concept are: 1) business administration and 
management qualifications, 2) technical 
qualifications, which are partly available/staffed 

Operational synergies 
  

 S  Technology concept synergizes two already 
existing systems, and thus provides a high 
economic (use cheaper electricity) and social 
return (support spread of electric vehicles) 

 S  Complementary power demand patterns of 
metro service (morning and afternoon) and 
electric vehicle charging (night) 

 O  Combination of park & ride strategies with 
electric charging points supplied by the metro grid 
have the potential to push the public transport 
(increase coverage of metro service) 

 T  By offering a free charging service the 
technology concept may foster the substitution of 
the metro service by electric vehicles 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

[?] Lifecycle cost are unclear at this point (higher 
initial CAPEX for cabling, lower OPEX through 
lower energy cost), compared to electric vehicle 
charging points supplied by the public distribution 
grid 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria 

 S  The technology concept mainly fulfils the 5 
investment criteria meeting demand, easiness of 
implementation, resilience, energy providers 
positioning improvement, pollution reduction 

Availability of funding  

 T  Funding is partly available and not fully 
secure, whereas a main funding source is 
European public funding, what can constitute a 
substantial barrier for the feasibility of the 
technology concept 
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Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Impacts on city and 
society  

 S  Technology concept increases social cost-
benefit and urban resilience, and has a high 
economic and social return since it synergizes 
two already existing systems 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Implementation of technology concept pushes 
the adoption of electric vehicles by providing an 
infrastructural basis and therefore leads indirectly 
to a reduction of local transport related 
environmental emissions of about 2 % (CO2, CO, 
NOx, PM10) 

Attitude/influence (internal 
stakeholders)  

 S  Stakeholders within B:SM are moderate 
supporters with no/low influence 

General social, 
environmental and 
transport trends  

 T  Barcelona faces a low number of electric 
vehicles (complementary good) with a small 
growth rate 

 O  Political framework is in line with use case, 
want to change mode of transport to more 
efficient modes such as e-cars starting from 
public vehicle fleets, push spread of electric 
vehicles by installing charging infrastructure first 

Regulatory and political 
framework 
 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 T  Legal framework is unfavorable or neutral for 
the implementation and operation of the 
technology concept: energy & grid: (unfavorable), 
environment (neutral), safety: (unfavorable), 
especially energy market regulations currently do 
not allow to charge (payed service) third party 
customer electric vehicles with electricity taken 
from the metro power grid 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Technology concept is aligned with the 
electrification goals of Barcelona 

 O  Strong lobbying in Barcelona to promote 
electric mobility (e.g. Live6 platform) 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market  

 T  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of charging points connected to the 
metro power grid represented by 1) business 
administration and management qualifications, 2) 
technical qualifications are just partly available on 
the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

 

 O  (Local) politics and authorities are moderate 
supporters, having a high influence on the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept (support: promotional support support 
(e.g. through LIVE platform), no funding) 
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SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

Barcelona’s approach to the technology concept is simple, yet powerful in its strengths, as it 
takes advantage of the efficiency of the metro’s network and the possible synergies in load 
balancing and asset utilization. Technically, the concept stops short of providing higher 
power for charging and remains at the moment with an output of 3.6kW AC, and an implicit 
second priority from the metro grid. An additional difficulty derived from the local conditions 
and public distribution grid operator rules is the increased complexity in the implementation 
of the grid connections to the metro, as these require specialized technical expertise and 
financing lies within the operator.  

Good opportunities are seen at the technical level by making use of smart meters and at the 
political level via the support of local authorities and politicians, which could leverage funding 
for the initiative. There is a valid concern from the authorities that sponsoring electromobility 
might be detrimental to the share of public transport in the city’s mobility by passengers 
shifting to the currently small fleet of Barcelona’s electric vehicles. This view, however, could 
be balanced by the perception that park & ride strategies could help increase the public 
transport network’s coverage. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Taking advantage of the complementary power demand patterns that have been observed in 
the use case (morning and afternoon peaks for the metro, electric vehicle charging at night), 
several apparent weaknesses may be turned into an asset, including charging speed 
(currently slow charging at 3.6 kW) and the second priority of vehicle charging to metro 
operation. In this regard, smart meters, together with real-time monitoring of the metro power 
grid and controlling the power supply can increase the operational availability both during 
and off-peak metro operation hours, even without the use of storage media. 

Given that investment criteria for the technology concept are fulfilled, an appeal for funds for 
a reduced number of locations could be made. Around 300 sites have been identified by the 
use case as feasible for implementation, from which a selection of the most relevant can be 
made, taking into consideration their expected demand and likely park&ride potential, as 
suggested below. An additional criterion of this prioritization of locations is the degree of 
gradual electrification of public institutions’ and authorities’ fleets and their location.  
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The implementation of the technology concept, especially when it concerns the public 
transport grid, represents a greater planning and technical challenge for B:SM’s current 
expertise pool. This is especially true when compared to connections to the public 
distribution grid, where the installation burden is carried by the electricity operator. An 
interesting and necessary cooperation with other authorities (e.g. TBM) could be of common 
benefit, as metro operation expertise may complement capacity gaps at B:SM. Given that the 
technology concept (electric vehicle chargers) is mature and commercially available, their 
integration to the metro grid, although potentially complex, could bring added benefits such 
as load balancing, and possible price advantages due to higher volume purchases. A 
supporting strength stated repeatedly in this regard is the fact that the dual function of the 
metro grid leads to a higher utilization of the asset, synergizing two already existing systems 
providing high economic and social return, and increasing social cost-benefit and urban 
resilience. The support so far expressed by politics and authorities, as well as stakeholders is 
certainly an asset in forging a strong cooperation. 

The perceived threat of Barcelona’s current relatively small share of electric vehicles has a 
two-sided effect. On one hand, a push for the adoption of electric vehicles with the objective 
of reducing emissions is closely coupled with the spread of charging infrastructure to support 
them, while on the other, the timeframe for their installation can be relaxed, with the due 
implications in financing and the resource allocation required. Finally, the expected threat of 
electric vehicles being promoted by the provision of charging infrastructure, in detriment of 
public transport ridership, can be avoided by focusing on municipal fleet electrification only, 
but also on P&R (park&ride, or eventually charge&ride) opportunities that might increase the 
potential catchment of passengers for the public transport system. 

Summary box 

Develop: implement the concept in the most relevant locations. Set a growth and expansion strategy 
based on Barcelona’s increase in electromobility. 

Improve: Investigate the possibility of higher-power (and faster) charging points where feasible. 

Promote: highlight the concept as an incentive to electrify the utility vehicle fleets of public operators 
in the city. Publicize the concept to the public, emphasizing its environmental, as well as P&R impact. 

Regulate: pursue a change in regulation that allows B:SM a higher autonomy in power distribution. 
Achieve inter-agency cooperation (ATM, TMB, RENFE, etc.) in the advancement of electromobility. 
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3.4.3 Leipzig C.4 

Use case Snapshot 

Leipzig C.4  

Title “Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-vehicles” 

Partner LVB 

Objective “Study the legal barriers and judicial background in relation to the 
multipurpose use of the existing tram infrastructure for selling energy from 
the tram network to third parties.” 

Sources Leipzig Use case Set-Up Report (D2.11) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Leipzig Use Case Questionnaire (03.03.2017) 
Leipzig C.4 Use case Interview  (02.11.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Eberhard Nickel, LVB 

 

 

Figure 24: Leipzig modal share40 

 

City Size Modal Share Prosperity TS Development 

Medium 
(545 000) 

Private 
(0.45) 

Mature 
(€30 100) 09/10 

                                            
 
40 Leipzig Use Case Questionnaire, B.1.2. Data for 2013. 

29,3% 

15,2% 

17,2% 

38,3% 
Pedestrian

Cycling

Public transport

Car
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The city of Leipzig is the largest city in Free State of Saxony with ca. 545 000 inhabitants. It 
has an extension of 297 square kilometers and is divided in 10 town districts. Together with 
the city of Halle / Saale it forms the urban agglomeration of Halle-Leipzig with a population of 
approx. 1.1 million. As most cities in eastern Germany, Leipzig is undergoing a major 
economic transformation for the last 25 years and is becoming an important hub for diverse 
companies and enterprises, which has kept it at constant and rapid growth. 

The Leipziger Verkehrsbetriebe (LVB) GmbH transports about 138.1 million passengers per 
year. Public transport in Leipzig is dominated by 314 trams, which annually transport approx. 
111.3 million passengers on 13 tram lines with a total network length of 218 km. Except for 
line 89 which connects the very city centre with the Connewitz quarter, all buses are 
operated on feeder lines or tangential lines to the tram network. In total, 88 buses are 
operated on 36 LVB bus lines transporting approx. 26.8 million passengers per year on a bus 
network of 1 272 km. The bus fleet is composed of 64 articulated buses, 86 standard buses 
and 8 mini/midi buses with an average age of 5.5 years. 

Within Technology Cluster 4, the Leipzig use case consists of a study on legal barriers and 
juridical backgrounds in relation to multi-purpose use of infrastructure of the existing tram 
infrastructure (700 V DC tram grid), i.e. selling energy from the tram network to third parties. 
In particular for Germany, with its Renewable Energy Sources Act, this study produces 
important legal findings on the potential drawbacks such a use case may have. The study 
considers German and European energy (market) regulations, the impact on relevant tax 
issues (tax benefits) and the future of current subsidy agreements for public transport 
services. The study produces policy recommendations to be taken up by the (German/ 
European) political decision making process.  
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SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 W  Technology concept is not ready for full 
commercial application, all systems are 
prototypes so far and thus not market available 
(especially devices for voltage stabilization), 
further there are no standards for the integration 
of charging points in direct current grids of rail 
transport modes  

 O  Issues to be standardized for electric vehicle 
charging points, connected to DC rail grids, are 
diversified and include: description of charging 
power categories (available charging power at 
certain grid locations/connection points), 
connection type to existing rail grids (substation, 
catenary, incl. protection devices) and 
synchronization of charging operation and rail 
service in order to avoid adverse effects on the 
rail service  

Technical characteristics 
Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 S  Charging points supplied by the tram power 
grid have advantages regarding their reliability as 
well as availability (up to a specific charging 
power) and neither advantages nor 
disadvantages regarding their energy efficiency 
compared to charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

Technical integration 
 

Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport 
network  
 

 S  There are no expected adverse effects on the 
tram operation, since this is a precondition (as 
per concept definition) for the application of the 
technology concept 

 W  Energy supply for charging points is second 
priority within the tram power grid, which causes 
time and location dependent power availability 
issues (interruption or limitation of charging 
process), charging management systems are 
consequently required to ensure a proper 
charging process 

 O  Energy storages provide a measure to avoid 
adverse effects on the tram and charging 
operation, however there is currently no positive 
business case 
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Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 W  Planning and implementation effort for using 
tram substations and catenaries for recharging 
electric cars and electric vans is case specific, 
whereas the lacking acceptance of the optical 
appearance (look, dimension) of the system 
components by the citizens can be an 
implementation barrier 

Possible fields of 
application  

 W  Technology concept has a limited application 
scope, since feasible connection points to the 
tram grid are limited 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 W  Main occupational roles/qualifications within 
LVB to ensure the feasibility of the technology 
concept are not/partly available 

Operational synergies  

 O  Supply of electric vehicle charging points with 
energy from the tram grid offers a potential for 
several synergies: 1) foster the use of public 
transport modes by increasing the attractiveness 
of park and ride strategies, 2) load balancing 
through a vehicle-to-grid approach (under 
investigation, not for tram grid), 3) representing 
one element in a future smart grid 

 
Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

 W  Supply electric vehicle charging points from 
the tram grid is from a financial perspective 
unattractive compared to charging points 
supplied by the public distribution grid, CAPEX is 
case dependent, but assumed approximately the 
same, OPEX is assumed to be higher (electricity 
from tram grid is initially cheaper, but grid 
charges, additional taxes and EEG fees apply)  

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria 

 W  Technology concept mainly does not fulfill the 
four investment criteria: cost, availability of 
subsidies, energy consumption, however fulfills 
the investment criterion: Impact on the 
environment in terms of emissions and imissions 
(mainly noise) 

Availability of funding  

 T  Funding for the implementation and operation 
of the technology concept is not 
available/insecure, whereas main funding 
sources are national/regional public funding and 
European public funding, assignment for the 
concept implementation and operation would be 
necessary to obtain funding (could be 
problematic, since there is a third party use what 
is not the primary company goal)  
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Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Regulatory and political 
framework 
 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 
 

 T  Legal framework requires the distinction 
between privileged (subsidized) energy for the 
tram service and unprivileged (unsubsidized) 
energy for charging points to account for 
differences in: 1) basic energy costs (€/kWh), 2) 
taxes, 3) user fees, 4) apportionments (EEG41, 
KWKG42, offshore apportionment), required 
calibrated direct current electricity meters are 
however not available on the market 

 T  Distinction of used energy for the charging 
process (energy from supply grid and 
recuperated braking energy) is necessary from a 
legal perspective, but currently problematic 

 O  A clear legal framework with regard to use 
subsidized rail facilities to power charging points 
would facilitate the application of the technology 
concept   

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Technology concept is generally aligned with 
the political goal to achieve the targeted 
emissions reduction goals 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market  

 T  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of charging points connected to the 
LVB tram power grid represented by motor 
engineer (today) and electrical engineers (future) 
is party available in the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

  

 O  (Local) politics and authorities are active 
supporters, having a high influence on the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept, however specific support measures are 
currently under investigation 

 T  Barriers for the implementation of the 
technology concept originate from authorities, 
which should more intensively support the 
electrification (e.g. charging points supplied by 
the tram grid), administrative law needs to be 
adjusted and clarified 

 
SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The technology concept in Leipzig benefits from a power grid with more reliability and 
availability than that of the public distribution grid. The concept, however, is not ready for full 
application, since the setup is based on prototypes at the moment, without standards 

                                            
 
41 „Erneubare-Energien-Gesetz“, renewable energy law 
42 “Kraft-Wärme-Kopplungsgesetz”, combined heat and power law 
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integration. Were these to be overcome, the opportunity of several synergies is in sight with 
interesting technical possibilities (park&ride strategies and smart-grid integration).  

Politically, although the goals of the technology concept are aligned with Leipzig’s 
commitment towards the reduction of emissions, no clear legal framework exists for the 
concept to be implemented. Legally, there is an opportunity to implement the concept in 
terms of the use of tram/rail facilities, but on the other hand, technical aspects regarding the 
origin of the electric energy, as well as its measurement pose challenges still to be resolved. 

The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Setting aside the application of the technology for individual use (charging private electric 
vehicles), the case for the use of the tram’s grid to power municipal vehicles (including utility, 
e.g. garbage collection) could be explored, as the legal framework may exclude them from 
certain energy taxes.  

The opportunity of implementing energy storage solutions may help balance the tram grid’s 
load during the day can also be taken advantage of by charging vehicles. Complementary 
load schedules (tram operation during the day and charging by night) could add to a higher 
efficiency in the use of the tram grid. 

Summary box 

Develop: explore application schemes where the concept can be applied in the short-term (municipal 
utility vehicles, e.g.). Follow-up on technology improvements for reliable power measurement. 

Combine: develop a charging strategy that considers energy storage solutions to balance the grid’s 
loads and complement the concept’s capacity to provide a reliable charging service. 

Regulate: continue to pursue clear regulation on the use of energy for public transportation as 
catalyst for electromobility and more sustainable transport modes. 
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3.4.4 Szeged C.6 

Use case Snapshot 

Szeged C.6  

Title “Multipurpose use of infrastructure for (re)charging trolley-hybrids & e-
vehicles 

Partner SZKT 

Objective “To define the technological, legal and other parameters of a multi-
functional e-vehicle charger station, and the potential of this technology in 
connection to the existing hybrid trolleybus grid.” 

Sources Szeged Use case Set-Up Report (D2.19) 
Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions (D4.1) 
Szeged Use Case Questionnaire (30.01.2017) 
Szeged C.6 Use case Interview (10.10.2017) 
ELIPTIC User Forums and Workshops 

Reviewed by Attila Náday and Norbert Újhelyi, SZKT 

 

In the context of ELIPTIC and the experience from Technology Cluster 1 (see Chapter 0), 
SZKT performs a feasibility study of installing, remodeling and testing the first public 
electrical multipurpose charging station for trolley-hybrid-buses, e-bikes and e-cars in the city. 
The study includes the collection of information about suitable locations to implement such 
stations to then install, test and demonstrate its use in combination with the existing hybrid 
trolley bus fleet and e-bikes.  

The study will also define the technological, legal and other parameters of a multi-functional 
e-vehicle charger station. The envisioned multimodal charger’s technical setup consists of a 
600 V, 30 kW hybrid trolleybus charger via catenary, and an electric vehicle charger with one 
DC CCS plug (50 kW), one CHAdeMO DC plug (50 kW) and one AC Type 2 plug (22 kW). 
The charger would in turn be connected to the trolleybus power grid, which has a capacity of 
100 kW (at the end of a supply section) to 300 kW (directly at the substation). The study shall 
give guidance to SZKT to define requirements for next developments (vehicle and 
infrastructure parameters), as well as explore the potential partners in this regard (e.g. power 
supply companies, technology companies, infrastructure developers). The evaluation of this 
multipurpose use may then lead to concepts for electric intermodal e-mobility (interchange e-
bike and trolleybus). 
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The Hungarian government has recently shown support for the advancement of 
electromobility in the country and has radically reduced the tax and other costs related to 
electric vehicles, which is expected to increase the e-vehicle market and help the progress in 
related infrastructure. Currently, about 50 public e-car chargers reportedly exist in Hungary, 
none of which are presently located in Szeged. Beside the price of electric vehicles, other 
barriers are perceived as hindering the growth of electromobility in Hungary. The regulation 
of the energy market, for example, does not currently allow for a simple way to sell electricity 
at a public e-car charger, making this possible only for major electricity suppliers, who 
operate charging stations mainly for advertisement purposes. 

The city of Szeged does not currently have a clear strategy for the installation of public e-
charging stations. The ELIPTIC use case, through the conceptualization of this first 
multipurpose charging station is expected to promote electromobility in the future and 
support the existing long-term transport strategy plan of the municipality, drawing the 
attention of the city’s municipality towards tested electric development possibilities. 

 
SWOT Results 

Technology 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Development status 
Technology readiness level, 
market availability, 
standardization 

 W  Technology concept is not ready for full 
commercial application (charging infrastructure, 
grid interface individually are individually market 
available, overhead DC hybrid trolleybus charger 
not market available), since there is no 
multimodal charger (electric vehicles, bike, hybrid 
trolleybus) available on the market, however 
standardization of hardware and software is no 
problem 

Technical characteristics 
 

Availability, reliability, energy 
efficiency, safety, sensitivity to 
climate conditions, others 

 W  Energy efficiency of charging points supplied 
by the trolleybus power grid is lower compared to 
charging points supplied by the public distribution 
grid, what is caused by additional necessary 
transformation steps (higher transformation 
losses) 

 O  Energy efficiency can be enhanced by the 
application of efficient energy transformers and 
an intelligent energy management system  

System set-up 
 S  Using the trolleybus power grid to supply the 
charging points offers the possibility to operate 
more charging point per interface point (2-6) 
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compared to the supply by the public distribution 
grid (2), based on 50 kW charging stations 

Technical integration 
 

Interaction with / effect on 
existing public transport 
network  
 

 S  There are no perceived negative effects on 
the trolleybus operation and power grid, it does 
not affect the reliability or availability of current 
PT system 

 W  Existing trolleybus power grid is not able to 
power the aimed (multimodal) charging points, 
caused by voltage and current variations in the 
grid, additional investments in power electronics 
would be necessary to make the technology 
concept feasible 

 W  Available power for charging is limited during 
high trolleybus service times (e.g. rush hour), 
caused by a limited spare capacity in the 
trolleybus grid 

Technology advances  

 T  Development of a multimodal charging station 
as market available system is questionable, since 
the market is limited to a few systems, what 
implies a low attractiveness for big technology 
suppliers 

 
Operations 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Implementation and 
management  

 S  Planning and implementation effort for using 
the trolleybus power grid for recharging electric 
cars and electric vans is the same compared 
electric vehicle charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid 

Maintenance  

 W  Maintenance effort is higher compared 
electric vehicle charging points supplied by the 
public distribution grid (assumed) 

Operational Integration Operational limitations 
 W  Available power for charging and therefore 
charging capability is limited during the rush hour 
by a limited spare capacity in the trolleybus grid 

Availability of qualified 
staff  

 W  main occupational roles/qualifications within 
SZKT to ensure the feasibility of the technology 
concept are: 1) system operator and 
administrator, 2) electric engineer, which are 
partly available 

Operational synergies   

 O  Technology concept (multimodal charger) 
provides an opportunity to recharge hybrid 
trolleybuses at terminal stops, what enables an 
extension of the trolleybus service  

 O  Potential synergy by installing charging points 
supplied by the trolleybus power grid in suburbs 
in order to support park and ride strategies 
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Financial 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Lifecycle Cost  

 W  Lifecycle cost are higher, compared electric 
vehicle charging points supplied by the public 
distribution grid, higher initial CAPEX (special 
system with implied higher unit prices, need for 
additional transformers), higher OPEX (additional 
maintenance requirements, lower system 
efficiency (additional transformation steps)) 

Fulfillment of investment 
criteria Investment criteria 

 S  Investment criteria: the technology concept 
mainly fulfils the 3 investment criteria of budget 
limit, maintenance costs and operating costs 
(order of priority) 

Availability of funding 
 

  
  

 T  Funding security: not available or not fully 
secure, whereas main funding sources are 
European public funding, national/regional public 
funding, investments by industry/manufacturers, 
own investments, leasing, bank loans 

 T  Governmental action plan for the expansion of 
charging points is focuses on charging points 
supplied by the public distribution grid (no niche 
solutions like technology concept) 

 T  Financial viability of technology concept relies 
on a positive business case, third party 
customers required to realize a positive business 
case  

 
Society and Environment 

Topic Subtopic SWOT 

Image Image building public 
transport operator 

 O  Implementation of technology can contribute 
to an image of SZKT as environmentally friendly 
and sustainable company 

Impacts on city and 
society Acceptance of e-mobility 

 O  Implementation of technology can contribute 
to enhance the social acceptance and image of 
electric mobility in Szeged 

Impacts on environment  

 S  Implementation of technology concept pushes 
the adoption of electric vehicles by providing an 
infrastructural basis and therefore leads indirectly 
to a reduction of local transport related 
environmental emissions (CO2, CO, NOx, PM10) 

Attitude/influence (internal 
stakeholders)  

 S  Stakeholders within SZKT staff are actively or 
moderately supportive with low to high influence 

General social, 
environmental and 
transport trends 
 

 

 T  Low number of electric vehicles 
(complementary good) in Szeged, what is caused 
by high relative procurement costs for electric 
cars in relation to the average income level (no 
substantial barrier) 
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 O  Implementation of technology concept fosters 
the spread of the complementary technologies 
electric car and bike (limited effect on technology 
concept) 

 O  Project and technology concept are an 
important measure for SZKT to advertise and 
promote electric mobility in Szeged 

Regulatory and political 
framework 
 

Legal framework: energy and 
grid, environmental, safety 

 T  No legal way to sell energy from public 
charging points for SZKT, caused by the current 
energy market regulations (major concept barrier) 

Political Support 

 O  Hungarian government offers a monetary 
support for electric vehicles in the form of tax and 
other related cost reductions, what fosters the 
spread of the complementary good electric 
vehicle 

Strategy (European, national, 
local) 

 O  Technology concept is aligned with the long-
term transport strategy of Szeged to promote 
electric transport modes 

Availability of qualified 
staff on the job market  

 O  Staff with the required qualifications for the 
operation of charging points connected to the 
tram/trolleybus power grid represented by 1) 
electrical engineers, 2) vehicle technology 
specialists, 3) fleet managers is fully available on 
the local job market 

Attitude and influence 
towards technology 
concept of external 
stakeholders 

 

 O  all external stakeholders are whether neutral, 
moderately or highly supportive regarding the 
implementation and operation of the technology 
concept, especially technology suppliers and 
OEMs are keen on technology concept, 
municipality does not actively support technology 
concept, but accept activities 

 
SWOT Summary and Interpretation 

The technological concept finds its strength in the possibility of supporting the increase of 
electromobility in Szeged from the robustness of the city’s trolley infrastructure. The intention 
is, however, weakened by technological, regulatory and financial challenges. One of the 
concept’s weaknesses is the lack of technical readiness for the chosen multimodal charger, 
which also implies a higher lifecycle cost for the technology. Clear opportunities are seen in 
additional components to enhance energy efficiency and a better energy management, as 
well as in the possibility of extended trolleybus service into the suburbs, and incorporating 
park and ride strategies to the system. Threats to the technology include the current low 
number of electric vehicles in Szeged, and no clear available funding for the concept after 
ELIPTIC. Energy regulations currently do not allow the commercialization of energy from the 
trolley grid, further complicating a successful implementation of the concept. 
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The following SWOT strategic pairs can be derived from the results: 

Szeged has performed an interesting exercise to find out the limits of their system and the 
possible reach of new technological concepts. Given the current rate of electromobility in 
Hungary in general, and in Szeged in particular, the concept might be too far ahead of its 
time. It is also true that the available market that would justify a niche application is limited to 
a few systems, which in turn decreases the interest of technology suppliers. A similar result 
could be obtained by the implementation of two separate solutions (opportunity chargers for 
trolleybuses, and commercially available electric vehicle chargers). A definite barrier is the 
limitation to sell energy from the trolleybus grid, which would in turn effectively limit the 
application to municipal and public operator fleets, or SZKT’s own. 

Several complementary components could still be evaluated into the concept, including an 
intelligent energy management system. Overnight charging (for authorized vehicles) could 
still avoid the power limitations that the trolleybus operation schedule currently imposes. 

The prospect of electromobility picking up its pace in Hungary due to governmental 
incentives still poses the challenge of supplying enough charging infrastructure to support the 
electrification of individual mobility in the country. The opportunity of this push could also help 
leverage changes in regulation that allow public operators to distribute electricity (through 
mono- or multimodal chargers) to private drivers. Until then, the technology concept might be 
limited to providing opportunity charging for their existing trolleybus fleet thus extending their 
coverage, and possibly powering the electrified share of the municipal or SZKT’s fleet. 

Summary box 

Develop: consider pairing up with research and industry partners to take advantage of possible 
synergies in component application or development, as well as focusing on viable use cases. 

Combine: look into the contribution of the concept with Szeged’s A.11 use case, as well as possible 
application within other ELIPTIC use case contexts. 

Regulate: take advantage of Hungary’s current focus on fostering electromobility to pursue 
regulations that allow for the multimodal distribution of energy. 
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3.5 Cross-Case Analysis 
 
The cross-case analysis looks at the collection of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats from all use cases within each technology concept. Common SWOTs are identified 
as unifying characteristics of the cluster, and when relevant, city cluster characteristics are 
highlighted to understand differences and particularities.  

Common SWOT pair strategies and leverage relations are also identified in order to provide 
a general view and possible strategy for each of the technology concepts. SWOT pairs 
described inFigure 5 Figure 6 are examined, and their leverage relations 
(Weakness+Strength, Threat+Opportunity, Threat+Strength, Weakness+Opportunity) 
proposed. Additionally, reinforcement relations (Strength+Opportunity) and risk relations 
(Weakness+Threat) are presented. 

3.5.1 Technology Cluster 1 

Across the ELIPTIC use cases, the technology concept assessed within Cluster 1 (providing 
electric bus charging points with electricity from existing public transport grids) presents a 
solid foundation for the further development of the technology towards its implementation. 

Common strengths among the feasibility studies include the reliability of the public transport 
grid and its robustness, which confirm its viability as an alternative to the public transport grid, 
with the special advantage for the transit operators of being in control of their own grid. At the 
same time, planning, implementation and maintenance efforts are comparable to those of 
connecting to the public grid, while the main technical and operational roles are available 
within the operators’ staff. All the assessed use cases fulfill their respective investment 
criteria and are aligned to their city’s electrification strategy towards advancing electric 
mobility. 

Common weaknesses within the cluster are mostly technical: the second priority given to 
the charging of electric buses as compared to the main mode operation (metro, tram, etc.), 
as well as the varying degrees of technological maturity or technical readiness. Due to the 
innovative nature of the approach, the availability of technical standards of certain 
components was commonly cited as lacking.  
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Far from being discouraging, these weaknesses may be well paired with the identified 
common opportunities, which, besides the potential of further developing the concepts to 
close the above-mentioned gaps, include the potential of complementary systems, such as 
demand control, electric storage and real-time monitoring. Potential synergies of this 
particular technology concept with other concepts within and beyond ELIPTIC, although 
case-specific, are worth exploring and include braking energy recuperation, vehicle-to-grid 
services and a reduced price for electricity from an increased purchase volume. The fact that 
funding is fully available supports the shared strength of fulfilled investment criteria. Local 
support from most stakeholders (authorities, academia, operators, and the public), together 
with a favorable environmental legal framework and an alignment with the future strategies 
for electrification set a favorable context for further discussion and the technology concept’s 
next steps. 

Some external elements identified as common threats to the technology include the 
system’s location rigidity and the resulting common disconnection between grid availability 
and route requirements, potential substitute technologies such as energy storage solutions, 
and potential contractual conflicts resulting from the energy redistribution to third parties. 

In summary, the technology concept has proven its worth as a viable and valuable alternative, 
and a complement to the public distribution grid to charge electric buses. In cities with robust 
public transport electric grids, this may be used to effectively accelerate the electrification of 
public transport. There are, however two main gaps to be closed in order to fully implement 
the concept, a technical one and an organizational one. 

The technical gap involves the development of a robust technical solution that can take 
advantage of the public transport grid for the particular case of charging electric buses. This 
includes power management and monitoring to manage the overall demand in the most 
effective and efficient way. Energy storage solutions and careful schedules of operation and 
charging shall manage and optimize the demand on the public transport grid, and 
complement it with the public distribution grid when necessary.  

The organizational gap concerns the present role of public transport operators. The 
management of large electric fleets, both on fixed (metro, tram, trolleybus) lines, as well as 
flexible bus routes will require a comprehensive control and management of charging points 
distributed throughout the service area. Given the rigid and limited availability of connection 
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points to the public transport grid, connecting to the public distribution grid is thus inevitable 
and potentially also beneficial. This calls for the role of the public transport operator to be 
extended to that of an energy manager. 

Results from this cluster are largely homogeneous among use cases despite their 
differences in size and private/public transport trends. This being said, some observations 
can be made in this regard. Dealing with larger fleets and more complex system (as well as 
more operators and concessionaries), large cities (London and Brussels) face increased 
complexity to electrify large parts of their fleets. Gdynia, being a medium city and thus 
arguably more agile, however, already has a more immediate application in mind. Having its 
strength in a smaller scale and a solid infrastructure trolley backbone, Gdynia may implement 
soon, scaling later. London is more cautious at the time being; due likely to the complexity 
and impact the concept may have as a public transport city and may wait for the 
development of a mature system before implementing. In terms of resources, however, both 
Brussels and London, being mature cities, may consider larger scale applications and 
developments. 

3.5.2 Technology Cluster 2 

The use cases grouped under Cluster 2 (replacing diesel bus lines with hybrid trolleybuses) 
are small to medium cities with an established trolleybus network. Although the technology is 
far superior in its environmental performance to its diesel counterpart, the concept faces 
important challenges in its financial and technical assessment. 

Common strengths among all use cases include the intrinsic benefits of hybrid trolleybuses 
as compared to diesel, i.e. their comparable or superior availability, reliability and energy 
efficiency, their lower or similar maintenance requirements. Additionally, the involved 
operators have the expertise and the staff to operate and maintain the system and the fleet. 
It goes without saying that having a trolleybus catenary infrastructure is in itself a major 
advantage, and an intrinsic strength to be built upon. 

The concept of hybrid trolleybuses, however, still exhibits important common weaknesses. 
In their function as replacements for diesel units, hybrid trolleybuses still need to overcome 
the physical divide that exists between the plugged and the unplugged stretches of their 
routes. It is generally considered that the technology concept is not ready for full commercial 
application due to one or more of the following shortfalls: automatic and semiautomatic 
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wiring/de-wiring systems which are critical for the smooth and time-efficient operation of 
routes are either underdeveloped or do not perform as required; batteries, which have been 
rapidly developing in the last years, still lack standardization, especially of their management 
system, size and weight, and often underperform at extreme temperatures, making the 
trolleybuses’ autonomous range too short for their actual application. Additionally, route and 
schedule changes required for adapted routes in order to access the catenary system are 
considered as undesirable and potentially detrimental to service. Finally, due to the fact that 
replacing diesel buses cannot be achieved by extending existing trolleybus lines with battery-
refurbished existing units only, procurement of new hybrid trolleybuses is necessary. This, 
however, does not fulfill all of the individual cases’ investment criteria. 

As is the case in other clusters, hybrid trolleybuses may benefit from common 
opportunities, like complementary technologies to optimize their operation, e.g. energy 
management systems to handle additional demand on the grid, smart scheduling for 
trolleybuses to be able to skip a charge or a connection point, and energy storage not only 
on board, but also off-board to smoothen demand peaks and provide a capacity buffer for 
operation. All three cases have an important potential application in terms of the diesel-
powered lines they could replace, and as a consequence, of the environmental impact that 
this substitution could achieve. Precisely in terms of this potential environmental impact of 
the full substitution of applicable diesel routes, hybrid trolleybuses are definitely a worthy 
alternative to consider, as well as a strong affirmation and push towards the electrification of 
mobility. 

Common threats to the technology include the current limit of the catenary system capacity 
to accommodate for its full-fledged implementation (replacing all possible diesel routes) and 
which would require an update of the power supply system, including substations and 
cabling. This perceived threat, however, should nevertheless be seen as a necessary step 
(and investment) for the grids’ readiness to power larger fleets in the future. Eventually 
necessary extensions to the catenary network often face resistance from the authorities due 
to a series of reasons including regulations and aesthetic considerations. In addition to the 
above-mentioned weakness of not fulfilling investment criteria, a lack of existing funding for 
the effective rolling out of the concept beyond ELIPTIC may cast doubt on the concept’s 
implementation future. 
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3.5.3 Technology Cluster 3 

Technology Cluster 3 (Braking energy recuperation and storage) is made up of two use 
cases, which focus on feeding recuperated braking energy back to their respective 
(tram/trolley) grids. 

Among the use cases’ common strengths, the increase of the system’s efficiency, the lack 
of adverse effects on tram or trolleybus networks, and their guaranteed operational continuity 
provide a positive starting point. Added to this, the operation is supported by the experienced 
staff already available within the organizations, and a similar or lower maintenance effort as 
measured against comparable technologies (flywheel, supercapacitors, batteries, etc.) The 
technologies are ready for full commercial application and the concept fulfills the investment 
criteria, at least partially or in select locations. As part of its improvement in efficiency, the 
technology concept indirectly leads to a reduction of emissions from power sources. 

Common weaknesses of both cases are found in the financial estimation of their 
implementation, since the technology concepts do not provide a positive business case at all 
(Brussels) or only in 20 to 30% of the routes (Gdynia). 

Possible common opportunities include the general support of relevant stakeholders 
(politics, authorities, academia, etc.), fully secure and available funding and a favorable legal 
framework. The technology concept is also aligned with the cities’ goals, as it supports the 
further electrification of the public transport system. 

The technology concept faces several common threats, among which the most significant 
one is the possibility of being partly substituted by improved energy storage solutions 
(batteries or supercapacitors.) installed either on-board or along the routes. In addition to 
this, implementation is not feasible in all cases, as the concept’s efficacy depends on specific 
operating conditions of load, topography, number of stops, etc. Availability of space in dense 
central areas (Brussels) also limits the possibility of installing additional substations or 
equipment. Finally, in the immediate environment of the use case cities, the potential for 
further adoption of the technology is limited, due to the relative small market of tram and 
trolley systems that could benefit from it. 
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SWOT pairs that can be derived include the combination of technologies between both to 
achieve longer functional sections that would make the technology available (author’s 
hypothesis). 

3.5.4 Technology Cluster 4 

Within Cluster 4 (Electricity from existing public transport grids to power multimodal charging 
hubs), the prospect of charging electric vehicles other than buses is explored. The concept 
fares away from collective vehicles and attempts to advance the electrification of smaller 
units by taking advantage of the installed capacities of metro, tram or trolley networks. 

The use cases share several common strengths in that the public transport grid is 
competitive with or superior to the public distribution grid, there are no expected or perceived 
negative effects on the main mode (metro, tram, trolley) operation, and the complementary 
power demand patterns expected from the operating and charging operations ensure a 
higher asset utilization rate. The technology concept is generally commercially available 
(except for Szeged’s unique development of a multimodal charger), although not in all cases 
fully ready for this specific application. In some cases, a higher power output allows for more 
charging points than would be available via the public grid. The technology concept mainly 
fulfills the use cases’ particular investment criteria (in London and Barcelona), and 
stakeholders at all levels are mainly supportive of the measure, as it pushes the adoption of 
electric vehicles and leads to a potential reduction of emissions. 

Common weaknesses of the technology concept include the second priority that charging 
has as compared to the main operation mode, and the varying degrees of technical 
readiness of the concept. In particular, issues raised as weaknesses are: the higher 
complexity of the connection required to the public transport grid for vehicle chargers, and 
the stabilization of the grid’s characteristic voltage and current peaks, which could affect the 
chargers. Additionally, the main required roles and expertise are not currently available in the 
organizations (except for London, where the roles are staffed), the maintenance effort of the 
proposed technology is considered higher, and the planning and implementation more 
complex than that of connecting to the public grid. In the estimations of Szeged and Leipzig, 
in contrast to the statement above, investment criteria are not met, and costs are expected to 
be higher, especially for the development of the multimodal charger. 
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Common opportunities exist in the complementary technology that could refine each of the 
concept’s use cases (storage media, demand control, electrical separation and real-time 
monitoring or smart meters) and bridge some of its technical deficiencies. The concept also 
counts on the moderate support from stakeholders, as it contributes to the acceptance of 
electrification and promotes the sustainable image of the transit operators. Albeit the required 
staff is not currently enrolled in the organizations, specialists are available on the labor 
market. Finally, the concept is positively aligned with the cities’ electrification goals and the 
diverse governmental programs promoting electric mobility. 

Partial availability of funds and the low number of electric vehicles in cities like Barcelona or 
Szeged are some of the common threats identified in the use cases. Most importantly, 
however, the currently unfavorable legal framework and the contractual difficulty of 
commercializing electricity to third parties partially block the feasibility of the concept. As a 
technical note on this issue, the nature of the current (AC or DC) currently present an added 
difficulty. As gauged DC meters are not yet available, measuring energy withdrawn from 
such grids (Szeged, Leipzig, Oberhausen) is not possible, which inhibits the operator’s 
capacity of quantifying (and eventually commercializing) their outputs. This problem does not 
exist in AC grids, which, given favorable regulations, could go ahead with market available 
components.  
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3.6 Cross-Cluster Analysis 
Due to the wide array of experiences collected from the use cases and the varying degrees 
of readiness and technological maturity observed throughout them, the cross-cluster analysis 
focuses on those SWOT items that are consistent throughout all four technology concepts, 
as well as the similarities observed within the city clusters and the cities themselves. 

Technology 

From the technological perspective, most use cases have identified their public transport 
electric grid as a robust and competitive alternative to the public distribution grid, albeit not as 
a substitute, but as a complement. This complementarity considers the spatial limitation of 
the public transport grid’s reach, as well as the capacity limitations of the grid during 
operating peaks. Large metro networks (e.g. London or Barcelona) are better suited to take 
on the extra demand that powering additional fleets of vehicles requires, while smaller 
systems (Gdynia, Szeged, Eberswalde) will likely require an upgrade of the power 
distribution system as their overall capacity is exceeded. Increasingly, an energy sourcing 
strategy that adequately taps on both grids seems necessary for the successful electrification 
of a larger share of public transport modes. 

Complementary technology to the evaluated concept is mentioned in most use cases and in 
every technology cluster. Demand management, real-time monitoring, and energy storage 
are some of the elements which were repeatedly mentioned as beneficial and sometimes 
necessary for the implementation of the concepts. As electric mobility increasingly becomes 
the focus of the vehicle industry, storage media, in particular, has gained a central role. 
Better, lighter, more resilient and cheaper batteries are currently being developed and 
brought to the market. While batteries are a central component for technology concepts like 
the hybrid trolley bus and the electric bus itself, it represents a perceived threat to Cluster 3  
(Pillar C). The opportunity, however, to adopt storage media as part of energy recuperation, 
might not only enable the implementation of the proposed energy recuperation technologies, 
but also to focus it to the situations where it is most effective. 

Operation 

Save for some instances in Cluster 4, electric public transport operators see themselves as 
capable and experienced when it comes to handling their hardware and the extensions 
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represented by the proposed technology concepts. It must be said that, while this expertise is 
an advantage in the operation and maintenance of the technology, it does not necessarily 
imply an assumed ease of implementation or development. Among the obstacles mentioned, 
the lack of space, the systems’ complexity and the still unaccounted for but expected effects 
on the current grid and its operation can be mentioned. These items require special attention 
on a solid technical system (including complementary technology).  

Flexible and robust operations require equally flexible and robust charging strategies. While 
(mostly nocturnal) depot charging has shown its convenience as being complementary to the 
daily operations of the main electric modes, in-motion charging has done the same for the 
operation of hybrid vehicles under a catenary. Opportunity charging is a good alternative for 
cities with or without a catenary, although it usually requires an operating schedule with 
enough stopping time. As cities adapt and public transport routes become increasingly 
electrified, it might become a requirement that the charging strategy incorporates diverse 
alternatives for increased flexibility and an optimal coverage. 

Financial 

The economic assessment within the SWOT analysis is the most heterogeneous field in 
terms of positive and negative statements. On one hand, the investment criteria that each 
use case faces are unique to their city and their policies. On the other hand, several issues 
were still unclear by the time of data collection in order to make a certain statement regarding 
e.g. lifecycle cost or cost structure. 

A more complete analysis is still needed in most cases, requiring the adjustment of the initial 
assumptions, as well as the incorporation of the ELIPTIC experiences into new iterations of 
the considered concepts. Still, the need for institutional or governmental subsidies will be 
present, and may, in cases with strong political and popular support and a solid technological 
and environmental foundation, find the means for development and implementation. 

Society and Environment 

The cities that take part in ELIPTIC have set before them a path towards a more sustainable 
mobility system. The role of electrification of public transport is central to this strategy, and 
the ELIPTIC use cases are well aligned to it. The support from authorities, politics, academia 
and the public are mentioned time and again throughout the four technology clusters and 
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have been identified as opportunities in most of them. Additionally, the indisputable 
environmental advantages of electrification in transportation will become more and more 
important as European regulations for air quality in cities become more stringent in the 
coming years.  

As the urban transport landscape swiftly changes, rules and regulations must follow suit and 
adapt to facilitate a smooth transition towards the electrification of mobility. Most use cases 
coincide in that energy regulation is one of the major hurdles for the implementation of their 
concepts. Until now, the public transport grid has benefitted from privileged conditions up to a 
certain degree, among which price plays a very important role. The extension of this benefit 
to third parties (bus and taxis operators, utility vehicles or even private parties) is generally 
not allowed. As users and operators of their grid, public electric transport agencies 
increasingly see their role of energy managers increase to the benefit of their cities’ larger 
electrification strategy. If the benefits of the public transport grid are to be extended to other 
operators, new regulatory frameworks will have to allow more freedom in its distribution. 
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4 Recommendations 
The outcomes from the cross-case and the cross-cluster analyses allow for the sketching of 
cross-category SWOT pairs that translate into potential actions. In this way, financial 
strengths and opportunities pair with technological weaknesses to form investment actions 
meant to bridge the technological gap at hand. Weaknesses in the legal framework, together 
with strengths from technology and operation become regulation actions to enable the 
implementation or operation of the new concepts. Research and development actions 
result from combining technical weaknesses with operational strengths and opportunities, 
while improvement measures aim at using technical strengths or regulatory opportunities to 
improve operational weaknesses or threats. Technology combination, which would merge 
two or more technology concepts into a joint effort for implementation can be derived from 
the observed advantages and shortcomings between the thematic pillars. Finally, promotion 
actions would highlight the potential benefits of implementation from the technical and 
operational side to change potential negative views from the public, politics or authorities of 
the technology concepts and their implication. 

Invest 

Although it is not the case in all technology clusters or all use cases, investment actions 
ideally combine financial strength with the need to procure technology and other assets.  In 
several cases, it has been stated that both the fulfillment of investment criteria and 
availability of funds exist. In some cases, however this may require additionally leveraging 
political support to obtain local, national or European subsidies. The purpose of investment 
actions is to consolidate the effort to provide funding and subsidies to procure future-oriented 
and environmentally beneficial electric vehicles and technology. The cost case against diesel 
technology is difficult from this perspective precisely, but electric technology makes a strong 
case in favor of the health benefits and air quality cities can achieve. 

Examples for this approach can be found in the procurement of electric vehicles such as 
hybrid trolleybuses and battery buses to substitute diesel lines in small and medium cities. 
The case of storage media (batteries and supercapacitors) is similar, and in the long term, 
also the upgrade of power distribution systems will present an investment that can pay off not 
only economically, but also in terms of environmental improvement. 
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Develop & Improve 

Several concepts are incomplete or lack specific technology, training or resources. While not 
all technology components are off-the-shelf, there is no need to develop highly specific 
custom solutions from scratch either. Development actions look into the present deficiencies 
in technology with their potential application as operational opportunities to identify the 
specific components or functions to be created or adapted. Together with academia and 
industry, interesting synergies may be found as the implementation potential of new 
technologies extends beyond ELIPTIC and into the mainstream mobility systems of cities. 

Clear examples of this within ELIPTIC include automated wiring mechanisms for hybrid 
trolleybuses. While currently the concept works with operational limitations (manual or semi-
automatic wiring) linked to the status-quo of wiring roofs, more flexible and efficient solutions 
are under development (e.g. in Eberswalde) which could greatly increase the 
competitiveness of hybrid trolleys. Similarly, power interfaces between bus/vehicle chargers 
and the existing public transport grids will require specialized equipment. Operational 
improvements in the form of scheduling and route design also fall under this category 

Regulate 

Operators of electric public transport modes are increasingly becoming managers of their 
electric grid and their energy systems. As electric vehicles take a larger share of public 
transport trips, operator’s role in providing access to its grid will require its specialization as 
such, and the permission to do so. Regulation actions aim at changing or adapting the 
existing legal and regulatory frameworks (included within the category Society and 
Environment) to take advantage of opportunities to operate the technology concepts. 

Examples from the use cases include the restriction of distributing (commercially or 
otherwise) energy from the public transport grid (often itself subsidized) to third parties. As 
such, most cities are restricted from providing access to this grid to bus operation 
concessionaries, taxis, utility vehicles (supervision, maintenance, etc.) and, eventually, 
private individuals or commercial fleet operators. Relaxing some regulations could help 
operators implement several technology concepts for the benefit of their own electric vehicle 
operation, as well as the optimization of their power demand. 
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Combine 

The technology concepts being evaluated in their feasibility within ELIPTIC have pursued 
their goal in relative isolation. Even though the ELIPTIC forum provides an environment of 
collective experience sharing and learning, the individual feasibility studies are focused on a 
reduced area of technological application. The lessons learned during ELIPTIC can be the 
starting point for the revamping of the thinking behind all use cases’ technologies. 
Combination actions look into the positive and negative aspects of the four technology 
clusters to find synergies among them. The access to the grid by third parties, for example, 
facilitated by clusters 1 and 4 bring valuable insights on regulation, technology and strategy 
to both clusters. Clusters 2 and 3 may together prove the point of energy recuperation and 
load balancing by using on-board storage while feeding excess energy back to the grid, and 
Gdynia’s dual supply system could provide longer sections of catenary where reversible 
substations or storage media could prove more cost efficient. Hybrid trolleybuses may 
discover that mixed charging strategies (in motion, opportunity and depot) work best in terms 
of achieving a wider expansion of routes. 

Promote 

Promotion actions focus on influencing the public and political view of electromobility towards 
a higher acceptance of the technology and its benefits. This implies campaigns of information 
on the benefits of the technology to a specific audience. Promotion actions are usually a 
parallel activity to reduce the friction of proposed or in-progress concepts. However rare in 
the ELIPTIC use cases studies, there are some pockets of resistance against proposed 
concepts like the extension of catenaries (Eberswalde, Szeged), the substitution of diesel 
vehicles (Gdynia) or the shift in technology and implied additional effort of electrification 
(maintenance staff in London). Besides the informed solution of conflict, or potential thereof, 
promoting the benefits of electrification also helps in the acceptance of investment, especially 
of public funds, for the technology. 
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5 Conclusion and Outlook 
The urban mobility landscape is changing quickly. Electric mobility, autonomous vehicles and 
digital services are taking center stage in an effort to tackle congestion, pollution, and the 
evolving and ever increasing mobility needs in urban regions. Cities in Europe are 
increasingly concerned in limiting emissions from transportation, and are focusing their 
incentives away from fossil fuels (with diesel in the crosshair) and towards electric solutions 
free of (local) emissions. While the electric solution seems within reach, however, key issues 
must be sorted out to ensure its viability, from which energy infrastructure, power availability, 
energy storage solutions, and economic incentives are just a few. 

The seed that ELIPTIC has planted will undoubtedly lay the groundwork for many initiatives 
to come, and its fruit will be part of the electric landscape of tomorrow. The experiences 
gathered from its numerous use-cases elucidate the common ground most cities may 
encounter in their development of electromobility. This will allow them to plug into their 
potential by exploiting their electric systems and exploring solutions to power their growing 
electric fleets. One of the central lessons of ELIPTIC is that existing electric infrastructure for 
public transport can facilitate the next wave of electrification, public and private, in cities. 
While it is likely that full electrification will require the integration of a variety of power 
networks, a necessary first impulse can be provided from the installed capacity already in 
place. 

Increasingly, the symbiosis of a public transport operator’s power grid and its operation of an 
ever wider range of electric vehicles will see them managing not only the provision of public 
transportation, but also the energy systems that will drive it. Just as cities are looking for 
smart answers to their mobility problems, public operators will need to find smart solutions to 
efficiently provide their electric fleets with power. Smarter grids and effective energy storage 
options are some of the innovative items that will become central in designing future power 
systems for public transport. Innovative solutions that constantly monitor performance will 
allow operators to manage more than one grid, incorporating, e.g., the public distribution grid 
as an addition to their own. 

This is not all, however. Other technologies are set to make their debut in the electric mobility 
landscape. Promising advances in fuel cell technologies powered by hydrogen could soon 
make it a viable large-scale source of energy displacing lithium batteries. Autonomous 
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vehicles will disrupt transportation systems as we know them, together with traditional vehicle 
ownership models and posing a threat to public transport by offering ubiquitous and around-
the-clock door-to-door service.  The future of mobility is bound to become electric, but our 
understanding of traditional operation models will have to accommodate for the presence 
and interaction with new actors.  

The results of the SWOT evaluation are defined by the context of ELIPTIC’s use cases, and 
further, to the feasibility studies of partially implemented concepts. As such, it is a useful 
qualitative tool for the assessment of ELIPTIC, and an important complement to the 
Conventional Full Evaluation. Its scope, as well as ELIPTIC’s could be widened by future 
research to include impressions from similar external references. There is a multitude of 
cases around the world where ELIPTIC may find both answers and challenges. Hundreds of 
cities around the world with running trolley, tram and metro systems could certainly learn 
from ELIPTIC, but teach a lesson or two as well. A lot remains to be understood and 
developed in terms of hardware, but also in terms of flexible charging strategies that can fit 
all and any city, regulation models, etc. 

Ultimately, the progressive electrification of urban fleets will strongly contribute to cleaner air 
in cities. Smarter mobility, however, should incorporate electrification to a broader strategy 
where stronger and a more attractive public transport offer is integrated into a multimodal 
system. In this sense, the lessons learned from ELIPTIC will help cities better define their 
future strategies by shaping policies and providing incentives for the sustainable 
development of their mobility. 
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Questionnaire T 3.5 – Technological Viability Evaluation 
 
Legend: 

[x]:  question is relevant for the use cases in the respective technology cluster, whereby the number in the 
brackets specifies the cluster 
Example: [4], question is just relevant for use cases in technology cluster 4 
 

[xxx]: question/answer type  
Example: [Multiple Choice], question is a multiple choice question 

 

A - General  

Please provide some basic information about your use case. 

 

[all] 
A.1 Please choose your use case. 

[Drop-down list, one choice] 
 A.2 – London: Opportunity (re)charging of ebuses and/or plug-in 

hybrid buses (using metro infrastructure) 
 A.3 - Brussels: Progressive electrification of hybrid bus network, 

using existing tram and metro infrastructure 
 A.8 – Gdynia: Opportunity (re)charging of ebuses connecting Tri-

city agglomeration based on trolleybus infrastructure 
 A.9 – Gdynia: Replacing of diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus 

network with trolley-hybrids 
 A.10 – Eberswalde:  Replacing diesel bus lines by extending 

trolleybus network with trolley-hybrids (incl. demo of automatic 
(de)wiring) 

 A.11 – Szeged: Replacing diesel bus lines by extending trolleybus 
network with trolley-hybrids 

 B.1 – Bremen: Recuperation of braking energy from trams: 
Refurbishment of a flywheel energy storage system 

 B.2 – Brussels: Optimised braking energy recovery in light rail 
network 

 B.3 – Lanciano:  Light rail (tram) operation for rural rail track 
 C.1 – Bremen: From uniqueness to system: Extension of existing 

multimodal mobility hub station 
 C.3 – Barcelona: Use of metro/tram infrastructure for recharging 

e-cars (municipal fleet and private e-cars) 
 C.4 – Leipzig: Use of tram network sub-station for (re)charging e-

vehicles 
 C.6 – Szeged: Multipurpose use of infrastructure for (re)charging 

trolley-hybrids & e-vehicles 

 

[all] 
A.2 Please state your name and the organization 
on which behalf you are answering this 
questionnaire. 

Name: [Text Field] 
Organization: [Text Field] 

   

[all] 
A.3 – Please specify the approach of your 
feasibility study.  

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: demonstrator is performed previously to a feasibility study 
 2: feasibility study is performed previously to a demonstrator 
 3: feasibility study is performed, but no demonstrator 

 

[all] 
A.4 – Where do you see overlaps with other use 
cases regarding thematic and technological 
aspects? Please name the respective use cases 
and specify the identified overlaps. 

[Text Field] 

 

[all] 
A.5 - Which strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats do you see regarding the 
technological concept, discussed in your use case?  

Strengths: [Text Field] 
Weaknesses: [Text Field] 
Opportunities: [Text Field] 
Threats: [Text Field] 
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B - Use Case Context 

B.1 General 

 

[all] 
B.1.1 – Please state the gross domestic product 
per capita for your city for the most recent year 
available. Please indicate the year. 

Gross Domestic Product per Capita (million €): [Text Field] 

Year: [Text Field] 

 
[all] 
B.1.2 - Please state the modal split in your city for 
the most recent year available. 

[Text Field] 

 [all] 
B.1.3 - What is the targeted modal split in your 
city for 2025? 

[Text Field] 

 [all] 
B.1.4 – Please state the average density of your 
city in inhabitants per square kilometer. 

[Text Field] 

B.2 Technologies for the Electrification of Public Transport 

 

[all] 
B.2.1 - Please state the respective share of the 
electric, public transport modes operating in your 
city in relation to the entire public transport 
system. 

[Matrix] 
 rows: transport modes 
 tram/light rail 
 metro 
 full electric bus 
 hybrid electric bus 
 (hybrid) trolleybus 
 others [Text Field] 

 column 1: share of respective mode in relation to the entire public 
transport system [%] 
[Text Field] 

 

[all] 
B.2.2 – Please name and briefly explain the top-5 
measures for the future electrification of the 
(public) transport in your city? 
*(e.g. electrification of bus fleet) 

[Rank List] 
Measure 1-5: 5 * [Text Field] 
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B.3 Stakeholder Assessment 

 

[all] 
B.3.1 – Please rate the attitude towards and the 
influence on the project implementation and 
operation of the respective stakeholders. 

[Matrix] 
rows: stakeholder 
 (local) politics & authorities 
 research & education 
 general public (incl. media and press) 
 electricity grid operator 
 (local) energy provider 
 technology supplier & OEMs 
 associations (e.g. bus, rail, automotive…) 
 service sector (e.g. bank, insurance…) 
 construction companies 
 passengers/users 
 technical control companies 
 NGOs 
 public transport operator – drivers 
 public transport operator – maintenance staff 
 public transport operator – office staff 
 public transport operator – other units within organization 
 others [Text Field] 

 column 1, one choice: attitude  
 1: active opponent 
 2: moderate opponent 
 3: neutral 
 4: moderate supporter 
 5: active supporter 
 6: not applicable 

 column 2, one choice: influence  
 1: no/low influence 
 2: moderate influence 
 3: high influence 
 4: not applicable 

B.4 Public Transport Grid 

B.4.1 Effects on Public Transport Grid 

 

[all] 
B.4.1.1 - Which effects on the grid, caused by the 
implementation and operation of the discussed 
technological concept have you identified? How 
are they measured? How do you assess the effects 
on the respective public transport grid? 
 
[1,4] 
*effects on grid, caused by powering charging 
points 
[2] 
*effects on grid, caused by hybrid trolleybus 
operation 
[3] 
*effects on grid, caused by breaking energy 
recuperation and energy storage 

[Matrix] 
rows: effects  
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 1: effect quantification 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 2: effect description 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 3, one choice: effect assessment 
 1: weak effect strength 
 2: medium effect strength 
 3: strong effect strength 

 

[all] 
B.4.1.2 - What are major technical and operational 
risks and barriers in regard to the grid, when 
operating the discussed technological concept? 

[Text Field] 

 

[all] 
B.4.1.3 - What are appropriate measures to 
minimize the negative effects on the grid, caused 
by the operation of the technological concept?  
*(e.g. load management, energy storage) 

[Text Field] 
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B.4.2 Capacity Evaluation 

 

[1,4] 
B.4.2.1 - How do you assess the average spare 
capacity [kVA] of the respective grid (e.g. tram, 
metro, trolleybus grid) throughout the day, 
available for powering charging points? 
Please refer to minimum, middle and peak load 
times respectively. 

[Matrix] 
rows: grid load 
 minimum load: [Text Field] 
 medium load: [Text Field] 
 peak load: [Text Field] 

column 1: average spare capacity [kVA] 
 3* [Text Field] 

column 2: Remarks 
 3* [Text Field] 

B.5 Regulatory and Legal Framework 

 

[all] 
B.5.1 – How do you evaluate the regulatory and 
legal framework in the respective thematic 
categories regarding the implementation and 
operation of the discussed technological concept?  

[Matrix] 
rows: thematic category 
 energy and grid 
 environment 
 safety 

 column 1, one choice: evaluation 
 1: unfavorable for implementation and operation 
 2: neither favorable nor unfavorable for implementation and 

operation 
 3: favorable for implementation and operation 

 

[all] 
B.5.2 – Please name and briefly explain the 
respective laws and regulations affecting the 
implementation and operation of the discussed 
technological concept. 

[Matrix] 
rows: category 
 energy and grid 
 environment 
 safety 

 column 1: law or regulation 
 [Text Field] 

 column 2: description 
 [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
B.5.3 – In your opinion, which modifications in the 
local and European regulatory and legal 
framework* would be necessary to promote the 
technological concept of your use case?  
*(categories: energy and grid, environment, 
safety) 
 
Remark: Please state, if there are already any 
political efforts to change the mentioned 
regulations and laws. In this case, simply type an 
“x” into the box. 

[Matrix] 
rows: suggested law or regulation (see B.5.2) 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 1: description of modification 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 2: already efforts for change on a political level? 
 5* [Text Field] 

C - Technology and Operation  

C.1 Market Availability 

 

[all] 
C.1.1 – How do you evaluate the market 
availability (delivery times, market players, service 
availability) of the key enabling technologies 
behind the discussed technological concept? 

[Matrix] 
 rows: key enabling technology 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 1, one choice: rating 
 1: technology in R&D stage, limited availability for test projects, 

no standardization 
 2: technology available for pilot projects with low unit numbers 

some suppliers with regional, global scope, but limited technology 
/ service offering (e.g. only for a small number of projects / 
pilots), limited level of standardization 

 3: technology fully available (incl. service, maintenance, after 
sales) on the market, regional and/or global coverage of suppliers, 
high level of standardization 

 

[all] 
C.1.2 – If certain key enabling technologies are not 
yet available on the market, what are main 
barriers preventing market availability? 

[Text Field] 
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C.2 Standardization 

 

[all] 
C.2.1 – How do you evaluate the level of 
standardization of the key enabling technologies 
behind the discussed technological concept? 

[Matrix] 
 rows: key enabling technology 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 1, one choice: rating 
 1: insufficient standardization of hardware, software and 

interfaces (e.g. lacking interoperability of systems, increased 
integration effort for technical system) 

 2: preliminary standards of hardware, software and interfaces 
established; standardization process is ongoing 

 3: global standardization of hardware, software and interfaces 
(e.g. ISO standards are established globally) 

 

[all] 
C.2.2 – Which standards are relevant? Which key 
enabling technology is affected? 
*(e.g. charging infrastructure, software and 
hardware, electric grid, traction system, energy 
storage unit) 

[Matrix] 
rows: relevant standards 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 1: description standards 
 5* [Text Field] 

 column 2: affected key enabling technology 
 5* [Text Field] 

C.3 Planning and Implementation 

 

[all] 
C.3.1 – How do you evaluate the planning and 
implementation effort for the discussed 
technological concept, compared to similar 
infrastructure projects?  

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: higher 
 2: about the same 
 3: lower 

+ 
 
Infrastructure/mobility project: [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
C.3.2 – Where do you see bottlenecks, barriers or 
problems in the planning and implementation 
process? What are possible measures to 
overcome them? 

[Text Field] 

C.4 Maintenance 

 

[all] 
C.4.1 – How do you evaluate the required 
maintenance effort for the discussed 
technological concept compared to similar 
existing ones? (basis: full implementation) 
Please state to which technological concept you 
refer to as basis for comparison. 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: higher 
 2:about the same 
 3: lower 

+  
 
Technological concept for comparison: [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
C.4.2 – In which areas differ the maintenance 
requirements of the new technological concept 
from similar alternatives?  

[Text Field] 

C.5 Staff Qualification 

 

[all] 
C.5.1 – How do you evaluate the availability of 
staff in the company, having the required 
qualifications to run the discussed technological 
concept in daily operation? 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: lack of qualified staff; additional staff not available in short-

/middle-term; critical for technical rollout 
 2: partly available; additional qualified staff needed during rollout 

of technology, qualified staff is expected to be available 
 3: fully available; operations possible with existing staff / 

qualifications 

 

[all] 
C.5.2 – What are the main roles/qualifications 
needed? Please state the top 3 today and the 
expected top 3 in the future. 

three main roles/qualifications today: 3* [Text Field] 
 
three main roles/qualifications in the future:3* [Text Field] 
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[all] 
C.5.3 – How do you evaluate the availability of 
qualified staff in the local job market, required to 
run the technological concept? 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: not available: qualified staff is hardly available 
 2: partly available: acquisition of staff takes some time, not 

possible to find qualified staff for all open positions 
 3: fully available: no problems to acquire qualified staff quickly 

C.6 Technology Characteristics 

C.6.1 Reliability 

 

[all] 
C.6.1.1 – How do you evaluate the reliability of 
your public transport system, comparing the 
scenario of applying the new technological 
concept to the scenario of not applying the new 
technological concept? 
 
*Please note that reliability is defined as: 

             
 

   
 

a: number of repetitions without failure 
b: number of repetitions with failure  

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: lower 
 2: about the same 
 3: higher 

 

 

[all] 
C.6.1.2 – Comparing both scenarios, what are the 
main issues, causing a lower or higher reliability?  

[Text Field] 

C.6.2 Availability 

 

[all] 
C.6.2.1 – How do you evaluate the availability of 
your relevant public transport system, comparing 
the scenario of applying the new technological 
concept to the scenario of not applying the new 
technological concept? 
Please state to which technological concept you 
refer to as basis for comparison. 
 
*Please note that availability is defined as: 

              
    

         
 

MTBF: mean time between failure 
MTTR: mean time to repair 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: lower 
 2: about the same 
 3: higher 

 

 
[all] 
C.6.2.2 - Comparing both scenarios, what are the 
main issues causing a lower/higher availability? 

[Text Field] 

 
[all] 
C.6.2.3 – What are possible adjustments or 
improvements to increase the availability? 

[Text Field] 

C.6.3 Efficiency 

 

[all] 
C.6.3.1  – How do you evaluate the energy 
efficiency of the discussed technological concept 
compared to similar alternatives? 
Please state to which technological concept you 
refer to as basis for comparison. 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: higher 
 2:about the same 
 3: lower 

 
Technological concept for comparison: [Text Field] 

 

[1,2,4] 
C.6.3.2(1) – What are the main factors, influencing 
the energy efficiency? 

Main factors, influencing the energy efficiency: [Text Field] 

 

[1,2,4] 
C.6.3.3(1) – What are derived lessons for 
implementation? 

Derived lessons for implementation: [Text Field] 
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[3] 
C.6.3.2(2) – What is the range of energy recovered 
(%) comparing the status with and without energy 
recuperation? 

[Text Field] 

 

[3] 
C.6.3.3(2) – What are circumstances for the 
highest energy recovery potential? 
What are derived lessons for implementation? 

[Text Field] 

C.7 Operational Process 

 

[all] 
C.7.1 – Are there necessary changes in the 
operational process, caused by the application of 
the discussed technological concept? 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: unfavorable changes necessary  
 2: no changes necessary  
 3: favorable changes possible 

 

[all] 
C.7.2 – What are necessary negative and possible 
positive changes in the operational process and 
what are the respective reasons? 
Please state your top 3 reasons. 

[Matrix] 
rows: changes of operation 
 column 1: description  
 [Text Field] 

 column 2: reason 
 [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
C.7.3 – Which adjustments regarding the 
discussed technological concept are necessary to 
avoid negative or increase positive operational 
changes? 

[Text Field] 

D –Financial 

D.1 General 

 

[all] 
D.1.1 - What are the five main criteria for your 
investment decisions? 
Please list according to priority. 

[Text Field] 

 

[all] 
D.1.2 - How do you evaluate the discussed 
technological concept regarding your five main 
investment criteria?  

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: not fulfilled 
 2: partly fulfillment  
 3: mainly fulfilled  

D.2 CAPEX 

 

[all] 
D.2.1 – How do you assess the required 
investment effort for the discussed technological 
concept compared to similar existing ones?  
Please state to which technological concept you 
refer to as basis for comparison. 

[Multiple Choice, one choice] 
 1: higher  
 2: same 
 3: lower 

 
Technological concept for comparison: [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
D.2.2 – What are the main drivers, having the 
biggest lever to increase/decrease the required 
investment effort? 

[Text Field] 

D.3 OPEX 

 

[all] 
D.3.1 – How do you assess the operational costs 
(yearly basis) for the discussed technological 
concept compared to existing ones?  
Please state to which technological concept you 
refer to as basis for comparison. 

[Multiple Choice, on choice] 
 1: higher  
 2: same 
 3: lower 

 
Technological concept for comparison: [Text Field] 

 

[all] 
D.3.3 – What are main drivers for an increase 
and/or decrease in operational costs? 

[Text Field] 
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D.4 Funding 

 

[all] 
D.4.1 – Do you have sufficient funding capabilities 
to finance the implementation and operation of 
the discussed technological concept in the phase 
after the termination of the eLIPTIC project? 

[Multiple Choice, multiple choice] 
 1: funding not available or insecure 
 2: funding partly available or not fully secure 
 3: funding fully available and secure 

 

[all] 
B.4.2 - What are the most relevant financing 
measures, enabling the implementation and 
operation of the discussed technological concept? 
Please rank them according to their importance. 

[Rank List]  
 European public funding 
 national/regional public funding 
 investments by industry/manufacturers 
 bank loans 
 leasing 
 own investments 
 other [Text Field] 

E – Environment 

 

[2,3] 
E.1 – What is the maximum emission (CO2, CO, 
NOX, PM) saving potential by full (full = feasible) 
technology implementation?  
 
*in % of current emissions of public transport 
system 

[Matrix] 
rows: emission 
 CO2 
 CO 
 NOX 
 PM 

 column 1: saving potential [%]* 
 4* [Text Field] 

 column 2: saving potential [tons/year] 
 4* [Text Field] 

 

[4] 
E.2 – Are there indirect emission (CO2, CO, NOX, 
PM) savings, caused by the implementation and 
operation of multimodal charging stations? (e.g. 
charging opportunities for ecars at public 
transport terminal stops foster the change from 
individual to public transport, what can lead to 
lower overall emissions) 
 
*in % of current emissions of public transport 
system 

Matrix] 
rows: emission 
 CO2 
 CO 
 NOX 
 PM 

 column 1: saving potential [%]* 
 4* [Text Field] 

 column 2: saving potential [tons/year] 
 4* [Text Field] 

F - Feedback Question 

 
[all] 
Is there anything else you want to share? 
(suggestions, wishes, comments, critique) 

[Text Field] 

 



Topics : 14
Questions : 19

Participants in the interview :

Part 1: General Questions
1. Who was included from your use case in answering the questionnaire? ƒ

2. Did you answer the questionnaire from the perspective of the specific use case, considered in the eLITPIC project, or for the entire
public transport system of your city?

ƒ

Part 2: SWOT related questions
Category Sub-category Topic Question

Technology

Develop-ment status

[1]

Technology readiness
level, market availability,
standardization

1. What are the main subsystems/key enabling components of the technology concept?

2. From a technical point of view do you consider the complete technology concept for your case as fully
ready for commercial application (incl. charging system, power grid interface, measures for load
management)

3. What are the lacking standards in detail? (hardware, software etc.)

Technical charac-
teristics

[2]

Availability, reliability,
energy efficiency, safety,
sensitivity to climate
conditions, others

1. How do you evaluate the energy efficiency, availability, and reliability of charging points supplied
by the metro power grid compared to the ones supplied by the public distribution grid? (distinguish:
opportunity and depot charging) Are there differences compared to the use case in pillar C?

[3]

System set-up

1. What are the basic technical parameters (charging strategy, output power, connection type, number
of charging stations) of the charging system you plan to implement?

2. How many charging points (distinguish: opportunity and depot charging) do you consider as
feasible per grid interface point referring to the mentioned technical parameters? (min, max, average)

Technical integration

[4]

Interaction with / effect on
existing public transport
grid

1. Which technical and operational limitations (e.g. limited number of charging points, power output)
do you expect caused by the dependency of the charging point power supply on the capacity within the
metro power grid? (distinguish: opportunity and depot charging)

2. You state in the survey that there are no effects this technology would have on the grid, but then you
state that there are unforeseen issues between metro power grid and the electric bus charging
infrastructure. What kind of effects do you expect this technology would have on the power grid once
implemented?

3. Which are the most relevant means (e.g. energy storage) for you to manage the demand for power
from metro power grid?

Techno-
logy advances

[5] No Question

Technology
substitutes

[6]

1. What is the share of the routes, where electric buses are disadvantageous compared to diesel
buses?

2. Is it a powerful incentive for the technology concept, that technical and operational limitations of
electric buses could be mitigated?

Technology
adjustments and
synergies

[7] No Question

Operation

Implemen-tation and
manage-ment [8]

1. Given the situation where both grids (metro power, public distribution grid) are available, how does
the implementation effort of one compare to the other? (distinguish: opportunity and depot
charging)

2. What are expected complications you face when implementing charging points supplied by the metro
power grid outside your facilities? (distinguish: opportunity and depot charging)

Mainte-nance [9] 1. Will the project also require higher maintenance operationally, if it is fully implemented compared to
separately installed electric bus charging points?

Operational charac-
teristics [10] No Question

Operational
Integration [11] 1. What kind of operational limitations does the integration of the metro power grid impose on the bus

operation?
Integration with city [12] No Question
Possible fields of
application [13] No Question

Availability of qualified
staff [14] No Question

Operational synergies [15]
1. What are potential synergies that you could expect from the integration of electric bus charging
points with the metro power grid?(e.g. more efficient use of the metro power grid, extended coverage
of the electric bus network)

Financial

Lifecycle Cost [16]
1. How do you evaluate the lifecycle cost when comparing charging points supplied by the metro power
grid compared to the ones supplied by the public distribution grid? (distinguish: opportunity and depot
charging)

Fulfillment of
investment criteria

[17]

Investment criteria
No Question

Economic situation [18] No Question
Cost develop-ment of
technology concept [19] No Question

Availability of funding [20] 1. What could be changed to fully secure the funding for installing charging points supplied by the
metro power grid in your city?

Society and
Environment

Image [21] No Question
Impacts on city and
society [22] No Question

Impacts on environ-
ment [23] No Question



Part 2: SWOT related questions
Category Sub-category Topic Question

Attitude/
influence (internal
stake-holders)

[24] No Question

General societal,
environmental and
transport trends

[25] No Question

Status-quo and
development of market
for technology
concept

[26] 1. Do you see a potential or specific efforts for the implementation of the technology concept in other
cities in your country?

Regulatory and
political framework

[27]

Legal framework: energy
and grid, environmental,
safety

1. How does the legal framework affect this project and the technology concept in general?
(distinguish: opportunity and depot charging)

[28]

Limited feasible sites

1. Do you consider the installation of electric bus charging points connected to the metro power
grid outside your locations (e.g. garages owned by private companies, public spaces) as well? If no,
what is the reason?

[29]

Strategy (European,
national, local)

No Question

Availability of qualified
staff on the job market [30] No Question

Attitude and influence
towards technology
concept of external
stake-holders

[31] 1. Do you face any direct advantages from the parties actively supporting the project?
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